LCIAL
CITY COUNCIL
SACRAMENTO
JUNE 18, 1980
WEDNESDAY
7:30 P.M.

I HEREBY CALL a Special Meeting of the Sacramento City Council to held at the
hour of 7:30 P.M., Wednesday, June 18, 1980, in the Council Chamber, City Ball,
915 I Street, Sacramento, CA to for the purpose of considering and acting upon
CATV - Cable Television.

ISSUED this 13th day of June 1980.

PHILL tt T L. ISENBERG
YOR
ATTEST:

CITY OF SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA

CITY HALL
915 1 STREET -95814

OFFICE OF THE
CITY MANAGER

May 27, 1980

(916) 449-5704

City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT: Cable TV Request for Proposals and Ordinance

SUMMARY
This report responds to the Council's request for a digest of the proposed
Ordinance and Request for Proposals and suggests a course of action leading to
the award of a Cable Television Franchise for the incorporated and unincorporated
areas of Sacramento County.

BACKGROUND
A modern Cable TV System, applied to this area, will be a very large undertaking.
Although no exact statistics.can be produced now, the general dimensions of the
project can be illustrative. A Cable TV System covering the County of Sacramento
will:
-

cost $50-$70 million to build

-

require 3 years to install

- produce $10,000,000-$26,000,000 per year in revenues to the operator
-

require 3,000 miles of cable

-

connect 70,000 to 200,000 dwelling units

-

create 35-50 jobs

-

generate $500,0004700,000 per year in property taxes at full
development

Each applicant will spend approximately $100,000 to prepare a proposal.
The sheer size of the project, both physically and financially, presents the
Council with several serious issues. Most important is the selection of an
operator and the area the operator will serve. An effective selection and
franchising process will serve to simplify other issues and decisions.
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Service Area

The City Council and the Board of Supervisors and the City Councils of Folsom,
Galt, and Isleton have expressed a preference to have the entire area served
by a single cable operator. The main advantages of that position arise from
economies of scale including a higher level of financing and services for
institutional and non-profit cable users. More services can be provided to more
households at a lower monthly subscription fee than if the territory were wired,
operated, and financed on a piecemeal basis. A second advantage, in at least
speculative terms, can be anticipated in a higher intensity of competition among
franchise applicants. The total area. encompassed by Sacramento County would be
one of the largest, and therefore, most profitable, cable systems in the country.
The franchise will probably attract the largest and strongest of American cable
operators.
Selection Process
The selection process currently calls for:
1. Publication of a Request for Proposals.
2. Analysis and evaluation of the proposals by the Cable
Television Information Center, a non-profit consultant.
3.

Public hearing, consideration and selection of an operator.

The consistency and objectivity of the selection process depends on four key
elements.
1. The identical ordinances enacted by the four cities and the
County.
2. Review and comment, by all 5 jurisdictions, of the same
Request for Proposals.
3. The Board of Supervisors acting as lead agency throughout
the entire process.
4.• Maintenance of an open, totally disclosed, and unbiased
decision-making process.
1. Ordinances
Although it is legally impossible for one jurisdiction to delegate its ordinance
powers to another, each jurisdiction may enact an ordinance that is identical in
every substantive effect so that the rules, regulations, and requirements are
identical for each area of the County. The draft ordinance prepared by the Cable
Television Information Center is constructed so that each of the five jurisdictions
can pass it.
The ordinance sets forth the rules and regulations for the selection of a cable
operator and the subsequent operation and control of the selected cable system
and its operator. The proposed ordinance:
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-

Requires any person seeking a cable TV franchise to file extensive disclosures
of intent, ownership, financing, etc. Requires that applicant agree to
abide by all federal, state and local laws and ordinances.

-

Requires that applicants pay a $5,000.00 fee for processing and provides
for escalation of the fee to $10,000 if $5,000 is not enough to defray
City costs.
Requires the Council to hold at least one advertised public hearing before
awarding a franchise.
Requires the Council to consider the financial, technical, legal, and
character qualifications of applicants along with the adequacy of, and the
need for, the proposed cable TV service.

-

Provides that any representation made by the applicant will become part
of the final franchise agreement.

-

Sets the franchise period at 15 years and allows renewal of an existing
franchise at the option of the City.

-

Provides that the cable company will pay all City costs involved with
franchise renewal up to $50,000.00.
Requires the successful franchise applicant to provide a continuing
$10,000 fund to defray any costs arising from liens, claims, etc. caused
by construction, operation or maintenance of the system.

-

Requires the successful applicant to post a performance bond for construction of the system and to maintain insurance to protect the City
from liability.

-

Requires the company to indemnify the City for any claims arising from
the cable operation.
Includes a comprehensive section covering the rights of the subscribers
to equal treatment, protection of privacy, and equal opportunity in
employment.

-

Provides a schedule, with enforcement provisions, for the installation
of the system.

-

Sets construction and technical standards and provides for appropriate
testing.

-

Controls the use of public streets.

-

Provides for continuous service and operation.

-

Sets forth requirements for subscriber complaint resolution.
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-

Imposes a franchise fee of 5% of the gross revenues of the company.

-

Allocates 80% of the franchise fee to a Joint Powers Authority for operation
of the public service and public access functions.

-

Allocates 20% of the franchise fee to the City for administration and oversight.

-

Prohibits assignment, transfer or control of the franchise or the system
without City approval.

-

Requires the company's books and records to be available for inspection.

-

Requires copies of any communication of any kind with any State and/or
Federal regulatory agency be provided to the Joint Powers Authority.

-

Requires complete financial reporting.

-

Requires the company to provide a minimum of 30 channels with technical
capacity for two-way communication.

-

Requires, of the 30 or more channels,
-

At least one specially-designated, non-commercial public access
channel available on a first-come, non-discriminatory basis;

-

At least one specially-designated channel for use by local
educational authorities;

-

At least one specially-designated channel for local governmental
uses; and

-

At least one specially-designated channel for leased access uses.

-

Requires one free drop at each public facility or private educational facility
or as designated by the Joint Powers Authority.

-

Requires the company to provide equipment and facilities for local cablecasting.

-

Provides for certain channels to be viewable only with specialized equipment
at increased fees for special programs.

-

Requires the system to be constructed to allow the entire audio portion to
be overridden for emergency broadcasts.

-

Calls for a Joint Powers Authority, to be appointed by and answerable to
the four City Councils and the Board of Supervisors, whose duty would be
to oversee the day-to-day operation of the system (see pages 34-37 of the
attached "Cable Television Regulations").

-

Requires formal performance evaluations at the 3rd, 6th, 9th, and 12th
anniversaries of the franchise award date.
-4-
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-

Provides procedure for subscriber rate modifications.

-

Sets forth penalties against the operator for failure to complete the
system, provide data and documents, perform prescribed tests, or comply
With operational standards.

-

PrOvides for forfeiture and termination of the franchise upon serious
breach by the company.

-

Allows the City to buy the system upon forfeiture or termination of the
franchise.

Although the attached ordinance is a draft, it would probably be adequate in its
current form. However, it can be improved by some detailed modifications to the
language which would increase the responsibilities of the cable operator and the
rights of the City.
2. The Request for Proposals
This is, very probably, the most important single factor in the entire cable TV
issue. The Request for Proposals is the device by which the potential cable
operators set forth their plans including, in very specific terms, what they
plan to do, how they plan to do it, and for how much money. The proposal made
by the successful applicant is included by reference in the cable TV ordinance.
As a result, the Request for Proposals controls the practical functioning of the
Cable TV System.

The draft Request for Proposals prepared by the Cable Television Information Center
is highly detailed and, like the draft ordinance, could probably be used as it
is. However, certain areas of the Request for Proposals can probably be
strengthened to increase the level of disclosure by the applicants and the
objectivity of the process.
The Request for Proposals is attached to this report under the title, "Instructions
to Applicants and Official Application Forms". It generally covers:
Ownership and control information
Ownership qualifications
Character qualifications
Experience - current cable holdings
Experience - former franchises or ownership interests
Financial resources, existing capital commitments, and potential
building commitments
Financial pro forma
Service areas, construction schedules, and construction practices
Channel capacity and system design
Proposed signal carriage and channel allocations
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Proposed rates
Employment practices and affirmative action

The 4 cities have designated the Board of Supervisors as the lead agency in
developing the ordinance, Request for Proposals, and selection process. This
is an appropriate technique to use because the entire county is to be served by
a single cable system.
The process that has been developed by the County follows these steps:
I. Approval of the draft ordinance by the 5 governing bodies.
2.

Review of the Request for Proposals by the 5 governing bodies.

3.

Distribution of the Requests for Proposals.

4.

Receipt of operators' proposals by the County Executive.

5.

Evaluation and comparison of the proposals by the Cable
Television Information Center.

6.

Public hearings on operator selection.

7.

Operator selection.

8.

Award of parallel franchises to the selected operator by the 5
governing bodies.

Steps 1 through 5 are administrative in nature and should provide an objective
analysis of the qualifications and proposals of the franchise contenders.
Step 8 would be a pro-forma act.
Steps 6 and 7 are the crucial policy steps where the intangibles will come into
consideration and the final decision as to the award of the franchise will be made.
City Council Resolution 80-095 (February 19, 1980) allows the Board of Supervisors
to carry the process through to the point of franchise award but reserves the
authority to award the franchise to the City Council.
The most efficient procedure for public hearings and final selection of a franchisee
appears to be a joint process involving all 5 jurisdictions. The notice and
hearing requirements are essentially the same for all 5 jurisdictions. Cable
Television Information Center recommends that their evaluative findings be presented
at a public hearing with testimony on those findings by the operators and the public.
A second public hearing should then be held to allow responses to matters brought
up by the first hearing. Either hearing might be continued or held open for more
than one session.
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Although the logistics of holding simultaneous joint hearings attended by all 5
governing bodies are formidable, that process is probably preferrable to separate
meetings at various times held by each jurisdiction separately. In the latter
case, the operators and all other interested parties, would be required to
attend and testify at 10 hearings rather than two.
The county government, as the only government of general jurisdiction covering
the entire franchise area, should provide for any environmental investigation and
review that may be required. The cost of that activity may then be assessed against
the applicant to whom the franchises are awarded.
4.

Open Selection Process

The vigor of competition for the franchise and the long-term public importance of
the issues calls for complete disclosure by the applicants and ample assurance of
an open selection process. The intensity of the environment within which the
decision will be made is briefly set forth in the attached paper from the Cable
Television Information Center titled, "Cable Franchising - the Preferred Approach,"
pages 8-10.
It appears that the best course to ensure a fair, open, process resulting in the
best ultimate system for the subscribers, includes a governing body policy calling
for complete disclosure of all communications between the applicants and all
City officials; elected or appointed. Some cities have prohibited any contacts
between applicants and local officials except those occurring in public forums.
The Board of Supervisors has adopted a schedule calling for the award of the
franchise in early December. The schedule does not appear to include an allowance
for environmental review and reporting or sufficient time for scheduling and
holding public hearings for the 5 jurisdictions. Therefore, it would be advisable
to redefine the schedule in terms of more complete information that was not
available at the time the current schedule was adopted.
FINANCIAL DATA
No significant fiscal impact has been identified other . than an increase in property
tax revenues in an amount related to the value of the cable system.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the City Council:
1.

Reaffirm its position as set forth in Resolution 80-095.

2.

Instruct staff to review the draft ordinance and Request for
Proposal.

3.

Authorize the promulgation of the Ordinance and Request for
Propsoals when the language is approved by the City Engineer,
City Planning Director, City Attorney and City Manager
providing that such language does not reduce the level of
disclosure or the burden placed on applicants as set forth
in the draft ordinance and Request for Proposal attached to
this report.
-7-
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4. Authorize the County Executive to monitor and administer the
selection process.
5.

Declare its willingness to participate with other local
governing bodies in public hearings concerning the award
of a Cable Television Franchise.

6.

Request the Board of Supervisors to re-examine the scheduled
date of franchise award in light of the logistical problems
associated with public hearings and appropriate environmental
requirements.
Respectfully submitted,

Mac Mai es
Assistant City Manager
for Community Development

Recommendation Approved:

Walter J. Sli , City M nager

nficp

16221/2 H St.
Sacramento, CA 95814
446-0426 home

DATE:

June 18, 1980

TO:

Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
Sacramento City Council

FROM:

Carolyn Perkins
Far West Regional ep esentative
NFLCP Board of Directors

SUBJECT:

ENCLOSURES- -FYI

1) ANNOUNCEMENT OF NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
THE CITIES & CABLE TELEVISION: LOCAL REGULATION
AND MUNICIPAL USES.
On October 26-28, 1980, the Extension Division of
the University of Wisconsin in association with the
NFLCP will conduct a two-day conference on local
government and cable TV. The conference, the first
of its kind, will be held in Madison. The conference
agenda and registration information is enclosed.
) ARTICLE ON "CITIZENS AND GOVERNMENT CONNECT BY CABLE."
3) LATEST ISSUE OF COMMUNITY TELEVISION REVIEW, the
quarterly publication of the NFLCP. This issue
highlights educational uses of cable, the six access
channels now in use in East Lansing, Michigan, and a
profile of the highly successful PACE program for
-senior citizens in San Diego.

A

National Federation of Local Cable Programmers

■

..•• •••,

THE CITIES AND CABLE TELEVISION: LOCAL REGULATION AND MUNICIPAL USES
Madison, Wisconsin
The Concourse Hotel
October 26-28, 1980
Sponsor: The University of Wisconsin-Extension, Communication Programs Unit in
association with the National Federation of Local Cable Programmers
A conference designed for individuals involved with regulation and planning for
cable television, such as city managers, educators, librarians, attorneys, public
officials, video producers, and concerned citizens.
The program includes sessions on cable franchise planning, evaluation of applications, regional franchising, interactive cable systems, renegotiation of older
franchises, networking for schools and cities, ordinance options, educational,
public, and governmental access channels, rural cable developments, funding sources
for staff and hardware, how state regulations affect cities, and the role of the
municipal telecommunications officer.
Speakers will include staff from the Federal Communications Commission, the National
Telecommunications and Information Administration of the Department of Commerce, the
National Cable Television Association, and the Cable Television Information Center of
Washington D.C.
The speaker roster includes local cable programmers, municipal officials, educators,
attorneys, and staff from the cable regulatory commissions of Minnesota, New York,
and New Jersey. In addition, telecommunication officers from such cities as Seattle,
Baltimore, Minneapolis, Syracuse, and Pittsburgh will participate.
The conference will be held at the Concourse Hotel on the Capitol Square in downtown
Madison. Registration will begin Sunday evening and the program will end at 3 p.m.
on Tuesday. The registration fee is $100.
For more information contact Dr. Barry Orton, University of Wisconsin-Extension,
Communication Programs, 610 Langdon Street, Madison, WI 53706; phone (608) 262-3566.

TENTATIVE PROGRAM
Cities and Cable Television: Local Regulation and Municipal Uses
-

The Concourse Hotel
Madison, Wisconsin
October 26 7 28, 1980

Sponsors: The University of Wisconsin Extension, Communication Programs
The National Federation of Local Cable Programmers
-

SUNDAY, 10/26: Arrivals and Registration
Reception (cash bar)

3 - 9 p.m.
7 - 9 p.m.

MONDAY, 10/27: General Session (introduction and kickoff speaker) 9 - 10 a.m.
Speaker:
CONCURRENT SESSIONS I
10:30— Noon
1. Franchising: A Primer
Sue Smoller, Cable Television Info Center, Washington D.C, Moderator
James Bond, Atlanta City Councilman
Richard Emenecker, Bureau of Cable Communications, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Greg Moore, Cable Communications Officer, Minneapolis, Mn.
2. Ownership: Alternate Models
Jean Rice, National Telecommunication & Information Administration,
Washington D.C., Moderator
Jim Bell, Cable Channel 10, Frankfort, Ky
Rod Moen, Western Wisconsin Communications Coop, Independence, WI
Tom Taylor, Mayor of Westland, Mi
3.

Utilization of Cable: Libraries
Don R. Smith, Public Library, Bloomington, In, Moderator
Jan George, Public Access Center, Eau Claire, Wi
Bernard Schwab, Public Library, Madison, Wi
• Arlene Sirkin, U.S. Army Audio-Visual Center, Washington, D.C.

4. Issues of Local Telecommunications Regulation: Privacy, Censorship,
and Legal Control
Timothy Haight, Communication Arts Dept, UW-Madison, Moderator
Michael Botein, New York Law School, Communications Media Center
• John Harter, State of New York Commission on Cable Television
Don Le Duc, Communication Arts Dept, UW-Madison
Georgelle Muirhead, Public Information Officer, East Lansing, Ml
LUNCH
Noon - 1:30 p.m.
Speaker: George Stoney, Co-Director, NYU Alternate Media Center, NY
"Cable Television as a Local Community Medium"

CONCURRENT SESSIONS II
1:45
3:45 p.m.
5 . . Franchising: Local Ordinances and Requests for Proposals
David Korte, Cable Television Info Center,. Washington D.C., Moderator
.
Michael Botein
Virginia I. Cook, Dept. of Law, Pittsburgh, Pa
John Harter
. Utilization of Cable: Schools
Nancy Bicknell, McLean table Co:, Tarrytown, NY, Moderator
Richard Egli, Lenawee Intermediate School Dist., Adrian, Mi
Gilbert Peters, Assoc, for Graduate Education & Research, Richardson, Tx
Jerry Richter, Berks Community Television; Reading, Pa
William Ziegler, Public Schools, Monona, WI
7. Access Channels: Utilization and Planning'
Brian Owens, Huston-Tillotson College, Austin, Tx, Moderator John-Haynes, Cable Atlanta
Gary Knowles.„ Broadband Telecommunications Regulatory Bd, Madison, WI
•
Drew Shaffer, Broadband Telecommunications Specialist, Iowa City, Ia
George Stoney
8- Ongoing Regulation: Monitoring Construction, Performance, and Franchise.
Renegotiation
James Bond,. Moderator
Sue Buske, Cable Television
Center, Washington D.C.
Frank Grief, Office of Cable Communication,Seattlt, Wa
Joshua N. Koenig, Commission on Cable Television, Albany, NY
CONCURRENT SESSIONS III
4:00 - 5:30 p.m.

Utilization of Cable: Governments
Sue Buske, Moderator
Andy Beecher, Madison Municipal Video, Madison, Wi
Jim Bell
Georgella Muirhead
Wayne Wedin, City Manager, Brea, Ca
10. Franchising: The Industry's Views
James Bond, Moderator
John Haynes
•
MS0 Representatives
NCTA Staff
'11. Software: Sources of Public Service Programming
Stuart Brotman, National Telecommunications & Information Administration,
Washington, D.C., Moderator
Polly Rash, Public Service Satellite Consortium, Washington, D.C.
Representative, Cable/Satellite Public Service Network, Arlington, Va
Nofflet D. Williams, ACSN Program Operations Center, Univ. of Kentucky

12- Assessment of Local Communications Needs: Ascertainment and Planning
Randy Van Dalsen, East Lansing. Public Access, East Lansing, Mi, Moderator
Duane Holm, Metropolitan Area Religion Coalition, Cincinnati,-Oh
Ralph Jennings, United Church of Christ, New York, NY
•
Tom Muth, Dept. of Telecommunication, Michigan State University
Tom WOlfsohn, Telecommunications Management' Corp., Alexandria, Va
COCKTAIL HOUR (Cash Bar)
5:00 - 6:30 p.m.
.
Tape Playback Facilities
DINNER (Op the Town)

•

TUESDAY,.101t8: General Session
9 - 10 a.m.
Two-Way Cable: Prospects and Realities
Tom Muth, Moderator
Mike Morning, Cable TV Coordinator, Syracuse, NY.
Molly Richardson, United Cerebral Palsy, Amherst, NY
Jerry Richter
QUBE Representative

CONCURRENT SESSIONS IV
10:15 - 11:45 a.m..
13.

Franchising: Comparative Evaluation of Applicants
Sue Smaller, Moderator
Stephen John, Office of Cable Communications, Portland, Or
Clark Merrill, Office of Intergovernmental Affairs, Miami, Fl
Brian Owens
Diana Peck, William Patterson College, Communications Dept.
, William Stroud, Mass Communication Dept., UW-Milwaukee •

14.

Rural Cable: Problems and Opportunities
• Don Bucktiew,• Commission on Cable Television, Albany, NY, Moderator

Rod Moen
15, Urban Cable: Wiring the Cities
Jean Rice, Moderator
Richard Emenecker
David Korte
Greg Moore
Marvin RimerMan, Mayor's Office of Telecommunications, Baltimore, Md

16.

State Regulation
Ann Davis, Cable Communications Board, St: Paul, Mi, Moderator
Sharon Briley, Cable Bureau, FCC, Washington, D.C.
.Michael Doyle, Office of Cable TV, State - of New Jersey, Newark, NJ
Joshua N. Koenig
Carolyn Perkins, California Public Broadcasting Commission, Sacramento, Ca

LUNCH (On the Town)
11:45 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

CONCURRENT SESSIONS V
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
17.

Networks: Institutional, Regional and State
Sue Buske, Moderator
David Cole, Village Manager, Brown Deer, WI
Michael Doyle
Gilbert Peters
Jerry Richter

18.

The Role of the Municipal Telecommunications Officer
Frank Grief, Moderator
Richard Emenecker
Stephen Jolin
Mike Morning
Marvin.Rimerman
- Drew Shaffer

19.

New Video Technologies
To be announced

20.

Funding Sources for Non-Broadcast Public Telecommunications
Jean Rice, Moderator
Margie Nicholson, Viking CATV. Monona, WI
NLC Representative
Brian Owens
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CITIZENS AND GOVERNMENT CONNECT BY CABLE
Do you have answers to the problem of
the disappearing neighborhood parking
space, thoughts on the subject of the
invisible elected official, infOrmation.
, about community health tare, or .experiience with tenant-managed housing? These
and countleSs other citizen perspectives
are communicated weekly through
- Manhattan's Channel L. It is one of
Tour channels allocated-to the City Of
' New York through the 1970 television
franchise agreement.
But Channel L is unusual. Its job is
to link citizens to municipal government.
And with that mandate, Channel L is
- rapidly becoming an important vehicle
for . citizen education and involvement.
The process begins when a governmental agency, community board, or an
approved citizen organization decides to
produce a program. Assistance is provided by the Channel I Working Group
(CLWG): It includes technical help in
• program development, scheduling and promotion_ CLWG also makes available a'
three-camera color studio and crew.
Program content is controlled by the
!user.
. Total production costs seem high by
Mon-teleVisiOn standards; totaling $833.
per hour or original program produced,
but Manhattan Cable TV has Subsidized
Most of CLWG'S efforts, According to ,
' Chuck Sherwood, the executive producer,
financial assistance from cable compa' flies is common. It is one of the "com- munity services" companies frequently
offer as they compete for franchises;
• .With this subsidy, Channel L and the
groups they assist have been able to
.produce three and one-half hours of
. original programming one evening a week.
Repeats are scheduled on the remaining
six night's. 1n the evening, Channel L
;

•No one really knows the answers, but the
' entire concept assumes most can be
answered affirmatively -- if viewerparticipants can be attracted_
That's a big "if." Skeptics seriousquestion whether many people care
about-public access, let alone watch
municipal programming. Channel L's,evidente on the subject is inconclusive.
It is estimated that one percent of the .
•
potential audience -- 170,000 cable:
to
Channel
L.
Withtunes
in
homes -Out an advertising budget, promotion
is-difficult, but Lawrence contends that
numbers should not be the focus. "That '
is not the point of narrow casting on
cable television," he says. "If we
Steven Lawrence, Director of
serve and. reach the audience for which
Programming and Development, Center for
the program was designed, regardless of
Non-Broadcast Television, believes the
the size, we are doing, our job."
call-in component 6f community cable
Whatever the significance of audience
programming is Crucial:
.size, MaXiMUM access will not occur un- '
"For a person, at home with the phone
- less people become involved during the
• in hand, the experience of having a.
franchising stage: Many of the key
face-to-face conversation with a city
decisions are made at this time. One,
council member . or commissioner is an
for example, is where facilities are
uncanny one, because thete people are
to be located? Another is'Which pubimpossible to reach in their offices. - lic institutions should be linked
The public nature of these live prothrough cable? A third is what type
grams creates a context of equality
of access should be emphasized: governbetween viewers and program particimental, educational, public, or all
pants, in fact, the viewer, by means
three? Currently; most of these deciof his invisibility, has more contrOl
sions are being made by city councils
over the situation. It produces a
which have franchising responsibility:
level of frankness that is not often
Few cities now have government access
seen."
channels, but many are in the planning
Is an opportunity for frankness
stages. As a way of involving them in
enough? Does •ace-to-face television
the process, and as a way of connecting
contact with public officials alter
people working in different public
citizen attitudes toward participation?
institutions, cable communication pro- .
Will identifying the decision-makers
vides opportunities limited only by the
and simplifying the process through
The Channel L working
television reduce the costs to citizens
Croup clearly has the imaginatiots.0
of civic involvement? Questions abound.
- Susan- Rouder

features three livo phone-in programs,
produced and moderated by .. Channel L .
users. During these programs, viewers
may be asked to solve a neighborhdod.
traffic problem, comment on the plans
of the state energy office for coping
with skyrocketing heating billS, or to
express their views on a pending transportation bond issue. In addition,
half-hour "Community Bulletin Board"
programs are scheduled between live segments and provide videotaped listings of
cultural and civic events in the city,
using a. variety of print, slide, graphic
effects and music.
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Calendar
May 12-14, "World Communications:
Decisions for the Eighties", International Invitational Conference, sponsored by Annenberg School of Communications, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. For info, write
World Communications Conference,
Annenberg School, U. of Pa, Philadelphia, PA 19104.
May 12-14, Fourth annual National
Indian Media Conference, sponsored
by Native American Public Broadcasting Consortium and American
Indian Film Institute, Quality
Anaheim, CA.
May 14, National Sisters Cornmunications Service conference on liberation
media, Opryla.nd Hotel, Nashville, TN.
For info, write NSCS, 1962 South
Shenandoah, Los Angeles, CA 90034.
May 16, NFLCP Southwest /Southeast
regional meeting, Dallas, TX. Contact:
Brian Owens, (512) 476-7421
Ext 225. (512) 447-5069, or
Ben Davis, (404) 874-7235,
(404) 892-3600 Ext 212.
•

May 18-21, National Cable Television
Association Annual Convention, Convention Center, Dallas, TX. Contact
(202) 457-6772.
May 26-29, Canadian Cable Television
Association, 23rd annual convention,
'Hotel Vancouver, British Columbia.
May 28-30, Visual Communications
Congress, New York Hilton, Exhibits,
seminars, and workshops. Write VCC,
475 Park Avenue South, NYC 10316,
(212) 725-2300.
May 28-June 19, Special lecture series
course on cable television, William
Paterson College of New Jersey. Write
Diana Peck, 301 Hobart Hall, WPC,
Wayne, NJ 07470, (201) 595-2167.
June 3-7, 29th Annual Convention,
American Women in Radio and Television, Hilton Palacio del Rio and
San Antonio Marriott, San Antonio,
TX.

June 5-6, Society of Cable Television
Engineers will host a seminar on Preventive Maintenance, in cooperation
with New York State Commission on
Cable Television, State University of
New York, and New York State
Cable Television Association, at Empire State Plaza Convention Center,
Albany, NY.
June 13-15, NFLCP West Coast regional conference, Community Video
Center, San Diego, CA.
June 14-16, Conference on "Media,
Messages, and Networking: Communicating for Social Change",
George Washington University, Washington, D.C. For info, write Kathy
Kinsella, Institute for Policy Studies,
1901 Que Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20009, (202) 234-9382.
June 25-29, NFLCP Third Annual
Convention, East Lansing, MI. For
info, contact Randy Van Dalsen, Public Access Coordinator, WELIVI-TV,
East Lansing, MI.
June 29, 30, American Library Association annual conference, New York
City. The conference will include a program on video as an alternative information format, with Downtown
Community Video, John Alpert, and
others. Other features will include a
program on cable television franchising,
a video festival, and an independent
producers night. For info, contact
Lynne Bradley, Washington, D.C.
Public Library.
July 30-August 3, National Federation
of Community Broadcasters fifth
annual conference, WCUW-FM,
Worcester, MA. For info, write NFCB,
1000 11th Street, NAV.,
Washington,
D.C. 20001.
August 15,
NFLCP Southeastern regional
meeting, Atlanta, GA.
Contact Ben Davis, (404) 874-7235, or
(404) 892-3600 Ext 212.
August 16, 17, Cable TV. and the
Arts conference, Atlanta, GA.
Contact Darryl Vance, (404)
952-0353 or Ben Davis, (404)
874-7235, 874-3600 Ext 212.
• If you know of upcoming conferences, meetings, festivals, screenings,
or other special events, please tell us
about them. Send all information to
CM? Calendar, P.O. Box 253, Montpelier, VT 05602.
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Letter To Our Readers
These are boom times for community cable television programming. As the
cable industry expands, so do the opportunities for community utilization of cable
systems. As these opportunities increase, so does the need for expertise in negotiating franchises, in planning and operating access facilities, and in developing
funding and utilization strategies.
This summer, in East Lansing, Michigan, everyone who is interested or
involved in using cable television for community programming will have a chance
to learn how it's being done and how to do it better.
The Third Annual Convention of the National Federation of Local Cable
Programmers promises to be one of our best. Come share your knowledge,
commitment, and camaraderie with the other members of the NFLCP.
Don R. Smith, Chairperson,
National Federation of Local Cable ProgrammeiN

Letter to the Editor
It was with great amusement and a little dismay that I read in January's
CTR ("Independent Producers Reach for Alternative Distribution Outlets," by
Margie Nicholson) some erroneous remarks attributed to me.
1) I would never advocate independents selling their programs for $2.00 per
minute, which in essence, is what I was quoted as saying. What I probably
(it's been a long time since June '79) was discussing was the concept of using
the PBS Satellite to sell a program to many different PBS stations at the same
time. If an independent sells a 30-minute show to twenty stations for $150 each,
that comes out to $100 per minute not great, but better than what many
of us now receive.
2) "Nuclear Power: The Public Reaction," the independently produced,
satellite-distributed coverage of the May 6, 1979 anti-nuke demonstration in
Washington, D.C. was most certainly not "produced with a 1610 camera and
a 3800 deck !"
While I heartily support the idea that independents do not need Ikegamis
and Thompsons and BVU decks to have their programs broadcastable, "Nuclear
Power..." being the first show of its kind did — and that's what was used.
Keep up the great work — CTR is looking beautiful.
Harriet Moss
The Independent Video Group, Washington, 1).C.
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Community Video Center's
Popular PACE Project
San Diego
Seniors Use TV
to Educate
Each Other and
the Community
by Rita M. Wolin
Community Video Center, San Diego

In the fall of 1974 a notice
appeared in the San Diego,
California papers: "Persons
interested in developing community television services are
invited to attend an organizing
meeting...." The notice drew
about one hundred people to
6225 Federal Boulevard in facilities owned by Mission Cable.
The notice did not escape
the attention of the senior community which had been wrestling
with a problem: lack of communication among themselves
and lack of communication
about their problems to others.
The Community Video
Center, Inc., (CVC) a nonprofit educational organization,
was born. Its involvement with
public access programming on
channel 24, the community television station on Mission Cable,
was about to begin.

Awareness of the senior community and activity on its behalf had
been increasing in San Diego since the
pssage of the Older Americans Act
•
of 1968. While the act mandated
many services for seniors, they could
not be carried out without an adequate communications network. San
Diego County didn't have one.
The county had a very large
senior population: over 205,000 households with at least one person sixty
years of age or over. This number
was increasing daily. The senior population was spread over a county larger
than at least two eastern states—over
4200 square miles. Most of its seniors
were born elsewhere. Some of them
had come to the area quite late in
their lives. This meant there were no
family ties, none of the organizational
affiliations found in older parts of the
country. Over 44 per cent of San
Diego County's seniors lived at or
below poverty level income, meaning
their needs for services were great.
A group of desperate, yet determined senior oriented individuals attended the organizing meeting of CVC
with a single purpose in mind. How
could this new organization assist in
solving their problem? At the meeting
they learned that San Diego is one of
the most cabled cities in the United
States per capita; that its interconnected cable television system with
Mission, Southwestern, and other companies reached well over 200,000
county homes, with a potential
audience of three quarters of a million
•
people. •
They learned that 45 per cent of
the residents of San Diego City were
reached by cable, that 35 per cent of
seniors had cable and that cable services were increasing rapidly. They also
learned about the concept of public
access or community television. "Perfect!" they said to themselves.

On October 1, 1977, CVC's
orientation toward the older population resulted in the start of a grant
called PACE (Public Access Cable television by and for Elders.) The goal
of PACE was to develop a public
access communications network by
and for the senior citizens of San
Diego County.
Its specific objectives were:
1) to inform seniors about community
television and to offer free classes
in basic studio production; 2) to establish viewing sites where PACE produced programs could be viewed in
social gatherings; 3) to establish
learning resource centers at existing
senior centers. These would include
production and viewing facilities and
educational and informational material
on tape; 4) to be controlled by a
consumer unit called the planning
council; 5) to find and utilize community resources. (The grant contained
no money for equipment.)
Persons 55 years of age and
older were eligible to take the PACE
classes and to be on the planning
council. The funding for PACE came
from the California Post Secondary
Education Commission. The contract
was with the University of California,
San Diego and the Community Video
Center. PACE now is in its third and
final year of funding from CPEC.
The administrative headquarters
of PACE were established at the University of California, San Diego.
Community offices were placed at the
Community Video Center. During the
first year there was only one full
time staff member, an administrative
aid. Much of that first year was spent •
in organizing and in seeking out
community facilities and video equip-
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mem in the community which could
be utilized. Most of the class room
teaching, production and seeking out
resources was handled by the Community Video Center. The center
had been conducting these activities
since its birth.
An agreement between the
County Sheriff's Department and the
Community Video Center led to the
use of Sheriff's Department video
equipment at the Downtown Senior
Center, a multipurpose center situated
in downtown San Diego. The first
PACE classes were held in a tiny room
behind the "Boutique" or senior store.
Regular CVC productions were
made there also. Seniors perusing the
sales counters filled with crocheted pot
holders, carved wooden trains and
paintings, often were swept aside by
cords, playback decks, lights and
cameras being dragged through the
aisles. Exasperation and curiosity led
them to the classroom and participation in the PACE classes.
Another agreement made during
the first year led to classes and then
a learning resource center being established at the Chula Vista Public
Library.
Classes also were begun at San
Diego High School and at Herbert
Hoover High School. Productions were
undertaken at the Communications
Program facilities at UCSD. At these
intergenerational sites initial relationships were strained and over-hearty.
Later, as people discovered common
interests, talents, and values, age barriers dropped away and firm friendships began. Soon the planning
council was established.
During the second year of funding
the PACE contract was transferred
from Extension to the Communications Program at UCSD. Three full
time staff members were hired for administrative aid, production directorship and community relations. Additional classes were begun at Palomar
College in north San Diego County;
the La Mesa Recreation Center in East
County; and the Jewish Community
Center in mid-city San Diego. Sites
generally were chosen where production equipment was available.
Since PACE-trained seniors
were available, heavy emphasis was
placed on production during the second
year. A series of public meetings kept
the project alert as to the senior needs
and wants in the way of programs.

PACE students learn to operate video camera which they use to produce senior-oriented programming.

Over thirty one-half hour prograins were made during the second
year in the color studio at UCSD.
Communications students quickly took
to PACE. They were willing to serve
the program in any capacity.
Nevertheless PACE piled up a
notable record during its second year.
A regular weekly one-half hour program called "Senior Spotlite," was begun on Mission Cable's local channel;
2C, on Sunday afternoons. Two programs produced by PACE were aired
by KPBS Channel 15, the Public
Broadcasting Station. Arrangements
were made for PACE's two and onehalf hours of Channel 24 programming
to be shown on Southwestern Cable's
public access channel and on
Escondido Times Mirror Cable.
PACE programs were placed in
the county library audio visual department on various types of tape to
be checked out by subscribers. The
PACESETTER, a monthly newsletter,
was begun, through the efforts of
UCSD students and PACE volunteers.
Where no cable facilities were present
seniors watched PACE programs
through the use of replay equipment
furnished through PACE and CVC.
PACE also produced one live television talk show on Mission Cable 2C.
As of December I, 1979, PACE
has produced over forty one-half hour
programs. It has trained 200 seniors
in basic studio production. The total
training time amounts to 6000 hours or
more. Classes run nine weeks at three
hours a week. Over 15,000 senior
viewers have watched PACE programs
on public access, Mission Cable 2C,
KPBS and through replay.

Additionally, two dozen broadcast
quality public service announcements
have been made for non-profit amcies. Forty demonstration projects have
been given. Two more PACE programs have been selected for viewing
by KPBS.
A recent PACE research project
indicated that 10,000 seniors have
watched PACE on public access and
that 21,000 persons on the whole
have watched PACE. Cable service
distribution is increasing rapidly in San
Diego County, thus increasing the
audience potential.
Program topics include oral history, consumer information, legal services, adjustments to aging, arts,
sports, advocacy and health. Issues and
problem-solving are preferred topics.
The low cost factor of CVC/
PACE programs is an essential factor
in determining the value of the services. The total budget for PACE
during its first year was $83,000. The
second year's budget was $77,000. For
the last year the budget is $35,000.
The Community Video Center and
PACE are now merging into a single
organization with one administrative
level. PACE's planning council has
become an advisory group to the
Community Video Center's support
committee.
Other narrowcast programming,
based on the successful example of
PACE, is being planned. There's no
doubting that PACE has had a great
effect on the senior community, on
the electronic media and on community
television.

NFLCP Members' Comments
Exhibit Experience, Broad Base Concerns
FCC Petitioned
to Require Local
Origination
• by Paige Arnidon
• NFL CF Advocacy Coordinator
The NFLCP Advocacy Committee sent out an Advocacy Alert to
all NFLCP members in the Fall of
1979, concerning a petition before the
Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) to require cable television
systems with 3,500 or more subscribers
to provide local program origination
(L.0.).
This petition to initiate rulemaking, RM 3430, was filed by the
Office of Communication of the
United Church of Christ (UCC) and
the Consumer Federation of America
(CFA); and basically requested the
FCC to reinstitute the 1969 local origination rule.
The petition also included a provision so that a cable operator could
maintain an access-type channel in lieu
of engaging in program origination.
am happy to report that in addidon to the NFLCP comments which
I filed, 18 individuals and organizations
filed comments in support of the
petition.
The petition to reinstitute the local
origination rule gains importance when
it is examined in conjunction with the
recent Supreme Court ruling on Midwest 11. While this decision held that
the FCC does not have the jurisdiction
under the Communications Act of 1934
to mandate public access, the Court
did go out of its way to note that a
"less intrusive access regulation" might
be appropriate under the first amendment.

The Court also commented that
the 1969 origination rule did not
abolish the cable operators' control
over the composition of their programming as did the access rules; it
merely compelled operators to assume
a more positive role in this regard.
Therefore, it appears that the proposed
origination requirement would provide
a judically approved alternative for
cable to fulfill the goals contained
in the access rules which the Midwest
11 decision invalidated.
The petition submitted by the
UCC and the CFA to institute the
L.O. rule was premised on the same
basic principles as the NFLCP Advocacy Platform; freedom of speech,
diversity of programming, localism and
the decentralization of media.
The 18 geographically dispersed
responses reflect the knowledge and experience which individuals and organizations involved in local programming
have acquired over the past decade.
I would like to share some of these
comments with you.
Ian George for the Eau Claire
Public Access Center strongly advocated the establishment of local
origination requirements, "We feel that
this is the very least action the FCC
can take to protect some measure of
public entry into the cable TV medium.
But action in regard to this petition
is not enough,.. Legislative interpretations of the First Amendment have
provided freedom of the press for the
owners and employees of the press,
BUT NOT FOR THE PEOPLE."
Drew Shaffer of I owa City also
expressed the sentiment that the petition did not go far enough, specifically
in the area of requiring L.O.

While Peter Brown, of Montpelier, VT; Speranza Avram for Open
Channel of Capitola, CA; and Charles
Thomley from McFarland, WI all cited
the need to lower the number of subscribers required to initiate the regulation. Peter Brown stated, "Vermont
has 48 systems, but only five have
3500 or more subscribers. Lowering the
number from 3500 to 2500 would increase the number of local channels
300 percent. The financial burden upon
system owners would not be that
great..."
The fact that the local origination
requirement would foster diversity of
programming was expressed by almost
everyone commenting.
Judith Carrington cited, "The
National Cable Television Association
retained the Peter D. Hart Research
Associates to study urban cable needs.
"This study's most important
finding was that there is significant
urban interest in cable when it provides
a "package" of services including
pay channels with movies, sports
oriented stations brought in from other
cities and local public affairs and
neighborhood channels; BUT CABLE
BECOMES LESS ATTRACTIVE

OVERALL WHEN ANY ONE OF
THOSE SERVICES IS MISSING."
Tom DeWitt for the Albany Community Video Project, Albany, NY,
mentioned yet another dimension of
diversity; "We trust that the Commissioners recognize that local cable
programming is the training ground for
users of telecommunications in areas
of self expression. Although the Cornmissioners may believe that market
forces will result in local origination,
there are indications that satellite super
stations propelled by a sudden influx
of advertising revenue will crowd local
origination out of many cable systems.
If citizens are going to become conversant in producing video, their access
to cable television through local origination ought to be encouraged."
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Several respondents from the
Tarrytown, NY area stressed the need
for a L.O. requirements to foster
localism. Nancy Bicknell commenting
for Westchester Community Television
stated: "Americans rely on television
for a variety of information, but that
information is limited unless it links
all segments of our society. Here in
Westchester, we are linking those segments by allowing the community
direct involvement in the television
process through cable T.V."
Maria Montero of the Warner
Library in Tarrytown said they will •
soon begin using cable television "to
help generate interest, to inform and
share our work, and as a tool to gain
new information for our project."

While Joan Gordon of the
Literacy Volunteers of the Tarrytowns
stated that they have begun using cable
and "look forward to it being an extremely useful asset in reaching out to
those who need help..."
Speranza Avram of Open Channel
commented on the need for a local
outlet; "In Santa Cruz County, California, there are no local broadcast
channels. Local Cable Origination
provides the only means by which residents can receive information on local
events and concerns."
Concern for the consumer and the
community was expressed repeatedly.
One of these comments came from
Harriet Moss for The Independent
Video Group in Washington, D.C.
"The Independent Video Group
believes that cable television is a community resource and should be looked
upon as such. Both local origination
and public access are the least a cable
operator should be required to provide for the community in which he/
she is granted the privilege of doing
business."
Another of these comments came
from Mary Brady for the Madisod
Community Access Center in Madison,
WI. "As a grass roots community
organization we feel that a local
origination requirement for cable television systems is appropriate and
beneficial to the consumers of cable
television. With a minimal financial
commitment by the cable company,
we have found that community involvement is easily generated."

•
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While supporting the petition,
reservations were expressed by Carolyn
Perkins of Sacramento, CA:
"No doubt, if the 1969 requirement is reactivated, there will be some
systems which load up on equipment
(or dust off the cameras in the storage
closet) and begin local origination. But
if the only motivation is regulatory,
what will sustain those initial efforts,
and to what extent will they be successful in actively involving the community?... Thus while the Commission
can mandate local origination, it cannot mandate the model. L-0 channels
allow for community participation;
whether they will actually encourage
participation is another question."
The petition from the UCC and
CFA also included the provision that
the Commission could allow cable
operators to maintain an access-type
channel in lieu of engaging in program
origination. This would allow a cable
operator to provide local origination,
public access or a combination of both.
Since the Supreme Court decision
on Midwest 11, the reinstatement of
the L.O. rules is the most we can hope
for from the FCC. However, as of this
writing the Commission has not responded to this request for rulemaking
and it seems unlikely they will, given
the popularity of deregulation in
Washington.
This leaves the development of
public access and local origination provisions squarely in the hands of the
state and local governments, at least
for the foreseeable future.
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Latest Van Deerlin
Bill Contains No
Cable Provisions
Rep. Lionel Van Dec1-fin (D-CA)
has introduced a common carrier bill,
H.R. 6121, that has no cable provisions. Trying to avoid opposition which
killed his previous two bills, Van
Deerlin has announced that he will
fight any attempt to attach cable
amendments to the common carrier
Based on the previous two Van
Deerlin bills and their treatment of
issues impacting community television,
NFLCP advocacy chief, Paige
Amidon, expressed relief that he has
decided to streamline this bill to deal
only with common carrier issues.
Federal legislation which the
NFLCP would like to see introduced
gives the Federal Communications
Commission the authority and guidelines to institute minimum local access
standards.

New York Proposes
Access Rules
The New York State Commission
on Cable Television, at the end of
December released a proposed rulemaking to institute public access rules
in New York State. To obtain a copy,
or to comment on the rules contact:
Don Buckelew
State of New York
Commission on Cable Television
Tower Building • Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223
(518) 474-2212
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White House Library Conference Lacking
Telecommunications Resolutions
By Lynne Bradley, D.C. Public Library
and Lise Steinzor

NFLCP
Hometown
Festival and
Tour:
1980 Announced
Hometown, U.S.A., the Annual
Video Festival of the National Federation of Local Cable Programmers is
being hosted this year by the Miami
Valley Cable TV Council, the six-city
cable consortium south of Dayton, Ohio.
Hometown, U.S.A. '80, is open to
any community (non-commercial) or
independent video producer working
in half-inch reel-to-reel, half-inch
BETA, half-inch VHS or threequarter-inch cassette formats, black
and white or color. To be eligible,
tapes may not have been entered in a
previous Hometown Festival.
All entries must be accompanied
by an entry form with the following
information: title, category, original
format, length, date produced, names
and signatures of producers, organization name (if any), address, phone
number, and content description in a
brief paragraph.
Signatures on the form gives the
NFLCP the right to distribute the tape
through the Hometown U.S.A. '80
Bicycle Tour for two years.
Categories for entry are: Public
Affairs - Community, international,
health, consumer, historical, etc.;
Special Audiences - senior citizens,
children, handicapped, sports, gays,
bilingual, religion, etc.; Women and
Minorities; Education; Arts /Culture;
Experimental, and Entertainment.
Entries must be postmarked no
later than May 30, 1980 and tapes,
entry forms and a $5 non-refundable
entry fee must be in our hands by
June 6, 1980.
For more information, contact:
Dave Womeldorff, Miami Valley Cable
TV Council, c/o Barnes Community
Education Center, 3700 Far Hills Ave.,
Kettering, OH 45429, 513-298-7890.

The White House Conference on
Library and Information Services, held
last November, was an all-star event,
featuring speeches and presentations
by such notables as Jimmy Carter and
Ralph Nader.
Over 3000 participants worked
around the clock to establish 34 resolutions dealing with the five major
themes outlined by the Conference
staff: Life-long Learning, Meeting
Personal Needs, Improving Organizations and the Profession, Effectively
Governing Society, and Increasing International Cooperation.
Cable programmers were disappointed to realize that none of the
resulting resolutions were directed toward media, video or cable services.
The word "telecommunications" was
used only once in a resolution on postal
and phone rates, while the resolutions
dealing with questions of technology
referred almost exclusively to computers.
However, the Conference resolutions were emphatically supportive of
the concept of access in libraries and
information services.
One resolution called for a national information policy to ensure that
government agencies work so that "all
citizens have equal and full access to
publicly funded information services."
The resolution demanded that citizens
should not be restricted from access to
information through the use of fees, as
well as reaffirming "local control over
the selection and purchase of library
materials."
Alas; if only we could simply substitute the words "cable television" for
•

"libraries" and "information," the
rest would be gravy.
Other resolutions dealing with
access called for the elimination of all
barriers which separate children,
youth, the aged, homebound, racial
and ethnic minorities, physically handicapped or emotionally disturbed from
access to library and information services. Likewise, these resolutions implied the use of many kinds of media
to accommodate the needs of
special groups.
Equally important were resolutions dealing with access to networking,
and the interconnection of developing
and existing networks.
Hopefully, the impact of the Conference and its resolutions, whatever
they may be, will serve to emphasize
the common interests we all have in
access, and the connectedness of differing forms of media.
For a copy of the complete text of
the resolutions, contact Vera
Hirschberg, White House Conference
on Library and Information Services,
Suite 601, 1717 K Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C., 20036, or call
(202) 634-1526.

Michigan Educators Learn About Cable
On April 1, 1980 the Telecommunications Division of the Michigan
Association for Media in Education
(IvIAME) held a one day regional conference entitled, "Cable TV: The
Future is Now."
The conference, held at the Wayne
County Intermediate School District
Conference Center, was keynoted by
Nicholas Johnson, former FCC

Commissioner. A panel discussion followed with Johnson, Sue Miller Buske,
National Coordinator of the NFLCP,
an NCTA representative and others.
Interest sessions covering such
topics as production and programming, designing studio facilities, franchising and federal grants were held in
the afternoon.

6th Ithaca Video Festival Starts Tour
The work of 19 artists will be exhibited this year in the 6th Annual
Ithaca Video Festival Touring Exhibition. The tapes were selected from
372 entries by a panel composed of Pat
Faust, Head of Programming, WXXI,
Rochester, N.Y.; Anne Volkes, Curator, Anthology Film Archives, New
York City; Philip Mallory Jones and
Gunilla Mallory Jones, Ithaca Video
Projects.
The Annual Ithaca Festival is a
touring exhibition, presenting a selection of the finest independent video
produced in the United States. The Festival is a program of Ithaca Video Projects, an independent non-profit media
production center, and is dedicated to
promoting professional video artists
and their work.
The tapes to be exhibited are:
• "Advanced Riding Bowls", Alan
Powell/Connie Coleman,
Philadelphia, Pa.
• "Electronic Masks" & "By the Crimson Bands of Cyttorak", Barbara
Sykes/Tom Defanti, Chicago, Ill.
• "The Breakfast Table", Anita
Thacher, New York, N. Y.
• "Bikers' Wedding': Lyn Tiefenbacher
/Dave Pentecost, N. Y., N. Y.
• `Tad", Steina, Santa Fe, New Mexico
• "Chott el-Djerid", Bill Viola, New
York, N. Y.

• "California One", Barbara Wright!
Gordon Craig/ Martha Olsen/
Lewis MacA dams, San Francisco,
Ca.
• "'As a Public Service", Collectivision,
Enfield, Conn.
• "Apples", Peer Bode, Owego, N.Y.
• "Mixed Bag", Bill Charette, Lynn,
Mass.
• "Jazz Dance", Doris Chase, New
York, N. Y.
• "The Laughing Alligator", Juan
Downey, New York, N. Y.
• "Bound Feet", Tom Freebairri/
Winston Tong, New York, N. Y.
• "The Exquisite Corpse", Ernest
Gusella, New York, N. Y.
• "Instant This-instant That", Ellen
Kahn/ Lynda Kahn, N. K, N.Y.
• "Shutters I& II", Kathryn Kanehiro,
Santa Monica, Ca.
• "At the Dump", Mimi Martin,
Towanda, Pa.
• "Tapes", Piet Marton, Los Angeles,
Ca.
• "Water, Wind and the Record of the
Rocks", Laurie McDonald,
Houston, Texas
The Annual Ithaca Video Festival
is sponsored by Ithaca Video Projects,
with support from the National Endowment for the Arts and the New
York State Council on the Arts.

NFLCP-University of
Wisconsin Set
Franchising Conference

2a 198Q.
The University of WisconsinExtension in Madison will co-sponsor a
conference on cable TV franchising
and regulation October 26-28, 1980.
In cooperation with the NFLCP
the conference will cover municipal
franchising, on-going regulation, franchise re-negotiation and municipal
uses of cable. Coopefating on the
conference will be the National League
of Cities, the International City
Management Association and the
American Library Association.
Members of the NFLCP are invited to participate and will be given
a discount in registration costs. A steering committee from the Federation is
currently structuring the agenda.
For further information or to help
on conference planning contact: Barry
Orton, at the University of WisconsinExtension, 610 Langdon St., Madison,
WI 53706, (608) 262-3566.

Westchester Schools Form Consortium to Explore Cable Uses
by Dr. Joel Persky
College of New Rochelle/ I na College
In October of last year a three day
Cable Television Conference was held
in Bronxville, New.York It was sponsored by the Southern Westchester
Cable Television Consortium, an
organization formed by the Superintendents of Schools of Bronxville,
Eastchester, New Rochelle, Pelham,
Scarsdale, and Tuckahoe as well as the
College of New Rochelle and Iona College.
The Conference had five general
objectives: .
I) To ascertain the maximum technological capabilities of cable networks.
2) To explore the teaching-learning
potential of electronic transmission,
storage and retrieval. This would include futuristics and consider all segments of our society.

3) To explore the man/technology
interface as it relates to the objectives

country. The Conference was financed
by grants from the Exxon Education

and programs currently in operation

Foundation and the Hearst Foundation.

in our schools and as they might be
in the future and its effect upon students, staff and parents.
4) To explore the opportunities,
advantages and disadvantages of electronically linking municipal governments together.

5)To make plans for future implementation in relation to possibilities resulting from this workshop.
More than 50 people from local
government, public and private
schools, government agencies, and
elected officials attended the Conference. They were addressed by a
dozen experts, both in person and via
teleconferences, from throughout the

The Conference was successful beyond our expectations. The information presented and the ideas discussed
proved invaluable to those of us who
are trying to deal with the sudden intro-

duction of a cable television franchise
in our communities.
We are now in the process of
incorporating our Consortium and
applying for a planning grant to get it
off the ground. Once fully established
the Consortium will help the schools
(secondary and College, private and
public) in our area work effectively
with this new medium of communication — Cable TV.
There is available a Summary
Report of the Conference. Please contact the author for the details.
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East Lansing's
Six Access
Channels:
A Model of
Community
Involvement
We

-_

East Lansing, Michigan,
host of this year's NFLCP convention, is well known for its
high level of community awareness and involvement in cable
access.
In accordance with the
city's thorough cable ordinance
and franchise agreement, six
channels on the cable system are
dedicated for access purposes:
one each for city government,
public schools, the public
library, and public access, and
two for Michigan State University.
Taped and live programming is presented on these channels for a total of about 140
hours weekly, in addition to
character-generated information
on most of them 24 hours a day.
National Cable Company,
a subsidiary of United Cable
Television Corporation, has
operated the system since 1974.
Six thousand East Lansing
households currently subscribe
to cable TV here.
The following are profiles
of the various access cehters in
East Lansing.

•

Public Access Channel

School Channel

Channel 11 on East Lansing cable
is designated solely for public access
users. We currently telecast six nights
per week for a total of about 35 hours.
Hundreds of volunteers now produce
over 100 programs each month, including a daily newscast, many public
affairs discussion shows, comedy,
drama, a wide variety of local sports
events, political debates, music, and
many which defy categorization.
Videotape formats include 1/2"
reel-to-reel, 3/4" cassette, and Betamax.
Equipment availability is strictly firstcome, first-served, and there is no
charge made to the user. Free TV production courses are also offered continuously.
The use of the access center has
continued to grow through the years.
In 1975,225 original programs were
produced. This total ballooned to 960
in 1977 and soared to over 1200 last
year. During our five years of operation, portapacs have been checked out
over 2000 times; the studio has been
used on more than 4000 occasions.
Telephone surveys have been conducted in each of the last three years by
the Michigan State University Department of Telecommunication to determine the channel's viewership. We now
know that three-fourths of the cable
subscribers are aware of the programming on the channel. A number of
WELM-TV's series-type programs
have weekly audiences of over 5 percent of all subscribers, even though
there are 24 other channels currently
available and half of those are broadcasting stations!
The belief that hardly anyone
cares about public access to cable television won't find much support in East
Lansing!

..."You can tune to channel 24,
day or night, for updates on school
news and information''...is heard as
one of the high school student aides
prepares a sign-on cart.
In another part of the room, a
student producer briefs his all-student
crew on how the program they are
about to tape will open. Exceptional
students? Perhaps. Yet, given the opportunity for hands-on experience in
this loosely-structured learning environment, most are "bitten by the bug"
and try to learn as much as possible
about TV production.
Two full-time employees are there
to oversee the experimentation and
maintain the facility. High school students can participate via the radio/
TV•course offered, or less formally
by participating in the video club after
school hours.
Besides offering an exposure to
television for the high school students,
channel 24 also serves as the school
district news and information channel.
Receiving funding directly through the
public relations office, the staff spends
the majority of its time videotaping
on-location (or in the black and white
studio) people and events around the
district. Cablecasting takes place each
evening. Otherwise, there is a 24-hour
character generator with 16 pages of
school district information, continuously updated.
Another use of the channel is currently being investigated. The East
Lansing school district is very conscious
of teacher in-service training and a
special grant has been applied for to
enable the production of videotapes
to serve this purpose.

More recently, the City has produced programs on election issues, City
Council Candidates, City programs
and services, as well as other topics
that citizens have expressed a desire
to know about.
_There are many reasons for a
communication gap in any community.
Some of them we have control over;
others we do not. The Government
channel offers our community a realistic approach to closing our communication gaps.

City Government Channel

Michigan State Channels

As part of a large metropolitan
area East Lansing often experiences a
void between the kind of local everyday
media coverage we need in order to
reach our citizenry and the coverage we
actually receive.
How can a city fill this vacuum?
In East Lansing we use government
originated cable programming on
channel 22.
The government channel is used
as an informational tool to increase
community awareness of city services,
reources, activities and policies. The
government channel supplements cityrelated information that is available
through commercial television and
other media sources.
Since 1974 the government channel has provided printed messages to
residents 24 hours a day. This service
ensures residents a direct link with City
Hall. A few minutes of viewing each
day will let them know what is on the
Council agenda, what street maintenance programs are scheduled or if a
new signal has been installed.
Also, every City Council meeting
is cablecast "live", which .gives residents a choice of attending Council
meetings in person or watching them
on television. A recent cable viewership survey shows over 18 percent of
our cable subscribers choose to watch
Council meetings over the government
channel. Some of our residents see the
advantages of both like the gentleman
who was watching the Council meeting
on cable, became interested in an issue
being discussed, and rushed to the
Council meeting in time to speak at
the public hearing.
The government channel also produces and cablecasts original cable
shows. One of our most successful programs was used to explain an average
12 percent boost in homeowner
assessed value.

With the development of a commercial cable system in East Lansing,
during the early 1970s, Michigan State
University sought and received access
to two cable channels (19 and 20).
A selection of courses totaling 100
hours per week is now distributed
through this system to the community.
Interconnections with the recently developed cable systems in Lansing and
Meridian Township have provided further distribution of these two channels
to the larger Lansing metropolitan area.
This instructional television service
is operated by The Department of
Instructional and Public Television at
Michigan State University. This department also operates the University's
television broadcast station,WKAR - TV.
Color programs are produced in
any of four fully professional studios
and in field locations using portable
and mobile remote systems. A lecture
auditorium is equiped with color
cameras for live color distribution to
campus classrooms and community
homes via the interconnected cable network. Recordings of studio produced
programs and of the televised lectures
are also repeated on the system.
Repeated distribution of instructional programs provides students with
greater scheduling flexibility in a term
and. the opportunity to see their course
materials a second time.
The ITV division produces a wide
variety of programs to satisfy the
instructional needs of students and
faculty. Many programs are illustrated
lectures but ITV personnel have gone
as far as New York and Washington
to gather video material for instruction. Subjects range from accounting to
zoology and programs may contain
dramatic vignettes, live microscopic
studies, farm and wilderness situations,
business experiences and interviews with
national authorities in addition to the
didactic presentation of information.

Library Channel
Tune in, and watch Michigan
State University poets read and discuss
their poetry. Eavesdrop on a story hour
featuring an African story teller. Or
perhaps you'd prefer "Old Times: East
Lansing Remembers" where prominent
members of our community who remember the events and achievements of
a younger East Lansing share their
memories.
The library channel offers extended library reference and information services and at the same time increases community awareness of the
library through cablecasting.
The library houses all library and
government videotapes in addition to a
number of other locally produced tapes
in a special collection for patron viewing. The service allows persons without
cable service to enjoy locally produced
cable programs.
The library also provides 24-hour
printed messages highlighting library
activities, services and upcoming
programs.

•

Pennridge Schoo
Finds
Cable
Effective
Community Link

The announcer leads the
cameraman (they are both high
school students) out of the studio
to a makeshift darkroom set up in
an adjacent audio booth. The announcer knocks on the door and
students attending the Media
Center's adult evening photography course are soon displaying
their first darkroom efforts to the
Perkasie-Sellersville community
via channel 8 on Pennridge Cable
TV. In a few minutes a local
minister and a staff ?nem ber of the
local mental health agency are in
the studio interviewing one another about their newly found and
shared interest in photography.
Their conversation is seen live by
local cable viewers.
he scene described above was
one of the first cablecasts, in
March,1976, by what is now
Pennridge Community Video.
"PCV" is the result of the collaborative efforts of Pennridge Cable TV and
the Pennridge School District, through
the district instructional materials center, known as the Center For Experiencing Media.
The collaboration began with the
happy coincidence of the construction
of a new high school building, containing the new media center, complete
with television studio; and the revitalization of the local cable TV franchise.
Dr. William E. Kevini, District Superin tendent; Ted Wachtel, then District
Media Coordinator; and Gerry Lenfest,
the cable company owner; all saw the
potential inherent in providing a cable
access point in the new studio, making
it the origination point for local programming over the cable.

Several advantages to such an
arrangement are immediately apparent.
The school district becomes involved
with the community in a new and intimate way, at a time when it is experiencing criticism for being isolated.
High school students are given a chance
t o learn video skills and then put them
to use in order to learn about the
community and to participate in a real
community service: presenting public
access programs. The community gains
access to a new communications technology and receives a tangible return on
some of its tax dollars.
When the new school opened in
September, 1975, a new course for high
school seniors was instituted, called
Telecommunications and Community
Affairs. Federal funds were used to
purchase a portable video unit, a 1/2"
video editing deck, and some other
items to supplement the rather aged
video equipment already owned by the
district and to provide a basic studio
set-up.
"Telecom" students learn television production techniques that they
employ to produce videotape productions about the local community. In the
one and one half years of the course's
existence, its students' productions
have included documentaries on the
Penn Foundation For Mental Health;
Today, Inc., a drug and alcohol abuse
treatment center for teenagers; Bucks
County parks; the local judiciary
system; the county Manpower office;
and teenage alcoholism; as well as
numerous short productions on various
subjects, interviews and public service
announcements. These tapes have been
shown on the cable and Telecom students have provided the core of the
volunteer student production staff for
Pennridge Community Video.

In March 1976, the first cablecasts originating from the high
school began with productions by Telecom students. Cablecasts ran from
seven to nine o'clock on Monday and
Thursday evenings. Since that time
cablecasting has expanded to four
nights a week (approximately 10 hours
of programming).
About 30 students commit varying
amounts of time and effort to Pennridge Community Video as "stair
people. (Roughly 660 students throughout the district used television in some,
if at least minimal, way during the fall,
1976, semester.
Programming includes all home
high school sports events (except in the
spring when a heavily overlapping
sports schedule precludes taping every
event), a regular school news program, a video music/ entertainment
column, regular appearances by the
area's governmental representatives on
"What's Happening in Harrisburg"
and "The Word From Washington,"
coverage of local elections, school board meetings, community events,
and entertainment by local talent.
After one year of operation Pennridge Community Video began to
establish itself as a worthwhile addition to the school and community. As
it continues to improve and overcome
initial ciriticism (an unnecessary frill;
a potential free speech troublemaker),
Pennridge Community Video hopes to
expand its outreach efforts throughout
the school district and the community,
to make more people aware of the
•benefits of local video access and to
increase its use by local individuals and
organizations.
The Pennridge community has
only begun to realize the potential of
• Pennridge Community Video.
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Spokane
Educational
Consortium Puts
Five Local
Charnels Into
Gear
n Spokane, Washington, schools
are programming five cable channels. These efforts grew out of a
project funded by the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting to KS PS-TV to
research the viability of becoming a
"telecommunications center." KSPS
is owned and operated by Spokane
Public Schools.
The following information was
provided CTR by Maureen Hathaway
who was the Telecommunications
Project Director and who now serves
as Cable Manager of the five educational channels. Hathaway was a
featured speaker at the Educational
Uses of Cable TV Conference September 25-26, 1979, at the IJW-Extension in Madison, Wisconsin:
"In 1974, the FCC approved an
allocation of five educational access
channels, a health channel and a city
goverment channel on the Cox Cable
System of Spokane, Washington. The
Cox Cable System is a 35-channel
capacity system of which 20 channels
are currently in use.
"The actual programming and
equipment purchase for the first two
cable channels began in March, 1977,
The third cable channel became active
September 1, 1977, and the
programming of the city government
channel began a year ago July.
"The FCC would not let just one
entity operate the five educational
channels. In order to avoid the high
cost of competitive and duplicating
services, Spokane area educational institutions (public and private schools,
higher educational institutions and
public libraries) formed a consortium
which concerns itself with technology,
programming, financing, personnel
facilities and promotion. The
consortium was entitled 'CABLE'
(Cable Advisory Board for Learning
and Education).

• "Spokane School District
programs five of the educational channels from 8:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. each
weekday. Local colleges continue the
remainder of each day's programming
until 9:30 p.m. There are also broadcasting facilities of various capabilities
in the public and private schools
throughout the Spokane area.
"The eventual linking of these
into an efficient cooperative system
not only offers possibilities for expansion of facilities at less cost than
new construction or purchase, but
allows an attractive and versatile range
of resources for originating programs,
training, etc.
• "Since the City of Spokane is
the only community in the U.S. to
request and be awarded five educational cable television channels by the
FCC (with the possibility of receiving
more), the channel abundance that
cable television makes possible is an
exciting opportunity for Spokane.
The cable company, after 24
months of operation, has more than
20,000 subscribers which represents
70,000 people, a 45 percent saturation
of homes. This is anticipated to grow
to over 450,000 people as the cable
is dispersed throughout the city and
Spokane County.
-

"The Spokane School District has
provided approximately $80,000 for
utilization of the five educational channels. CPB has helped with the $25,000
telecommunications project plus
$12,000 worth of programming. They
are also providing $5,100 worth of
equipment which is helping to activate
the remaining cable channels. At this
point local colleges are primarily contributing hardware.
"Proposals to activate the health
channel have been sent to various
foundations.
"The government channel is
operated by the city of Spokane. The
city receives 3 percent of the gross
revenue from the cable company as a
franchise fee. The channel is mainly
used for the cablecasting of city council meetings, public boards and commission meetings, and the creating of
training materials for various city
departments.
"The city has provided portable
VTR equipment and a salary for a
manager. All programs are developed
with the assistance of local college
interns.
"We are plased to have a modern
35 channel cable system that provides
for full two-way communication with
approximately 45 origination points
located throughout the city. We can
originate a message from one particular location for distribution to a specific
segment on the system, or throughout
the entire cable system.
"Twenty of the channels are now
being utilized. Besides the educational
channels, the health channel and the
city government channel, the Cox
Cable System is providing cablecasts
for public access, education, safety,
and automated and leased services.
"As the project is finished, the
system• will be a dual trunk, singlefeeder CATV system. 'A' cable trunk
is one-way only, 35 channel capacity
downstream. The 'A' cable distribution return is transferred to the '13'
cable for return to the headencl.
"KSPS-TV is also cooperating
with the Spokane Public Broadcasting
•Association to establish a centralized
location to meet radio and other telecommunications needs of Spokane and
its surrounding area.
"Since the goals of public television, instructional cable and public
radio are interrelated, a telecommunications center would allow a delivery
system capable of providing a greater
variety of programming and increased
quality with maximum economy."
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Live Cablecasting: Exp ding the Role of
interactive Telecommunications
by Jeffrey Lukowsky, University of Wisconsin, Madison

The access movement, since its
inception, has been closely tied to the
concept of interactive television. The
awareness of the contradiction of television as both a bridge and a barrier
to a clear understanding of the world
was felt and articulated by access advocates.
A window was in our rooms but
we could not handle it. The dream of
a window upon the world became,
instead, a movie theatre made private.'
The window disappeared and a wall
was erected with the illusion of the
light of illumination.
In opposition to this condition,
the access movement announced, as
one of its most fundamental principles,
two-way signal transmission. Both
access users and viewers wanted to
stand in relation to the program they
were receiving, to rearrange it, to
introduce themselves within it, to
change its direction, and even its composition.
However, for several reasons the
access movement has relied primarily
on videotape rather than live cablecasting.) Among those reasons are the
scarcity of live feeds provided in franchise agreements, the desire of video
workers to bring their equipment into
the communities rather than requiring
people to travel to a point of origination, and the lack of control a
videomaker has over live transmission
with its chance elements.
•

TV as Dialogue

Commitment to two-way signal
transmission, needless to say, demanded a profound change not only
in production but also in the experience
Of viewing television. This change had
to be made in conjunction with the
viewer and the implied right of manipulation of the image. Television as
dialogue meant that the TV would not

merely provide an experience but be a
means to criticize and intervene in the
communicative process of the video
message.
How was this to be accomplished,
especially in light of the disparity between recorded tape and live transmission? Secondly, how was signal
transmission going to become twoway? Thirdly, How were we to understand what it meant to make television dialogic, an "open circuit"?'
Many pop sociological writers
told stories of what this meant, but
most of it was utopian poetry and
unreadable except by a handful of
"video freaks."
To compound the problem, video
artists exploring the medium in order
to come to an understanding of its
properties were not in communication
with educators or community access
users. This lack of communication did
not facilitate an impressive jump on
the problem. Most cable franchises,
in fact, do not discuss interactive experiments, a testimony to the weakness
of the access movement in this area.

Live Video Lives
Despite these difficulties, a start
towards interactive video was made
in the early 1970s. At first, this included call-ins from the viewer after
a videotape was shown. This method
is still valuable, although very limited,
as it leaves the viewer in a reflective
position towards a previously shown
work.
This method, expanded to include
call-ins while a videotape was in
progress, has been adopted by live talk
shows and is receiving increased popularity. This conjunction of telecommunications with video has helped
the access movement towards the

dream of interactive television but still
fails to shake us from the moorings
of the commercial model.
In 1972, at WTOP, a CBS affiliate,
Douglas Davis asked people in the
Washington, D.C. area to call in to
the studio to talk, make sounds, or
play music over the telephone. Connecting the call via a phone patch to
a video synthesizer, each caller would
change the image according to the
sounds made.
Davis, deeply committed to access
and cable,' continued this sort of
work with a performance on Manhattan Public Access in 1976 using
three distinct spatial locations which
were mixed and generation locked 6 to
previously recorded tape. People could
choose to come to either of the two
performance sites—one was inside the
Whitney museum, and the other was
just outside the building—or one could
stay home and just watch.
The iniages, of course, were quite
different depending upon the viewers'
location. For those who stayed at
home, Davis exhorted them to touch
the TV, to place a clock in front of it
to keep a sense of time, etc.

Experiment Works
In the same year as Davis' performance, students in my Hunter College Video Workshop performed an
exciting live cablecast utilizing prerecorded tape, live action, call-ins, and
call-outs,' We called the performance
"exercises in Cartesianism"—an exploration of the theory of what it
means to be a person—by interacting
with past images of oneself (prerecorded) in relation to present images
of the self (live action) which were
mixed and synthesized in various ways.
All of the students in the workshop were from the most impoverished
areas of New York City: Harlem and

the Southeast Bronx. None had ever
made television before, or been on a
television show. Only one had ever
owned a still photography camera.
During the live performance on
the public access channel, a character
generator printed out a statement asking people to come to the studio or to
call in. The results were extraordinary.
One example: a junior high school
student who came to the studio called
his parents, asked one of my students
to replay her taped portion, and then
he performed with the tape explaining
to his parents how the mixed image
was created. (Live studio cameras were
in operation to show just this sort
of interaction.)
The show was so successful that
the transmission manager allowed it to
continued for 45 minutes past schedule
—a rare occurrence even for public
access centers.

Live vs. Taped
The most important debate to
emerge during the course of this event
was the question of the differentiation
between a live and pre-recorded image.
That evening the public concluded
(correctly) that the picture and the
sound never can make the distinction
between live and pre-recorded transmission. Only a comment upon the
picture by an announcer or a title can
draw the distinction. Yet the audience
and I believe strongly that most
Americans cherish the live transmission.
It seems to be a deep-rooted existential
desire to be with the other in the
same moment, not being there after
someone else has been there.
Videotape, although it can provide spatial simultaneity, never can provide temporal simultaneity. To the
viewer, videotape is in the past tense.
This fascination with live transmission
has been supported by my other live
cable access experiences.

Access Responds
This view is being restated by
access centers around the country. It
is time, therefore, for the access movement to consciously include live cablecasting as an important tactic in an
overall strategy to liberate television
from its relation to interests of control
and the reproduction of unreflective
consumer behavior.
This does not imply a position
of elitism, that is, a doing away with
entertainment. Quite the opposite is

true; many of the most interesting
television shows originate from access
centers and demonstrate just how much
more entertaining television can be.
If someone were to challenge this
view, we only need to point to the
illustrious example of the Reading,
PA, interactive public access telecommunications system. The fact that
an entire (small) city so thoroughly.
enjoys talking to itself, to the point
that many of the senior citizens have
severely curtailed their viewing of
commercial television, is a testimony
to the excitement of live, interactive
television.

the destruction of the masses as consumers who only have mass as numbers and not as identity. By speaking
and "touching" persons in real time
video, you individuate them and do
not treat them as the unknown
mass—a myth that commercial television reinforces to the benefit of the
corporate state.
5) Live transmission can be more
economical than videotape in that most
preparation can take place without vast
resources of tools until rehearsal time
or the moment of performance.
6) Finally, live transmission is full
of chance. It takes courage to know
that one might not be in full control
of the next moment. Good! That is
exactly the point. The public might
just seize control of your piece!
Let me conclude by saying that
all these comments do not just apply
to local origination centers; they are
problems of national and international
scope. There are many organizations
concerned with global hegemonic control of the new satellite systems, and
political activity has begun around this
issue. 9 We have just had our first
examples of public access to the satellite system.'" Let us not leave it as an
idiosyncratic moment in public communications history.

Give Live a Try
There is tremendous value in live
cablecasting. Some attributes I have
tried to point out are that:
I) Real time eablecasting can
offer the sensation of direct contact
between individuals. The viewer feels a
more sensitive contact with the image,
especially if the image is a person.
It is foolish and arrogant to dismiss
this feeling as false subjectivity which
will become irrelevant before the
ornnipotency of videotape.
2) Live transmission canbe seen
on a home television as well as the
place of origination. Viewers can then
see the difference between the event
and its representation. This is an
important and powerful educational
moment given the mythological status
the image has in the minds of contemporary persons.

3) It provides for greater public
participation in media events and allows the public to present themselves
in the event and to alter it. This can
be done through a bodily appearance,
as well as acoustically, via telephone.
4) It makes video intimate. Live
interactive transmission is directed
toward each individual; it assists in

Footnotes
I. An excellent analysis of this metaphor can be found
in Vilem Flusser's article, Two Approaches to the
Phenomenon, Television." ER Davis& Simmons
(eds.). The New Teens/on (Cambridge: MIT Press.
1977).
2. See the article by Hartford Gunn, Vice President
of PBS, "Window on the World, — Public TeleCOrTIMUnic-ations Review, July / August, 1978.
3. See. for example. Thea Sklover's "Open Channel, Radiad Soft ware (New York: Gordon & Breach.
Spring, 1971),
4. Term based on the conference. "Open Circuits:
An Internalional Conference on the Future of
Television, — Muse-Urn of NIodern An, New York
City, 1974,
5. See Davis' Newsweek column of November 21,
1977, last page. ,
6. Generation locking involves the mixing of a live
image with a pre-recorded image, a difficult process
requiring expensive equipment.
7. I am grateful to the Office of Education. Region
III, for providing the funding which made this
experiment pos,qible.
8. See The Reading, PA, Experiment (New York:
The Alternate Media Center, 19771.
9. See R. Williams, Television: Technology and
Cultural Form (New York: Schocken Books, 1975).
One of the strongest public interest satellite groups
is Public Service Satellite Consortium, Washington,
D.C. They distribute information packets, free
of charge.
10. Douglas Davis, Nam June Paik, Joseph Boyce,
from Kassel. Germany, Documenta, 1977. Re. ceived live in twenty-eight countries including the
USSR but not the USA. WNET. New York's
PBS affiliate, transmitted on a tape-delay basis.
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Cable TV For Boston?

A Lesson
in wbolitics
by Rob McCausland
nbctober 17, 1979, the
Boston Cable Television
Review Commission (chaired
by Peggy Charren of Action
for Children's Television) presented its
recommendations for the future of
cable television in Boston to Mayor
Kevin White. In his recent inaugural
address, White had promised more
community involvement in government
and media policies.
But, at least as far as cable TV is
concerned, the mayor does not seem to
be living up to the full spirit of his
words.
The prospect of cable for Boston,
oneof the country's most closely
watched franchises, was first raised
in 1974. At a preliminary public hearing, both the public and industry indicated a high level of interest. But the
mayor, who according to state regulations has the power to grant franchising
authorities, decided to postpone cable
indefinitely pending further studies.
In March, 1979, the mayor received two studies. The Resident's
Attitudes Survey indicated that about
half the respondents expressed a desire to have cable TV, with an additional 5 to 15% showing some interest
in public, educational, and municipal
access.

The Feasibility Study stated that
more complete street and utility maps
would be needed before franchising
because the age of Boston's streets
and underground obstructions would
complicate the construction process.
In May, Mayor White appointed
the Boston Cable Television Review
Commission. Chaired by Charren, the
committee drew its members largely
from broadcasting and education. Included were David Ives, president of
WGBH Education Foundation: Joe
Dimino, general manager of WSBKTV (UHF independent); Lovell Dyatt
and David Brudnoy, on-air personalities; Dr. David Knapp, president of
the University of Massachusetts at
Boston; and Dr. Ithiel De Sola Pool,
director of MIT's Communications
Policy Research Program.
In response to the formation of
the Review Commission, a group of
community organizers, independent
producers, and media researchers
formed the Cable Television Access
Coalition to monitor the proceedings
and to raise public interest issues. The
coalition members include: the Boston
Film/ Video Foundation, the Committee for Community Access, Urban
Planning Aid, the Massachusetts
Latino Media Group, the Community
Caucus of the Boston Community
Media Council, and the Roxbury Action Program.
In its testimony before the CATV
Review Commission, the coalition
stressed community involvement in
the planning stages before the actual
franchising process would begin since
this process is limited by state regulations to 18 months. It urged that a
public education campaign and a complete needs and resources assessment of
the community and its institutions be
completed before starting the franchising process.

The CATV Review Commission
delivered its final report to Mayor
White in October, 1979. Among its
recommendations were that a citizen's
advisory board and a construction
feasibility survey both be established
before franchising begins; that a dual
trunk cable systern'beinstalled, with
one trunk (40 channels) being used for
institutional interconnection; that
leased access be available at reasonable
rates; and that 30% of the system be
locally owned.
Shortly after receiving the report,
Mayor White announced he would
begin the franchising process in early
1980. He made no announcements
concerning the construction feasibility
survey or the citizens' advisory board.
White's cable spokesperson,
Howard Kaye, issued a clarifying statement saying that the mayor's intentions
are to proceed with the formal, timelimited process, not necessarily with
any pre-franchising planning.
As if Mayor White's reluctance to
involve the community in the franchise
planning process were not enough,
cable TV in Boston faces other difficulties. The state is investigating
whether "adequate competitive alternatives exist for those services offered
consumers by cable television" and
whether the state should suspend formal government price regulations of
CATV service.
The city is lobbying the state
legislature to raise the yearly license
fee that a city may charge an operator
from 50 cents per subscriber to $10
per subscriber. This bill apparently
does not require the fee to be used to
support access or city cable TV regulation. All these measures combined
could lead to a large increase in the
license fee paid ultimately by subscribers.
And so cable TV in Boston is in
a temporary holding pattern. The
pending regulations and the mayor's
unwillingness to live up to his promises
will drastically affect the shape of the
franchise Boston eventually receives.
Mayoral spokesperson Howard
Kaye says he expects the Mayor to take
action "within a few months," When
asked if a citizens advisory board or a
construction feasibility survey has
been started, Kaye answers, "The
Mayor is considering the recommendations of the Commission."
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Public Telecommunications
Entities Take
Steps to Involve
Women
by Helen Weiss
Mann Community Video
omen and minority
roups working in access
centers and other broadcast
and nonbroadcast public
telecommunications facilities may find
themselves in a better position to make
policy decisions and obtain grants as
the result of a conference held in
Washington, D.C. in December, 1979.
The "Women in Public Telecommunications Conference," jointly
sponsored by the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration (NTIA) and the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
(CPB), brought public broadcasters
from all over the country, including
more than 30 women from access and
independent video centers, together
with federal officials to discuss the
implementation of Public Law 95-567,
Sec. 392(f).
This law mandates that minorities
and women applying for planning or
construction grants for public telecommunications facilities be given
priority. (See CTR, Fall 1979, "NTIA
Public Broadcasting Facilities Funds
Now Available to Cable Groups.")
Conference participants, including
representatives from the Office of
Education (OE), the Department of
Health and Welfare (HVar), the FCC,
and other agencies as well as NTIA arid
CPB, discussed current interpretations of the law, which essentially give
women and minorities special consideration when they apply for telecommunications grants.
Among several resolutions the
participants adopted concerning telecommunications in general were some
which dealt with nonbroadcast
concerns specifically. The resolutions
cited the need for: 1) increased opportunities for women and minorities in
nonbroadcast technologies; 2) funding
for public use of these technologies;
.

3) provisions for technical assistance to
local community organizations
(especially groups headed by minorities
and women) involved with nonbroadcast telecommunications applications
to improve their ability to compete for
grants, and 4) more involvement from
CPB to develop funding for nonbroadcast entities.
One of the major speakers at the
conference, Sue Miller Buske,
presented an example of nonbroadcast
telecommunications, the Miami Valley
(Ohio) Cable Television Council multiple city project. (See cm, Fall, 1979.)
NTIA and CPB plan to produce a
report of the conference proceedings
in Spring, 1980. The report will
recommend areas that conference
participants felt needed immediate
attention from NTIA and CPB
officials, and will also cite matters that
need long term review.
The report will include the
following topics:
Employment /Training: Public
telecommunications entities should
start and increase the internal training
and employment of women in positions
of responsibility and decision-making,
particularly in managerial jobs such as
station manager and directors of pro
grarnming, operations, and engineering.
Collaboration among appropriate
agencies (NTIA, CPB, etc.) should
occur to set up training for minorities,
women, and handicapped persons in
areas where few now work, such as
engineering and technical services.
Funding: NTIA, CPU, and other
appropriate agencies should provide
adequate funding to hire a full-time
women's activities coordinator and
staff. The coordinator, reporting to the
• ■.!

administrator/director of the agency,
would implement programs and work
with policyrnakers to develop legislation to further increase women's and
minority participation and control in
telecommunications. An example
would be a possible change in the law
to limit the amount a profit-making
. company can earn when using NT1Afunded facilities. Excess profits would
help finance existing grants and future
' projects eligible for special consideration under the new public law.
Clearinghouse: An inter-agency
task force should be established to
coordinate information about new
developments in telecommunications
technologies, significant issues, programs, funding, and resources. Agencies such as NT1A, 1-1W, and OE
would participate and encourage
additional federal agencies to earmark
funds for minorities' and women's
demonstration projects.
Reporting: Each time they apply
for federal funds, public telecommunications entities would have to provide statistical reports to show whether
more women and minorities were hired
or promoted on a permanent basis.
Public Education: Ways should
be developed to inform the general_
public about telecommunications
technologies (especially cable TV and
satellite) and funding.
For further information about the
conference, its report, or applications
for facilities programs, contact Mary
DiNota, Special Concerns, PTFP,
NTIA, 1325 G Street, NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20005;
(202)724-3307.
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Planning a cross country trip
and want to visit a few access centers?
Interested in exchanging folk arts tapes?
If you are, you're in hick. The
I
first national NFLCP Membership
Directory will be off the presses in June.
Anne Stonehocker of Rochester, New
York, compiled the directory which
includes members' names and addresses,
descriptions of their interests, and
background information. Watch the
summer mails for your directory.
Also this summer you can expect a
community education packet on franchising. The packet includes an analysis
of access provisions in franchises from
municipalities of various sizes, case
studies of how the provisions did or did
not work, and articles on community
needs assessment and how to work with
your city council.
Diana Peck, an instructor of communications at William Patterson College, is editing the handbook which has
been compiled from the experiences of
communities from around the country.
If the requests for information the
Committee has been receiving are an
indication, the franchising handbook is
sorely needed.
If your city is about to initiate the
franchising process or if your franchise
is coming up for renewal, you'll be
happy to know that the NPLCP is cosponsoring a franchising conference,
"Cities and Cable", with the University of Wisconsin Extension.
Barry Orton, from UW, is coordinating the conference with the help
of the community education committee.
The conference will focus on the franchising process, community needs
assessment, municipal, educational,
and public access, evaluating system
design, and on-going regulation,
Last September the NFLCP also
co-sponsored a conference with the
University of Wisconsin Extension.
Carol Brown-Either co-ordinated the

"Educators and Cable Conference"
which focused on the educational uses
of cable television.
Over 200 educators from around
the country attended. Session topics included: Two-way programming, case
studies, institutional loops, franchising,
satellite programming, and rural cable.

The conference was a resounding
uccess with glowing evaluations. Many
educators attending remarked how exciting it was to meet others interested
in educational access.
Twelve cities, from Baltimore to
Montreal, have viewed the 1979 Hometown USA contest winners. Margie
Nicholson, Program Director in
Monona, Wisconsin, co-ordinated the
1979 showcase. The tapes can be rented
for $80 per week: It is an excellent way
to show your community the types of
community programming being produced around the country. Many places
report that Hometown has catalized interest in producing access programming. If you would like to rent the
tapes, write Margie Nicholson.
The 1980 festival is being hosted
by Greg Vawter and Dave Womeldorff,
access co-ordinators for six cities in
Miami Valley, Ohio. Check for the
announcement in this issue if you have
a tape to enter.
If you need information on franchising, establishing an access center,
or where to find persons involved in
children's programming, write to the
Community Education Committee. We
have compiled information on a variety
of topics pertaining to local programming and will be happy to share it with
you. Compiling this information is an
on-going process so we would appreciate
it if you would send copies of your
ordinances, by-laws, program guides,.
etc.
If you would like to work on any
of the projects mentioned in this article,
are interested in finding out about out
other projects, or if you have ideas for
publications, please let us know. Write:
Jean Rice, Community Education
Committee, 114, 9th St., S.E. You are
also invited to the Community Education Committee meeting at the annual convention in East Lansing,
Michigan.
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Gross Country Cable
The Cable TV access rules set up
by the FCC were ruled beyond the
jurisdiction of the Commission by
the Supreme Court last year. "Midwest
Video 11" marked the official ending
of the access experiment. Rather than
analyze the successes or failures of
access in the past decade, let's examine
where it is and where it might go.
For all intents and purposes public
access to cable television does not exist.
Access for access sake was a necessary
step towards quality community programming but no longer serves any useful purpose. The importance of the
access movement in the 1970s was its
effects on, and the way that it influenced the cable industry and local
governments.
The process for receiving, granting, and maintaining franchises has
substantially changed because of the
access experience. The result is a more
educated and better informed citizenry
regarding cable television, the realities
and myths.
Because of the access movement,
cable operators nationwide have
realized the critical role that locally
originated television plays in acquiring
and maintaining franchises. Cable
operators, providing full color studios
and mobile vans with a minimum of
four channels dedicated to locally produced Programming, are commonplace.

Municipalities are requiring local
community channels and operators
make the promises, but in more cases
than not, there is nobody to carry
through the task of actually making
community television. The hard line '
access people continue to fight a battle
that's over. The need now is for experienced access facilitators to move into the roles of community television
producers and managers.
The equipment and facilities are
there, but there needs to be experienced
people to put to work. The experts
of community television are those who
did something when there was nothing.
Now that the tools are here, it's time
to get down to producing responsible
alternative programming.

"Access for access' sake
no longer serves any
useful purpose."
iL

"Operators will promise
anything, but if nobody
takes them to the bank,
there's no return."
"The need is for
experienced access
facilitators to move into
the role of community
television producers.''

Operators will promise anything,
but if nobody uses or takes them to
the bank (in corporate terms), then
there's no return on the (access) investment,
My first months as Program
Director for Cross Country Cable
in Bound Brook, N.J. were consumed
with letting all the institutions in the
area—libraries, schools, municipalities—know we were here and finding
out what they needed / wanted from
their cable system. Since August we've
been cablecasting everything from
local high school football games,
original children's puppet shows, to live
coverage of elections.
One of the programming concepts at Cross Country is that of going
into the community. We use the studio
when it's appropriate, but all our
equipment was designed to be moved
around.
Access children know the importance of being an integral part of the
community as opposed to the traditional media concept of omnipresent
observer. The key difference is one of
caring. Community television on cable
can serve an incredibly important service in informing and facilitating communication in ways no other media can
match or even attempt.
Access has served its purpose. All
the dedicated, relentless work has paid
off in providing a stepping stone to
getting through the door of the great
media maze.
While struggle is far from being
over, opportunities for providing a new
prototype for television programming
are now available. It is essential that
access freaks take advantage of the
current popularity of blue-sky promises
about local origination and turn them
into something real.
Once communities gel a taste of
what's possible from cable other than
sports and uncut movies, it shall be a
substantial force.
New wave access is here:
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Southeast
Access Atlanta Readies for
Cable; Surrounding Counties
Franchise
Contract negotiations between the
City of Atlanta and Cable Atlanta,
Inc. (a subsidiary of Cablecasting,
LTD. of Toronto) have ended. The
contract was reviewed by Access
Atlanta, Inc., a non-profit public
access group, the ACLU, the NAACP,
and the City of Atlanta Cable Advisory
Board.
Access structures and procedures
will be arranged over a ninety day
period following the signing of the contract by the Mayor of Atlanta,
Maynard Jackson. The City Advisory
Board and Access Atlanta will work
with the cable operator to insure comprehensive public access to the system.
Presently Access Atlanta is producing a one hour program in cooperation with Atlanta Interfaith
Broadcasters concerning possibilities of
public access in the Southeast. - Encounters" is an interview format using
tapes and"film by regional producers
and is cablecast on the existing system
from 5 to 6 p.m. Tuesdays on cable
channel 4. It is the only public aceess
programming currently on cable in
Atlanta.
Access Atlanta has changed the
March date for the Southeastern regional meeting of the NFLCP to
August 15, 1980 with a Cable and the
Arts Conference to follow on the 16th
and 17th of August. Interested members
should contact Darryl Vance, c/o
Access Atlanta, Inc.

The National League of Cities will
have its annual meeting in Atlanta
November 30-December 4 and Access
Atlanta, regional NFLCP members,
and Cable Atlanta are working on
plans to carry live transmission of
meetings and events during the conference. Cable franchising and municipal channels are prime topics for the
conference.
Counties surrounding Atlanta
have undergone recent franchising.
Fulton County has awarded a franchise to Cable Atlanta for the northern
part of the county while awarding
South Fulton Cable part of the southern
county. Warner Amex has purchased
a franchise in Dekalb County.
Regional members should send
newsletters, press releases, or local
reports to Access Atlanta, Inc., Box
5289, Atlanta, GA 30307 or call
(404) 874-7235 for future CTR
columns.
—Ben Davis

Central States
Convention Hosts Ready;
Miami Valley Expands Base
The report on the 1979 audience
survey of the East Lansing access channels is now available to anyone interested. Send a stamped (1.19), selfaddressed 9x12 envelope to Randy
VanDalsen at 635 Abbott Rd. #I16,
East Lansing, MI 48823 to get a copy.
WELM-TV, the East Lansing
public access channel, saw volunteers
produce over 1,200 original programs
in 1979, a new record for the center.
Activity might be even higher this year
since United Cable Television Corporation, the franchise holder here, is in
the process Of expanding the access
facility into a building of its own
with two studios, a remote van, and
some much-needed breathing space.
From Shiawassee County,
Michigan comes a report from Mary
Temple that the Development Center
for the Arts, a newly formed nonprofit arts corporation, is hot on the
trail of generating community awareness of public access to cable TV. Their
goal was to begin regular cableeasting
at the Owosso Cable Company on
February 1, with programs featuring
area musicians, poets, etc.
Sue Miller Buske says the Miami
Valley Cable TV Council Central
Access Facility has moved into a new
building. This Dayton, Ohio area
group now has about 3,000 square
feet of space to work in. They will
also soon be activating two more access
channels.
—Randy VanDalsen
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Mid-Atlantic

Midwest

West Coast

Washington Group Shares
Ideas, Forms NFLCP Cbre

Iowa, Minnesota and
Wisconsin Groups Keep.:_
Busy

Foundation for Community
Service TV Sets Goals; San
Diego Site of Spring Meeting

Drew Shaffer is hard at work
organizing community access in Iowa
City. He's currently working with
rented equipment out of the cable company's office but will eventually move
to the library with a hub site on the
University of Iowa campus. Bill
Newburn is working to produce a Series
of kids programs and Drew recently
made a presentation to all Iowa City
department heads, educators, school
administrators, and community groups
about cable tv.
The plot thickens in Minneapolis
with a court battle between contenders
for the city's cable television franchise.
According to Sallie Fischer at University Community Video, "no matter
what happens, things look good for
access." Anne Davis of the Minnesota
Cable Board reports that they've been
contacted by 110 Minnesota communities for help with franchising or refranchising and the Cable Board is
planning a May workshop on community programming.
Bill DeFotis says that the Champaign-Urbana Community Access Center now has two CETA positions, no
budget, but friendly relations with
their local cable company. They're programming two evenings a week with
one regular series, "Video Soapbox."
Our regional meeting in November was held at the Chicago Editing
Center and drew participants from
Iowa, Minnesota, Illinois, Wisconsin,
and Kalamazoo, Michigan??? Kalamazoo is NOT in the Midwest Region
but we liked Jamison and Betts so we
granted them special dispensation! Our
next regional meeting will be held this
spring in Iowa City. For more information contact Drew Shaffer at
(319) 354-1800.

Ninety people attended the Fall
1979 conference of the NFLCP Far
West Region. Eighteen people plus one
organization became new members!
The Conference focused on community programming after AB 699.
Charles Firestone, Director of the
Communication Law Program,
UCLA, moderated the Saturday
morning discussion. Panelists included:
Paul Denn, Administrator of the Community Video Center, San Diego and
the Region's Advocacy Coordinator;
Howard Gan, Regional Director of
the Cable Television Information Center, Washington, D.C.; Monroe Price,
Attorney and Professor who drafted
AB 699, Los Angeles, and Anna Marie
Hutchison, President, North Eagle
Communications, Oakhurst.
The California Public Broadcasting Commission was represented by
Carolyn Perkins, Assistant for
Research and Policy. J. Anthony
(Tony) Kline, Legal Affairs Secretary
to Governor Brown, was a surprise
guest.
The day before the Fall Conference, November 9, was the first
meeting of the Foundation for Community Service Television (FCST) the
private, independent foundation mandated under AB 699. It was a getacquainted, organizational meeting.
Its primary role has been defined
to distribute monies, i.e., grants, from
dollars taken in from cable companies
who deregulate rates under AB 699.
If cable companies do indeed opt to
deregulate under this bill it will be
awhile, however, before the Foundation will see the 50c per subscriber
monies.
Two new positions were added to
the NFLCP Executive Committee;
Membership Development, Alvin
Simpson, Media Director, Operation
Second Chance, San Bernardino and
Sharon August Jones, Irvine.
Several members were able to
attend the Western Cable Show in
Anaheim, December 12-14, at the in- •
vitation of the industry.

The Mid-Atlantic Regional Conference of the NFLCP took place on
Saturday, November 17, 1979, at the
West End Public Library in Washington, D.C.
One of the highlights was a lively
give and take discussion in the "Regulatory Workshop" with David Korte of
CMC, Merry Sue Smaller of Alexandria, Virginia, Michael Isaacs of
NCTA, Sharon Briley of FCC, and
attendees. Rights of programmers and
responsibilities of cable companies,
details of franchise provisions, the impact of satellite uplinks, use of franchise fees, guaranteed time, channel
capacity were some key issues debated.
The afternoon "Funding Workshop" informed the groups about two
important resources of funds for local
non-profit programmers. Jean Rice of
NTIA, Department of Commerce,
shared some basics to non-profit
groups stating that - diverse" sources
should be used in combination to
create a funding base. Some examples
given were user funding, local government and businesses, organizational
support, state government, auctions,
TV bingo.
Another major source of funding
was discussed by Perrin Ireland, a
representative from the National
Endowment for the Arts. She defined
the term "quality" as "something
beyond technical competence" or
"creativity seen through technical
problems."
Later in the afternoon Michael
Wex of Cross Country Cable, Jerry
Richter and Ann Sheehan of Becks
Community Television discussed
various methods of involving corn' munity organizations and people in
programming.
During the NFLCP business
'meeting Harriet Moss and Jerry
Richter were elected Regional Cocoordinators of the Mid-Atlantic Chapter. Diana Peck was designated the
regional representative to the NFLCP
National Board.
—Jerry Richter

—Margie Nicholson

—Constance Carlson
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WXXI-TV is looking for Independents'
Films/Tapes for their Second Sight
series. All types and styles wanted; no
theme or time constraints (2 to 60
minutes). $30.00 per/minute paid for
materials acquired. Contact: Pat Faust,
Director of Programming, WXXI-TV,
PO Box 21, Rochester, NY l4601.(716)
325-7500.

Bi-Monthly news magazine, published
by the Lincoln Filene Center of Citizenship and Public Affairs at Tufts
University. This new magazine covers
such events as grant opportunities,
conferences, legislation and offers
advice on citizen participation practices
such as public hearings, advisory
committees, Cable TV, community
organizing, development of coalitions
and citizen surveys. For Info: Lincoln
Filerie Center for Citizenship and Public
Affairs, Tufts University, Medford,
Mass. 02155.

The Second Annual Daniel Wadsworth
Memorial Video Festival, sponsored by
Monte Video, is seeking tapes. Festival
will highlight documentary, art, educational, community access tapes and
installations. Cash awards plus access
package to MonteVideo 3/4-inch or
half-inch equipment and studio.
Contact: MonteVideo, P.O. Box 3537,
Hartford, CT 06103. (203) 525-0865.
Deadline: May 30.

AMERICAN LABOR FILMS,
published by the Film Library lnforrna(ion Council, is a directory and guide
covering 250 films in English and
Spanish dealing with labor issues. It
features a proposal by the AFL-CIO
and UAW to form a consortium to
support production of new rams, and
articles on the use of film in labor
education and as an organizing tool.
It can be ordered for $7.00 from
American Labor Films, PO Box 348,
Radio City Station, New York, NY
10019.

Center Screen Inc., together with the
WGBI 1 Educational Foundation
(Boston) has started a project designed
to make available for broadcast short,
independently-made films and videotapes as intermission spots on public
television. The project, "Brief
Encounters," will air works ranging
from 30 seconds to 7 minutes (in 16mm,
3/4", 1 or 2 inch fonnat with soundtrack). The works will be distributed in a
90-120 minute package, for airing over a
one-year period. For Info: Barry
Levine, Center Screen, Inc., 18 Vassar
Street, 20B-126, Cambridge, MA
02319, (617) 494,0201.
-

The National Association of Educational Broadcasters (NAEB) provides a
job referral service for persons looking
for work in Public Telecommunications. NAEB publishes a bi-monthly
PACT SHEET (People and Careers in
Telecommunications) which lists job
openings nation-wide. The PACT

CAROLYN PERKINS
1622-1/2 H ST
SACRAMENTO!, CA 95814

Community Television Review
NFLCP
Box 253
Montpelier, Vermont 05602
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services also include resume referrals,
and group and individual career
counseling. For Info: Joe Schubert or
Lelani Turretirte, NAEB/pAcr, 1346
Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington,
DC 20036, (202) 785-1100.
Television for All Children (TVAC) is a
program of the Emergency School Aid
Act and is designed to foster positive
attitudes toward desegregation through
mass marketing government-funded,
independently produced, childrenoriented entertainment to commercial
TV stations throughout the U.S. The
programs are multi-lingual, multicultural, multi-ethnic, integrated and
minority produced and are available at
low cost. For info, write ESAA, 3116
Regional Office Building 3, 7th and D
Street, S.W., Washington, DC, or
TVAC, 6464 Sunset Blvd., Suite 930,
Los Angeles, CA 90028.
The Library and Inforniation
Technology Association/ Video and
Cable Communications Section of the
American Library Association has
released a new Video/ Cable
Information Packet that includes six
items of information for use by
librarians and others interested in or
concerned with video in libraries. The
kit is free to L1TA members and $1.00
prepaid for postage and handling to
non-members. Write LITA /VCCS,
American Library Association, 50 East
Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611.

Bulk Permit #93
PAID
Montpelier
Vermont
05602

nficp
DATE:

June 12, 1980

TO:

Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
Sacramento City Council

FROM: Carolyn Perkins (Aft"
Far West Regional epresentative
NFLCP Board of Directors
SUBJECT:

NFLCP NATIONAL CONVENTION

Attached is a copy of the schedule for the Third Annual NFLCP
National Convention which will be held in East Lansing, MichiL - an,
June 26-29. Because the notification is so short, I know it may
not be possible for any of you to attend, but I thought you 14:7:Ld
be interested in the conference topics.
I am currently trying to make arrangements to go and if I do
attend I will be glad to write up a brief report of the conferanc.a
highlights.
cc: Bill Freeman
Attachment

National Federation of Local Cable Programmers

FEATURED SPEAKERS
Robert W. Ross
Senior Vice President for Government
Affairs, National Cable Television
Association

ACCESS
EIGHTY

George Stoney
Professor of Film and Television at
New York University School of Arts
and Co-Director of the Alternate Media
Center

C. Patrick Larrowe

3rd Annual NFLCP
National Convention

Professor of Economics at Michigan
State University and a Public Access
Television Producer

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
THURSDAY. JUNE 26
8:00-5:00
Registration
8:00-9:00
Coffee/Rolls
9:00-10:00 Welcome/Seating of Delegates
10:00-noon Delegates Meeting
12:00-2:30 CLINCH ON YOUR OWN
2:30-5:30
Delegates Meeting
5:30-8:00 DINNER ON YOUR OWN
8:00-?
NFLCP Orientation, Cash Bar. Third Annual
"Hometown USA" Video Festival, and
Miscellaneous Tape Viewing
FRIDAY, JUNE 27
8:00-5:00
Registration
8:00-9:00
Coffee/Rolls
8:30-5:00
Equipment & Information Exhibits
8:30-5:00
Tape Viewing
9:00-10:00 Welcome/Intro to NFLCP
10:15-11:45 Workshops: Session 1
A. Censorship. Editorial Control: Case histortes
B. Starting, Managing & Funding Video
Access Centers
C. The New Urban Franchise: Case Histories
D. New Dimensions in Local Programming:
Community TV Channels
E. How to Use Institutional Networks
12:00 - 2:00 Luncheon & Keynote Address
2:30-5:45
Bus Tour of Local Access Channels
2:30-4:00
NFCCP Standing Committee Meetings:
Community Education
Advocacy
Membership
Finance
4:00-5:45
Mini Bus Tour of Local Access Centers
6:00-8:00
Delegates Meeting (To nominate and hear
candidates for NFLCP Board of Directors)
7:00-10:00 Cash Bar, Dinner Banquet. Address, Hometown
USA Awards Presentations
10:00-?
Cash Bar, Hometown USA & Misc. Tape Viewing
SATURDAY, JUNE 28
8:00-5:00
Registration
8:00-11:00 NFLCP Board of Directors Election
(Delegates only)
8:00-9:00
Coffee/Rolls
9:00-5:00
Equipment & Information Exhibits
9:00-5:00
Tape Viewing
9:00-10:30 Workshops: Session II
A. Copyright: ABCs for Producers ET, Dritribu:o1:;
o
B Shopping for Production Equipment
Suppliers: What Suppliers N...:ed to Kno-

C. Franchise Bidding Contests: How to Evaluate
Community Access and Local Oricination
Programming Proposals
D. New Dimensions in Local Programming:
Special Audiences
E. Kids & Community TV
F. Churches and Cable
10:45-12:15 Workshops: Session Ill
A. Community Video & Endowments
B. Low-Cost Production Techniques:
Graphics, Sets, Effects. etc.
C. Franchise Renewals and Amendments'
Improving Existing Systems
D. Women & Video
E. New Dimensions in Local Programming: EdLcatic-.:
Access Channels
F. Satellites and Local Components
12:30-2:00 Luncheon (Regional Caucuses)
2:15-3:45
Workshops: Session 1V
A. Applying for Non-Broadcast Facilities GrantEfrom NTIA
B. Getting the Word Out: Program Promotion
On a Shoestring
C. Local. State and National Regulators Issues
D. Minorities in Telecommunication
E. New Dimensions in Local Programming:
Library Access Channels
F. Future Distribution Technologies:
Interactive Systems. etc.
4:00-5:30
Workshops: Session V
A. Using Portable Video Equipment
B. Audience Measurement 101: How to Do It Sampling. Survey. and Data Anal!. sit
C. New Dimensions in Local Programm,:ng:
Municipal Access Channels
D. Video As an Art Form
E. Future Telecommunications Technologies:
Equipment Industry Research and Develop: --e:-.:
F Upcoming Legislation: Public
Telecommunication Financing
5:30-8:30
FREE TIME FOR DINNER
5:30-8:30
NFLCP Board of Directors Meeting
8:30-?
Cocktail Party, Hometown USA and
Misc. Tape Viewing
SUNDAY, JUNE 29
9:00-11:30 Breakfast/Plenary Workshop:
Community Access. The Cable Indust , : s
Perspective
Convention Wrap-up
11:30-2:30 Delegates Meeting (if needed)

Headquarters for the conference

will be the Kellogg
Center for Continuing Education on Harrison Road at
Michigan Avenue on the campus of Michigan State
University. It is readily accessible from all expressways via
US-127,1-496, or Temporary 1-69. Travelers should exit on
Trowbridge Road and, as it ends, turn left on Harrison Road
to the parking lot adjacent to the Center. Parking is free for
those with rooms at the Center. Taxis serve between the
Center and Lansing's Capital City Airport. If you need to be
reached at the Kellogg Center, the telephone number is
517/332-6571.
Athletically inclined conferees can select between golfing
on two 18-hole championship courses, swimming in the
outdoor pool, canoeing on the Red Cedar River that winds
through campus, or playing handball, paddleball, and tennis.
Dining, shopping and entertainment abound within easy
walking distance from the Conference Center. The area also
is served by an efficient public transportation system.
Family vacation opportunities throughout Michigan and
nearby Canada can round out your conference plans.
Sponsored by National Federation of Local Cable
Programmers, National Endowment for the Arts. and Mal
Lifelong Education Programs.
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CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
Complete and mail with check or money order (payable to Michigan State University) to:
NFLCP National Convention Registration, Kellogg Center,
Michigan-State University, East Lansing, Ml 48823
Name

Organization

Address

Daytime Phone No. ( )

street

city

state

ZIP

area

FEE: Includes admittance to convention sessions and workshops, coffee and rolls each morning, two
luncheons, Friday evening banquet, Saturday bus tour of access centers, and Sunday breakfast.
Dietary restrictions, if any:

NFLCP Member: Conference:$55

Non-Member: Conference: $70

Friday only S30
Saturday only: $30
Sunday only: $15

Friday only: $35
Saturday only: $35
Sunday only: $20

Note: There will be a $5 late registration fee for registrations postmarked later than June 10, 1980.

WORKSHOP PREFERENCES: Indicate your preference for each of the five workshop sessions by
letter (A, B. C. etc.) after referring to the conference schedule.
Session!

Session II

Session IV

Session III

Session V

HOUSING REGISTRATION
You may pay your lodging costs at checkout. Do not include payment with this registration.
Check nights you will need lodging: 0 Wednesday ID Thursday El Friday U Saturday
Check your choice of lodging:
Kellogg Convention Center:
El Single/night ($22.50)
El, Twin/night ($27.00*)

Dormitories (near Convention Center)
Li Single/night ($9.75*)
El Double/night ($7.00/person*)

Roommate preference:
Many other motels and camping also are available in the vicinity at widely varying rates,
O 1 will bring videotapes: El 1/2 inch reel U 34 inch U-Matic
O I will bring literature to hand out (400 copies suggested).
'Plus 4% state sales lax

.

D Beta 0 VHS

CITY OF SACRAMENTO

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK
915 I STREET

LORMNEMAGANA
CITY CLERK

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNtA 95814

CITY HALL ROOM 203

TELEPHONE (916) 419-5426

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Council Members

FROM:

City Clerk

SUBJECT:

Special Council Meeting - Cable'T.V.

DATE:

June 10, 1980

On May 29; 1980 ! the staff wasinstructed to set a special meeting on Cable
and work around the availability of the consultant.
The staff has identified Wednesday, June 18, 1980, 7:30 p.m. as the date.
The consultant will be here June 1.8 and 19. He will have to leave Sacramento
Thursday afternoon, June 19.
If there is no objection, June 18, 1980 will be set to hear the issue of
Cable T.V.

Lorraine Magana
City Clerk
LM: dc

CITY COUNCIL MEETING
MAY 29, 1980
CABLE TELEVISION

There are two basic approaches for the issuance of a cable television franchise.
They are:
1. Creation of a joint powers agency to issue and administer the
franchise. The governing board of the agency could he:
A.

The County Board of Supervisors, or

B.

Elected or non-elected officials representing the member
agencies.

2. Issuance of the franchise by the City Council. This approach
would require Council involvement at this time. The review
could be conducted by a Council Committee or the full Council.

JAMES P. JACKSON
CITY ATTORNEY

MEMO FROM . . . .
W. R. neeman

May 21, 1980

To: Members, Sacramento City Council

At the meeting on Tuesday, May 20, 1980, a
. question was raised about the availability
of information relative to cable television.
Enclosed is some general material including
the discussion documents used in the public
hearings before the Board of Supervisors.
• If you have any questions or concerns, please
feel free to call me any time. My office
number is 440-5883 and my home number is
422-9525.

WRF:emw
Enclosures
cc: Mac Mailes
w/ehclosures

CABLE TELEVISION
INFORMATION CENTER

.

DISCUSSION OUTLINE

PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES
PERTAINING TO CABLE TELEVISION.
•

- DISCUSSION OUTLINE

PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES
PERTAINING TO CABLE TELEVISION

This Outline has been prepared as an aid to diSaussions with -city
officials as they determine public policies that are to be reflected in a
franchise ordinance and request for proposal documents.
In order that applicants for the city's franchise may understand the
terms and conditions for providing cable television service, a policy
statement and specific application forms should be included in the proposal
documents. The statement should reflect . all ground rulesfor Making application, neg6tiable and nonnegotiable features, and criteria for evaluation
of proposals.
Decisions need to be made on the following subjects:

1.

Determine length of franchise term--10-15 years. Discuss importance,
need for regulatory flexibility.

2.

Single vs. multiple franchises to service the city. Should- the city
consider more than one franchise to serve the entire community?
'Exclusive vs. •onexclnsive franchise. (A decision on this matter
also relates to the decision on Item No. 2.
State law may preclude
exclusivity.)

4.

Ownership Forms: Local Ownership/Multiple System Operators/Minority
Ownership--Discuss the varying nature of presentations in other proposals (80/20 split).

5.

Determine'what, if any, areas of the city are to be initially excluded
from service. (May need to pin down a criterion for inclusion or
exclusion such as including in initial service area all-census tracts
with average density of
or more dwelling units per 3,1-near street
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6.

Line Extension Policy--if some areas of the city are not to be initially
served, or future expansion of the city to include new subdivisions is
contemplated, the city may want to consider establishing ground rules.
This matter, however, could be left-as a bit item for each applicant to
state its preferred policy.

7.

Determine under What conditions and specifications that underground
plant will be required (trunk, feeder and drop, lines). This decision
should be quantified by city staff prior to proposal solicitation :so
that each applicant can reflect the economic impact of the decision
in its financial projections.
Requirement of a miniMum level of systeM' design.
o UAMPLEi 30-35 channel (initially activated?) capacity?
Single-trunk cable? Single-feeder cable?
Subscriber set converter?
Two-way capability?
One master headend and as many area hubs as
are necessary to effectively Serve initial
service-areaTransportation system (system for interconnecting area hubs/or other paints . of origination with master hcadend.
Institutional Network?
Regionwide interconnection.?
Prewiring of large apartments and condominiums?

9.

Consider encouragement of design flexibility toward immediate, eventual or experimental development of broadband communication uses-centre/ computer, two-way traffic, digital information, monitoring
systems--fire, burglary, emergency, etc. Institutional network for
interconnecting public facilities?

10. Channel uses--While FCC regblates use of broadcast channels, it is
important to review the variety of programming being offered across
the.country on Other cable systems.
s What are "Igust" carry signals?

4.
2.
3.
4.

e tc
•

What are "May" carry signals?

5.
6.

7.
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8.
9.
10.
etc.
o Other channels offered by commnnies.
Educational access (often more than one channel)
Local government access
Public Access- (available to any citizen or group)
Pay Television channel(s)--full service, ,mini-service
Leased Access (often several channels available for lease)
University access
Shopping guide/want ads
Programming guide
Movie or syndicated program channel; i.e., children's
channel, family viewing sports network, etc.
Religious programming
Foreign language stations
Programs for the blind
11.. Define minimum level of local origination facilities:
o Minimum size studio, color cameras, color videotape machines,
color film chains, control roam air conditioning, studio
lighting, nature of local progrp7ming, mobile van,--fully
equipped for remote programming. Require data on staffing
and budgeting to examine level of commitment..
12. Define access channel programming facilities .and assistance required
to be supplied by successful applicant.
13. Discuss municipal uses, near term and future.

e Institutional network concept
Local government programming
what public buildings are to receive free connections?
14.

Discuss services to schools and educational institutions.

o Existing and proposed uses of audio-video services.
,Computerized instruction technique??
-

15.

Emergency alert capability.

.16.

Standby payer.

17. Technical standards--Discuss FCC preemption and how it affects local

standards. Also discuss importance of adopting performance testing
'procedures.
18. Local office facilities—hours of availability, complaint handling
procedures.

s
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19.

Franchise fee--federal limitations--3-5 percent of gross receipts
(only). (Discuss recent rulemaking of FCC.) Also discuss lump-sum
feature for recovery of consulting costs. We urge the city to
establish a specific fee and eliminate fee from becoming a bid item.

20.

Subscriber rates--Discuss approval process, minimum financial
information requirements, and•deregulAtion.

21.

Discuss construction timing and scheduling.

22.

Discuss current developments in Pay-TV and use of earth satellites
and their impact on cable marketing--also . court . decisions and FCC
preemption.,

23.

Discuss financial pro forma requirements.. Bow information is utilized
in evaluation of proposals, determining financial viability, realism of
subscriber penetration.levels and forecasts, and future use in judging
actual performance against proposal.
•

-

24.

NOTE: An important feature of the application is an adequate
demonstration of financial capability to perform in accordance
with the ordinance and the application. Failure to provide
the detailed pro forma data requested may be interpreted by
city as evidence that the applicant is not properly qualified
to receive a grant of the franchise. The pro forma data sub- •
mitted should include plans and terms for debt and equity
participation, terms of local ownership participation (if any),
financial goals as well as the financial projections and assumptions. Adequate documentation of the applicant's assumptions and processes must be 'provided so that a fair analysis
can be made of the projections.

Discuss proposed ordinance- Check for'adequate city protection.
o
o
o
o
o
o
O

o
o
*
O
o
o

Landlord/tenant relationship (munic. code), theft of service
provisions (munic. code)
Continuity of service provision
Transfer of ownership
City repurchase
Need for penalty provisions
Use of security fund in addition to or in lieu of
performance bond.
Procedure for rate rdview and regulation (Discuss marketplace and staged regulatory process. Problems of permanent deregulation.) .
Need for specific annual financial and operating.information.
Performance evaluation procedures--every 3-5 years.
Complaint procedures
Employment requirements
Franchise renewal procedures
Automatic cancellation if no construction within one year
of award

4.;„
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25.

Discuss possible special conditions to meet any - peculiar needs.

26.

Discuss proposal selection procedures.
Filing - fee—refundable? . Allocate fees among applicants and
successful franchisee.

o

Require use of official forms (no exception, otherwise impossible to make fair comparisons).
o

Include draft of proposed franchise ordinance in bid documents.
(Discuss importance of document.)

o

Discuss FCC regulatory requirementS on process.

o

Require all applicants to use uniform basic demographic data
provided by city: population--current and trends, dwelling
units, street mileage, income levels, use of census tracts.
Impact of highrise apartments, condominiums, etc.

o

Require complete ownership disclosure.

.Discuss preference items, priorities and other criteria to be used in
selection process. Note: The following are examples we have utilized.
System Design—Preference will be given an installation plan
that will provide flexibility needed to adjust to new developments, establish quality maintenance practices, and provide
marketable services that would be available to subscribers
and the community Immediately and in the future.
o

Rate Schedule--Preference may be given to applicants with the
most reasonable installation and subscriber rate schedule that
is at the same time justified in the financial' pro forma statements by use of realistic levels of penetration. Such preference will only be given if guarantee is made that changes in
years from
rates will not be requested for a period of
the date of providing initial service . (or award Of franchise).
NOTE: This provision is for the purpose of discouraging pro- posing unrealistic low bids that require immediate request for
increase once the company gets the award.

o

Service to Subscribers--Preference will be given to the applicant proposing to provide superior programming (broadcast and
nonbrgadcast), the most reasonable subscriber rates, the best
maintenance plan, and the widest range of allied services to
the subscriber. Tiered programming, if offered, must be factored into the revenue projections of the pro forma data.

-

o

Financial Viabilitv--Preference will be given to applicants
presenting evidence of financial-resources that agsure - the
company's ability to complete entire initial service area
within five years of receiving required governmental franchise approvals.

;

MXA
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•

o

•

Demonstrated Experience in Operating a . CATV System—Preference
will be given to applicants that can give evidence of providing sufficient, satisfactory and dependable services to other
communities and a management background that gives evidence
of excellent constructiOn practices; ability to meet deadlines,
and good planning and marketing practices.
Services and Technical Standards—Applicants proposing • ser-

vices and technical standards exceeding the minimum required
in the attached ordinance will be given added weight in the
evaluation if those services and standards are guaranteed,
and are within the financial capability df the system as
shown by the pro forma statement, and ate also within the.
guidelines of acceptability as defined by the FCC's description of extra service packages •Clarification Pares. 108-118).
Discuss procedural questions regarding hearings, applicant presentations,
public involvement, supplemental reports and cross examination.
21. Discuss Request for Proposal forms and describe evaluation procedures.

Cab ad:vision
%r
inionr".

RECOMMENDED ARTICLES AND SECTIONS
FORA

CABLE TELEVISION FRANCHISE ORDINANCE

THE URBAN INSTITUTE 2100 M STREET NO. • WASHINGTON. 0 C. 20037 • (202)872-8688

•
•

. RECOMMEHDED ARTICLES AND- SECTIONS
for a
CABLE TELEVISION FRANCHISE ORDINANCE

Purpose of ordinance and Nature of the Grant-jurisdictional Basis
for the Local Franchising Authority's Power •

1.

Short Title

Definitions

Access Channels
Cablecasting, Local Origination
Cable Television System, CAT 17
Channel
Converter
Council
City (County)
FCC
Company
Gross Subscriber Revenues
Person
Service: Basic and Additional_
Streets, Highways, Public Ways
Subscriber
Two-May Capability
User

S.

Provisions Governing the Length, Renewal, and.Transier of a Franchise

IV.
.

A.

Length of Franchise
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B.

Renewal

Notice of Company's Desire to Renew
Renewal Application .
Procedure for Considering Renewal Application
Removal of Facilities in the Event of Non—Renewal

C.

Transfers, Assignments

'Transfers Prohibited Prior to Construction
Council Approval Required (Including Purchase Price)
Procedure for Council Approval of Transfer
Rights of Assignment.'and.Transfer - to—and by - MbtftegeeS or - PledieeS
Notification of Council of TransactiOns Affecting COntrol Of COmpanY
D.

Termination of Franchise at Expiration

Franchisor's Right to Require Franchisee to Remove Cable System
Franchisor's Right to Purchase System Upon Expiration
Procedure to Start No Later than One Year Prior to Expiration
Fair Value to be Utilized in Determining Price

V.

Franchise Territory, Extension of Service
A.

Franchise Territory

B.

Extension of Service (Define a Policy Pertaining to

Line Extention)

For Originally Exempted Areas
For Newly Annexed Areas
For New Housing Complexes and Subdivisions
C.

Service Areas (Description of Both Areas Included and Excluded)
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VI.

. System Design
A. Channel Canacity
B.

Services

Channel Uses
Cablecasting and Access Programming Ficilities

.

Local Origination Channel and Facilities
Local Government Access Channel
Educational Access Channel
Public Access Channel
Leased Access Channel

EM Radio Signals
Specialized Services: Point-to-Point Service, Institutional Network
Pay.TV Services
Services to Municipality, School District
Two-Way Provisions and Subscriber Privacy
D.

Emergency Audio Override

E. Interconnection

VIII. Technical Performance and Construction Standards
•

A. Technical Standards
B. Construction Codes
C. 'Performance Measurement and Enforcement: Procedures
D.

Overhead and Underground Construction Requirements
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E. Tree Trimming
F. Relocation to Accommodate Public and Private Imnrovements

- G.

H.

VIII.

Right of Inspection and Restoration
Company to Exercise Reasonable Care and Diligence

Local Regulatory Framework
A.

Procedure for Day-to-Day Regulation

B. Functions to be Regulated

1. 'Construction Timetables, Provision of Service upon Consumer Demand
2. Maintenance and Alteration of the System After Construction
3. Rates
Initial Rates for Basic Subscriber Service
Changes in Rates for Basic Subscriber Service
Rates for Other Than Basic Subscriber Service
All Rates to be Non-Discriminatory
Free Service to Schools. and Local Government-Occupied Buildings
Advance Charges and Deposits
Disconnection, Reconnection
Refunds to Subscribers.
4. Franchise Fees
5. Equal Employment Requirements
6. Consumer Complaints
Local Business Office Required
Service Maintenance Standards
Complaint Procedure

5

-Company Procedure
.-Designation of Local Official
-Local Government Procedure
-Right to Require Special Testing
7.

Use of Streets, Pole Attachments

8.

Continuity of Service Mandatory

C. Method for Resolving Disputes
Intent (To Provide for Orderly Resolution of Controversy)
Methodology
Fact Finding
Mediation
Arbitration
Selection Procedures (For Determining Mediator or Arbitration Panel)
Fees and Expenses (To be Equally Borne)
D.

Records and Reports, Notice of Documents Filed with Agencies
Annual Financial Report Requirements, Accounting Standards
Reports (Operating)

E.

Periodic Performance Reevaluation of Franchise Provisions
Need for Flexibility
Frequency of Evaluation Sessions
Scheduled Sessions
Special Sessions
Topics to be Discussed
Adoption of Future Technical Advances
Service Rate Structures
System Performance
Amendments to Ordinance
Judicial and FCC Rulings
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F.

Sanctions, Penalties, Enforcement

G.

Revocation for Cause
Events Constituting Grounds for Revocation
Notice,.Time to Correct, and Due Process Required in Revocation
Removal of Facilities in the Event of Revocation
Franchisors Right to Purchase System (At Book Value, Exempting
Any Attributable to Rights Granted by Franchise)

H. - Indemnification Tnsurance, Liabilitl for Damages
General Indemnification
Liability Insurance
Performance Bond/Security Fund.
Proof of Insurance and Bonding
Escrow Funds Assuring Timely Construction
I.

IX.

Foreclosure, Receivership

Applicant Selection Process
A. Application Form
Basic Information
Identification
Legal Qualifications
Character Qualifications
.Financial Qualification's
•

Local Options
Franchise Territory
Construction Timetable
Overhead/Underground
System Design
Two-Way Capacity
Channel Uses
Administration of Access Channels
Production Facilities

X.

Rights of Individuals
A. Nondiscrimination Required
B. Tapping and Monitorin Prohibited

I.

C.

Pro ert Owner Permission Reauired Prior to Any Installation

D.

Reguations pertaining, to Sale of Subscriber Lists

Miscellaneous Provisions .
A.

Compliance With All Applicable Laws and Regulations

B.

Grantee's Anpiication Proposal-Incorporated by Reference

C.

SeparabilitY

F

UP TO 1966 '

.

1966-1972 .

1972-1980

AFTER 1980

• Interactive educational prcgrams
• Interactive IV games
• Dial up audio and video libraries
• Opinion polling
• Remote shopping
• Environmental monitoring and control
• Distant signal importation in top-100 markets
• More local origination
'Pay IV entertainment
*Adult education
'Public access programming
sin-service training, and other educational
and municipal uses

• Improved color IV reception
• Improved TV reception '

*Experiments with two-way response services

• Distant signal importation

• Automated services-- time.
weather, news and stock
market information

•
Minimal local regulation of
cable television; little federal
or state involvement

FCC "freeze on distant signal
importation in top-100 television'
markets

• Equal quality UHF reception

REGULATION —

• Some local origination

• Experiments in health care and other
service delivery

•I

Extensive FCC rules for cable; active local
regulation; growing state involvement;
possible common carrier status

Fig. 1—Potential growth of cable television . services

• Traffic monitoring and control

•,,

• Fire and burglar alarm monitoring;
meter reading
• Telemedicine
• Banking and other business transactions'
• Data transmission
• Information retrieval services
• Electronic mail delivery
• High resolution TV
• Teteconferencing

Federal, state, and local regulation of
cable; possible public utility status

CITY OF SACRAMENTO
JAMES P. JACKSON
CITY ATTORNEY

THEODORE H. KOREY, JR.
ASSISTANT crry ATTORNEY

DEPARTMENT OF LAW
,612 TENTH ST.
SUITE 201

SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95214
TELEPHONE (916) 4496348

May 23, 1980

•

LELIAND J. SAVAGE
DAVID BENJAMIN
SAM JACKSON
WILLIAM P. CARNAZZO
SABINA ANN GILBERT
STEPHEN B. NOCITA
DEPUTY CITY ATTORNEYS

Honorable City Council
City of Sacramento
City Hall
Sacramento, California
In re:. Cable Television Franchise.
Members in Session;
The documents prepared by the consultant, The Cable Television
Information Center (TIC), have been reviewed. We have the following
comments at this time.
(1). The Delegation Problem
The Council must itself issue the franchise unless a-joint
Powers Agreement is enteredinto with the County. This requirement
steffis from City Charter Section 180 which states that the Council
must issue: the franchise under an ordinance specifying uniform
procedures. Chapter 12, Article.1 of the City Code governs franchise
issuance. It contains bidding and other regulatory provisions', and
authorizes use of a joint Powers Agreement OTTO. .
Among the documents prepared by TIC is A proposed ordinance
governingcable television franchises, which-differs from the City's
franchise ordinance. It appears that Charter Section 180'would
allow adoption of a separate uniform ordinance for cable television
franchises.- The proposed ordinance itself, however, will require
extensive review and revision. Since all jurisdictions.must
adopt the Same ordinance', consultation with thosejurisdictions
as to the ordinance is required.
In considering the use of'A'JPA, - the policy'auestion of delegation
of this long-range decision to the County or to a commission must
be considered; Furthermore, there i_s_presentli'noZPAi and the terms
of such an agreement must be negotiated and 'Concisely. made. This
will require more time and would interfere with the contemplated
time schedule.

Honorable City Council,
May 23, 1989
Page Two
(2)

The Antitrust' Issue
,

:Under the recent LSfayette - decision,. - cities are no longer
immune from - Sherman/Clayton Antitrust Act liability where there
is any form ofcombination:which:has the effect of restricting competition. In recent federal district court cases, exclusive

franchises have been subjectecT .to antitrust attack by excluded
potential franchisees
For this reason, the cable television
franchise ordinance and regulatory ordinance should be drafted
to include additional procedural safeguards and substantive
rationales and findings designed to minimize antitrust liability.
•

(3) The Environment Review Problem
Due to- the- extensive construction involved and the magnitude ,
of the project and its duration, some form of environmental review
appears:to - be required. There is no known categorical exemption for cable television projects. It may be that a negative declaration
is 'possible. However, the environmental review process must still
If the Request for Proposal (RFP)
occur and will take some time
is issued before or during the environmental review process,
.potential ,bidders may be deterred, and the further legal problem
of "predetermination" of the environmental questions exist. We
will discuss this issue with you in more detail at the Council
meeting.

(4) The Easement Problem
Although this problem must be resolved by the bidders, certain
whether the franchise holder can
isSues exist. The question H
use the streets or backyard easements for their cables'. It depends
in part on the language of the subdivision easements and whether
cable television is considered a "utility .l! We have not had
sufficient time to develop our answer to this question.
(.5)

The Time Schedule

The Council should-discuss the time schedule with consultant
Howard Gan of TIC. Unless the Council enters_ into a Joint. Powers
Agreement, it will issue the franchise. If-the-Council issues the
franchise, I recommend that.the-Council become thoroughly familiar
with this subject at this stage, before the request for proposals
is-approved.
Frankly, I do not see how the proposed time schedule can, be
met.' The cities of Sacramento, Galt, Folsom, Isletoh and Sacramento
County would all have to approve the request for proposals and
ordinance within the next week or two in order to meet the time
schedule. The antitrust, environmental and easement problems all
require more time than is available under the proposed schedule:
„

Honorable City Council
May 23; 1980
Page Three
We have not had sufficient time to complete our-legal review of
these documents with the degree of care necessary for a subject
of this importance.
We have discussed the above issues with Mr. Gan and will be
meeting with him prior to the Council meeting on May 29th. We
will report further at the Council meeting.
pectfully submitted,

y Attorney

P. C RNA220
Deputy'city Attorney

KAn 'Channel 6

/
-
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P.O. Box 6
Sacramento, CA 9580i
916-929-5843 •

April 10, 1960

Ted Sheedy
Chairman,
Sacramento County Board of Supervisors MO H Street, Room 2450_
Sacramento, California - 95614
Dear Supervisor Sheedy:
Enclosed is our position paper on cable. In it we reiterate our
desire to play a major role in public service cable programming and
operations. With more than two decades of broad-based service to the
community, we feel we are well-suited to that role.
There are five elements in our presentation and I will briefly
summarize them here:
Channel ASsignment -- We would like KVIE to be carried
on cable channel 6. .
Additional Channels -- With programming we now have
and will soon have, we are capable of programming
five additional channels, not including our regular
KVIE broadcasts. .
Consolidating Local Origination -- We are eager tO work
with schools, health agencies, governmental agencies,
etc. in helping them operate channels assigned to them.
Once we have acquired the equipment and staff to operate five channels, additional channels can be operated
from the same control room by the same people at a
very low incremental cost.
Revenue — IF we assume a major role in providing public service programming and operations, we should
receive a substantial portion of the franchise fee
collected for that purpose. A portion of the amount
we receive would be matched by the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting.

Affiliated with the Pubtic Broadcasting Service • Corporation or Public Broadcasting

•

Ted Sheedy
April JO, 1980
Page 2

Building, Facilities and Land -- We have land but are,
greatly in need of additional production facilities and
expanded building space. We will offer a nominal-rate,
long-term lease to a franchisee in return for building .
space constructed on our land which includes studios ,
and production facilities.
Although I know you would prefer to avoid spelling out specific public
service requirements in the ordinance or request For proposals, I urge you
to be as specific as possible in requiring the service capacity we have
requested. If you are committed to the concept that the cable system
should include a strong public service element, you will want to establish
a framework-within which those community services ca be provided, rather
than leaving it to the cable companies alone. You will want to provide
production facilities, studios and an organizational structure capable of
managing, and coordinating public television services for cable. Rather
than create a new entity which in many respects would duplicate what KVIE
does now, we hope you will see the logic of insuring that a major part of
the management and coordination of public service cable television will'
rest with CCU. The cable channels, building space and production facilities in this presentation represent a portion of what the county will want
to provide with or without CCET. Our hope is that you. will choose to go
with us. To the extent that you are willing to do that you will be providing the entire community with a valuable, professional, cost-efficient
public service system for years to come. -

1 hope you will Find our presentation persuasive. We would welcome
your observations and we'll look forward to working with the staff, the
Cable Television Information Center representative and individual Supervisors
to define the most appropriate role for Central California Educational
Television with regard to cable.
•

Sincerely,

John' D. Hershberger
President & General Manager
JDH: jw
enclosure

cc: Sandy Smoley, County Supervisor
Illa Collin, County Supervisor

Fred Uade, County Supervisor
Toby,Johnson, County Supervisor
Brian Richter, County Executive
Bill Freeman, Assistant County Executive

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION AND CABLE

A PRESENTATION
TO THE SACRAMENTO COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
April 10, 1980

Last August, the Central California Educational Television (CCET)
Board of Directors passed a, resolution (Appendix A) stating in a general .
way our desire to seepublic service and public access programming
become an important element in the cable television franchise process.
The resolution also stated that CCET hopes to play a significant role
in Many of the public service. activities made possible by cable.
• As the franchising process moves into high gear., we want to define
our position more explicitly and urge the Board of Supervisors and staff
to include language in the ordinance and the request for proPosals that
would require the franchisee to devote a substantial part of its total
system capacity to serving the public interest and public access needs
of the community.
"Public Service" in cable programming can include formal instructional programming at all levels, informal educational programming, governmental
programs, health programs, interaction with a broad spectrum of special
interest groups and coverage of community events. MITE has more than two
decades of successful experience in providing precisely these kinds of.
public service programs to people in the Sacramento Valley. As cable
becomes a reality here we want to use the new technology to expand and
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improve our capacity to provide services to the community.
Some Supervisors and staff have, expressed a desire to avoid language
in the ordinance or request for proposals that is overly specific. While
as a general rule, leaving a request for proposals as non-specific as
possible produces creative and beneficial proposals, in this case we feel
that particular specifications should be required to not only insure that
an adequate level of funding flows to "public access', but that this community is ready to use those funds in a meaningful and productive manner,
We believe that these specific recommendations will, if made a part of
the bid requirements, insure that this community receives the best
possible "total" cable system.
Channel Assignment
KVIE should be carried on cable channel 6. If the cable company offers
a "tiered" service, now or in the future, KVIE should be included in the
lowest or basic tier of service.
Additional Channels
The national Public Broadcasting Service is ready for the cable revolution. . We now receive all of our PBS signals from the Wester I satellite
which allows us to receive thultiple signals simultaneously. After two
years of planning, PBS has now been restructured to begin offering three
separate program services. One 'service will focus on general audience
programming such as that seen now in prime time on PBS. A second service
will concentrate on target audience or "community of interest" programs of
significance to smaller but important segments of the community. The
third service will include instructional and educational programming aimed
at in-school and at-home audiences at all levels. Using programming from
just these three services, we will soon have the capacity to schedule two
cable channels in addition' to KVIE, channel 6.

Also, we are working with the state legislature now to install broadcast production facilities as part of the Capitol renovation project. This
will enable us to provide "gavel-to-gavel" coverage of floor sessions and
committee hearings much in the same way that C-SPAN covers Congress.
Other local production plans for the coming year include a weekly
review of legislative-and state governmental affairs, a series of programs
featuring the arts in our community and a series dealing with public affairs
issues of local importance..
We also receive programming from the Pacific Mountain Network, the
Latino Consortium and the newly-formed Independent Program Service.
As we begin to investigate the sources and costs of cable programming
and cable rights. to broadcast-programming we find foreign language programs, agricultural information programming, programs for the handicapped,
high school equivalency lessons, programs for older people and training .
programs in nearly every conceivable field of endeavor.
A further service made possible by our satellite earth terminal is
state-wide, regional or national participation in teleconferences. We are
already active in this area, On April 16 we will take part in a teleconference, "Update: Adult Learning and the new Technologies." However,
participation is limited to those who are willing to come to our Garden
Highway studio. If we had the capacity to distribute the teleconference
signal to the community via cable many more people could benefit from it.
Suet) limited audience programming would be of particular value to people
who are home-bound for whatever reason -- a physical handicap, no babysitter or not enough money to fill the gas tank.

Many . of our programs would provide a greater service to the community
if we could repeat them more often. The program we produced on CPR
(cardio-pulmonary resuscitation) was broadcast three times to help motivate
and train as many people as possible in this life-saving procedure. However, on cable we could have repeated it three times a day for several
weeks if necessary, as part of a community-wide training effort.
This fall we will take part in a pilot project with the National
University Consortium, making use of the British Open University courses
adapted to an American audience for college credit. Our dilemma, as with
other adult education courses, is whether to schedule the program material
during the day while most people are working or eating, or at night when
it would disrupt our prime time programming. With additional cable channel
capacity, we could repeat each program several times over a period of several days and reach a much larger share of the potential audience.
Finally, there are many people who would appreciate the opportunity
to see repeats of "Masterpeice Theater", "NOVA" and other major PBS offerings when cable rights to these series become available.
With theprograms we now have available and expect to have in the very
near future we will be capable of providing a strong, meaningful public
service schedule for 5 channels in addition to our regular KVIE broadcasts.
In Spokane, Washington, the PBS station KSPS operates seven channels
in addition to its regular broadcast channel. Bill Freeman visited the
station with me and can provide details and observations if you like. I
learned that once a station has acquired the equipment and staff necessary

- 5to program one or two cable channels, the incremental cost of operating
still more channels is quite small. Our own cost projections support the
KSPS experience in that regard. .
Consolidating Local Origination

Because of the economy of scale mentioned above, it would be
logical for us to be the operational and coordinating agency for other
public service channels besides the ones we program exclusively

.

In Spokane, one cable channel is devoted to health programming.
The programs are selected and purchased by a consortium of health-related
entities. KSPS gathers the programming together and distributes it on
the health channel they operate. The health consortium pays a small hourly
fee to the public television station to defray the cost of operating that
one extra channel. It would cost the health consortium a great deal to
establish its own origination system and their operating costs would be
much higher since all costs would have to be borne by that one channel.
We would like to work with the schools, colleges and universities,
hospitals and health agencies, and governmental agencies including the city
and county in developing a central local origination operations control
center. We have an established working relationship with the Television
Consortium of Valley Colleges and with VITA, the Valley Instructional
Television Association, with whom we new contract for broadcast services.
initial discussions with County Superintendent of Schools, Lea Palmitet,
indicate that he is supportive of the concept of consolidating local
origination operations.

Please' be assured that we have no desire or intention of controlling
the programming on the channels discussed in this section. Our role would
be to facilitate the operation of these channels in the most effective
and cost-efficient way possible and to maintain technical quality at a
high levelRevenue
The primary function of a cable company is to sell entertainment programming to subscribers and make a healthy profit. Public service and-.
public access programming costs money and does not generate income. Very
few people subscribe to cable because of the public service channels.
There is little motivation for the cable company to maintain, an on-going
interest in local public service once the franchise has been awarded.
•

On the other hand our sole function is public service and we will
maintain an enthusiastic interest in serving, the public for decades to

.come. (See Appendix El & C) Further, we serve a broad spectrum of interests
in the community and are accustomed to dealing with community institutions
and groups of all descriptions.
Traditionally, cable companies have been willing to provide some
channel space for public service or public access use but the funds to
support the programming and the management and technical expertise to
operate the channels successfully are not forthcoming.
We urge the county to set the franchise fee at the legal maximum,
taking care that the percentage Specified is based on the cable company's
gross receipts from all cable activities within the franchise area, and
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not just a percentage of the basic subscriber fee.
If CCET assumes the level of public service responsibility outlined
in the above sections- , and to that extent releases the public service
burden from the cable company, then CCET should receive a major part of
the franchise fee directly from the cable company or indirectly from the
county via a simple pass-through mechanism.
Even if we receive an amount equal to 2 or 3 percent of the cable
operator's annual gross receipts, this source of revenue will never provide
100% of the costs of operating the public service channels. However, a
portion of the funds coming to CCET in this manner will be matched by the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, increasing our annual local Community
Service Grant and further defraying the cost of providing the cable channel
services.
The portion of the franchise fee that comes to CCET will help provide
effective, cost-efficient professional public service programming and
generate additional funds to help support the local origination operation.
Building, Facilities and Land
We have 6.9 acres of land five minutes from downtown Sacramento. Our
building is totally inadequate and beyond rehabilitation (See Appendix D)
and we would have to spend $2.6 million to bring our production facilities
up to state-of-art status.
The cable franchisee will probably need a new building and a place to
put it. Most competitors for the franchise will include in their proposal
one or more studios and production facilities for the studios.

- B
We.are milling to provide the franchisee a long-term land lease at
a'nominal rate if the franchisee will build a building on our property and
provide space for CCET, including studios and facilities for public service
program production.
Such an arrangement would reduce or eliminate the necessity for KVIE
launch a multi-million dollar capital fund drive which would take years
to accomplish, drain community resources and compete with other major fund
drives such as the Crocker'Museum project.
Conclusion,
One of the deciding factors in awarding franchises in other communities
has been the degree of local public service proposed by competing cable
companies. Yet, when performance is compared to promise after a few years
of cable operation, the local public service aspect of the franchise has
historically been one of the most disappointing and failure-prone aspects.
Sacramento has already demonstrated an enlightened approach to cable
by offering identical franchises to a single operator for all jurisdictions
within the county.

By insuring a major role for CCET in cable public

service programming and operation, you will be insuring long-term on-going
quality public service to the community. In so doing you will also be
setting a standard for the nation to follow.
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APPENDIX A

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION

RESOLUTIONS
CABLE TELEVISION IN SACRAMENTO COUNTY
August 29, .1979
WHEREAS the sole purpose of CCET is to bring
public service programming to viewers in central
California; and
WHEREAS CCET has a 20-year track record of
service to a broad spectrum of community interests including formal instruction, adult education, cultural
and performing arts, government and civic affairs, con. sumer interests, health, the environment and public safety; .
and
' WHEREAS CCET in the telatively near future will
have the capacity to offer three complete schedules of
programming; and
WHEREAS CCET recognizes the telecommunication needs
of man y educational, governmental, - cultural and other noncommercial entities in the greater Sacramento Community; and
WHEREAS CCET believes that any cable system should
be managed by a public service . entity; Therefore be it
RESOLVED, That CCET recommends to the Sacramento
County Board of Superivsors that any franchise agreement
allowing the development of cable television in Sacramento
County include the following provisions:
1.

That a substantial percentage of all cable
channels available be reserved for nonprofit public use;

2.

That a percentage of the franchisee's gross
receipts generated in Sacramento County be
allocated for the management, acquisition
and production of public service programming;

CCET
Resolutions
Page 2

3. That the franchisee provide funding to
establish and maintain broadcast quality
television production facilities and
related equipment sufficient to permit
high quality production for the public
service channels; Be it further
RESOLVED, That the Sacramento County Board of
Supervisors be made aware that CCET is eager to collaborate
with the eventual cable franchisee in the management, production and acquisition of programming for the public
service channels, using funds allocated in the franchise
agreement for that purpose.
These resolutions were discussed and adopted by majority
.vote of the Central California Educational Television
Board of Directors on August 29, 1979.

William J. Slaton
President, CCET Board of Directors .
Date

Jean Nickles
Secretary, CCET Board of Directors
Date
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THE lMISSION AND PURPOSE OF

-CENTRAL CALIFORNIA EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION.
Approved October 24, 1979 •

It is the mission of Central California Educational Television (CCET) to use
television broadcasting and other forms of electronic distribution to inform,
illuminate and inspire viewers through the presentation of consistently outstanding programs that are responsive to the public's varied interests and
needs. We strive to bring to the citizens of central California (a) exposure
to local, state and national public affairs of importance, (b) the opportunity
for cultural and artistic enlightenment and enjoyment, and (c) a process for
life-long learning through-formal instruction and general educational programming for viewers from pre-sehool ages through retirement years.

THE OPPORTUNITY
Public television possesses the unique potential of a mass medium whose program content is not limited by therequirement to compete constantly for
maximum audiences.. Public television can put excellence ahead of acceptability, can broadcast not just the popular but also the profound, can serve
as the community's cutting edge by experimenting with new concepts in the
world of the arts and ideas. In addition, public television can deliver
special programs and events which for the lack of a commercial sponsor or
because of problems.of copyright and royalty Clearances might not otherwise
be available.
BecauSe of our location in the state capital, CCET has a unique opportunity
and a unique obligation to provide continuing and comprehensive coverage of
state governmental affairs for distribution to a statewide audience. We can

enhance the democratic process by showing government in action, by examining
the issues in depth, by informing and enlightening the electorate.
The overriding criterion for producing, acquiring and distributing programming
will be the degree to which that program or series of programs helps fulfill
the stated mission and purpose of CCET. We will acquire programming from the
Public Broadcasting System, state and regional networks,. independent producers, and other program distributors. We will produce programming for local
and statewide distribution. In addition,.programs for national distribution
will be produced when the program content is of interest to a national
audience.

The Mission and Purpose of CCET
October 12, 1979
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CCET will collaborate with educational institutions at all levels in the
production and acquisition of programming that is in keeping with our mission
of encouraging life-long learning opportunities for people in central
California.
Innovation in programming may occasionally raise questions of taste and propriety. CCET management will exercise care to insure that programs dealing
with novel or controversial themes reflect an integrity of purpose CCET
will not be a leader in permissiveness; neither will it be chained to the
conventional by occasional letters or calls of complaint.
CCET management will take care to present a fair and balanced view when dealing with controversial issues: While all sides of an issue may not be .
presented within the context of one program, balance and fairness will be
achieved in total programming. ‘
CCET's programming is planned to be mindful of the interests and concerns
of all racial and ethnic groups represented within the station's coverage
. area. However, public broadcasting will not be truly public if programs are
conceived as exclusive messages intended only for certain audiences. Public
telecommunications can best serve many minority audiences through the presentation of a wide variety of subjects and viewpoints within the regular
schedule of public affairs, instructional, cultural and artistic programs.
LOCALPROGRAM PRODUCTION
One of the cornerstones of the American broadcasting system is the importance
placed on localism. In public broadcasting, CCET has an even greater opportunity than our commercial counterparts to pursue that ideal of local service
through locally produced programming. Even the most modest local production
is far more costly than acquiring a program from a national or regional source.
Consequently, it is not economically sound for a commercial station to mount
an ambitious local programming effort. Most stations do very little production
beyond news, weather and sports shows. Without the pressure of the profit
motive, CCET can afford to invest a larger portion of the programming budget
.
in providing service to.the unique needs and interests of the local and
regional communities.
New technology will continue to expand and multiply the viewers' sources of
television programming. As satellites, cable, videotape, videodisc and other
systems bring a vast array of programming to central California from distant
sources, it will be impOrtant for CCET to maintain a unique service with
strong emphasis on local and regional programming.

The Mission and Purpose of CCET
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DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
In addition to broadcasting on KVIE, CCET will make use of whatever telecommunications systems are available to Carry out our mission in an effectiVe
and cost-efficient manner.

ASCERTAINMENT AND COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Ascertainment of the community's needs and interests is-an ongoing and periodic regulatory requirement for CCET. Management officials and staff make
numerous contacts with community institutions and individuals monthly to
asibertain the community's needs and interests. CCET seeks further Citizen
input through its Community Advisory Board, a group of people throughout
KVIE's coverage area who are representative of the.socio-economic, racial
and ethnic mix of. the population, and who represent a wide variety of occupational and civic interests.
The management and staff of.KVIE are encouraged to participate in community
activities and civic organizations as an informal means of keeping abreast .
of Current interests and concerns and as a means of reminding people that
KVIE is a part of the fabric of the community.
KVIE programming will reflect the needs and interests of the community as
determined by the formal and informal ascertainment process.

Volunteers
Volunteers have always been a crucial element in the successful operation of
KVIE. It is impossible to fulfill the mission of CCET without a strong
enthusiastic volunteer effort to assist the staff in promotion., development
and other aspects of station operations. The importance of XVIE is illustrated by the fact that the Friends of Six organization.is an integral part
of the corporate structure of CCET with representation on the Board of
Directors. The Board and the staff will continue to encourage the growth
and expanded participation of the Friends' of Six .organization and individual
volunteers.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Portions of the funding for CCET come from federal, state and local governmental sources. However, at the very.heart of the concept of public broadcasting is the concept Of voluntary public participation in the financial
support of the station. Public television should be supported by the
communities it serves. Only throUgh the broad-based financial participation
of its own audience can CCET serve that audience in a professional and
successful manner.

The Mission and Purpose of CCET
October 12, 1979
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Financial support in the form of underwriting from area businesses, federal
and state grants and foundation grants is seen as an important element in the
overall funding structure of . CCET. However, no commercial financial support
which is conditional upon control or review of program content will be accepted. Program content must be the licensee's responsibility.
RESPONSIBLE MEMBER OF THE PROFESSION
It is vital for CCET: management and members of the Board of Directors to
play an active role in the formulation of national and state regulations
and laws and to participate in the policy and procedural decision-making
process of our national membership organization, the Public Broadcasting
Service. Only through enlightened participation in these activities and
organizations can CCET have a voice in shaping the future of public telecommunications in Sacramento, in California and in the United States.
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CENTRAL CALIFORNIA EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
FIVE YEAR PLAN
GOALS & PRIORITIES
Approved January 22, 1980
This plan grows out of the Statement of Mission, and Purpose adopted by
the Board of Directors on October 24, 1979. It is in reality a 4 I/2-year
plan with goals to be accomplished by June 30, 1984 or before. The top
priorities during this period will be: (1) provide adequate building space
and technical facilities to meet present and future needs (2) improve programming, especially local and statewide programming, (3) broaden viewership
through increased promotion, and ,(4) develop new distribution methOds, including cable, satellite, microwave and a new video library. To support
these activities all other aspects of the operation will have to expand
accordingly, including production, funding and administration. The goals
and timetables in this plan are ambitious calling for rapid but orderly
growth. The plans are based on the best available knowledge of the economic
Future of the Sacramento, Valley, projected population growth, technological
advancement and the competitive market place.
The Board of Directors whole-heartedly endorses this Five Year Plan
with the understanding that it will be reviewed on an annual basis, and revised as needed using a timetable that coincides with the annual budget
planning process.

EXPANDED QUARTERS & FACILITIES
KVIE will move into new quarters by Christmas, 198a. Plans for the station's expansion will be based on the anticipated needs of Central California
Educational Television through the end of this century. New equipment as
needed will be incorporated into the overall plan. KVIE-will strive to accomplish the expansion without incurring a burdensome long-term debt.

PROGRAMMING
Local: KVIE Will quadruple the amount of locally-originated programming,
broadcasting an average of 10 hours per week by June 30, 1984. Programs produced exclusively for audiences within the KVIE coverage area will fall into
three major categories, all of which will receive approximately equal emphasis.
The categories include a) public affairs, b) performing and visual arts, and
c) all other programming as determined by community needs and interests.
Program series .in this third category could include "Ask the Doctor", "Fix
Your Own Car", "California Gardener", "Sacramento Valley Farming", "California
Wines", "Local News for Kids", "Jobs Available this Week", "Consumer Action
and Answers", "Energy Alternatives", "Video Originals", etc.
_ .
Our schedule will also include regular programming dealing with legislative and state governmental affairs (See more on this under 'PRODUCTION")

PBS & Other-Acquisitions:

While major resources will be devoted to

locally-originated programming, those efforts will produce less than 10%
of the program hours needed to fill the KVIE schedule. KVIE will continue
to rely-upon PBS and a growing number of other program suppliers to build an
outstanding and competitive schedule in keeping with the station's mission
and purpose. Toward that end, KVIE will increase its capacity to receive
PBS satellite programs by adding satellite receivers that will a11oW KVIE
to use material carried on a variety of transponders.
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KVIE-2: Assuming PBS preceeds on Schedule to develop the three program
services, and assuming a cable franchise is awarded in 'Sacramento County by
January 1981, these developments within the next five years would enable CCET
to develop a new separate program service. Cable television will reach into

a substantial number of homes in Sacramento County. KVIE is now carried on
71 cable systems serving over 50.0,000 homes and that number will double in
five years with the addition of Sacramento County subscribers. At the same
time PBS will have developed three limited-schedule program services. KVIE
can then assemble two complete program schedules. The traditional schedule
as described in the paragraphs above, will be broadcast on Channel 6 and all
cable systems in and around the Sacramento Valley. The second schedule,
"KVIE-2", :will have as its foundation programs from the new PBS services, and
will also include community access, target audience local programming, same
of whici-rwill be produced by community groups or individuals not otherwise
associated with the station. KVIE-2 will be distributed exclusively by cable.
KVIE-2 will initiate a limited schedule in 1981 and work toward a full
schedule by July 1, 1983.

PRODUCTION
Local: To quadruple the quantity and at the same time improve the
quality of local production will require a realignment of resources, a major
new infusion of people and equipment. The full-time stafflnow producing,
hosting, writing, designing, engineering and directing local programs is 24.
Within five years we will need 60. Whereas some equipment needs can be included as part of the plans for KVIE's new quarters, many items are required
prior to that time. Major production equipment acquisitions during the next
three years will include: film chain, new and additional studio/portable
cameras, more sophisticated audio production equipment, additional videotape
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machines, and increased transmitter facilities.

State: There will be a major emphasis on statewide legislative and governmental affairs program production. Funding is being sought to develop,
maintain and staff a self-supporting production unit which will service the
capital production needs of KVIE, other public television stations in California,
cable systems statewide, and other entities ranging from universities and state
agencies to commercial television news departments.

National: KVIE will seek opportunities to produce programs or series for
national or regional distribution. However, this effort will not be pursued
at the expense of local and state production priorities.

Cable:

The cable franchise in Sacramento County will include some pro-

vision for community access channels in addition to the ones to be occupied by
KVIE and KVIE-2. To the extent that resources are available, CCET will produce
or assist in producing programming for local cable channels.

External Projects:. KVIE will continue to rent its facilities (except
those items restricted from such use) during.thdse times when they are.not
required for other production. Additional equipment will be obtained to augment KVIE's overall production capacity. This equipment will be financed in
part from the income of external projects. A separate department, Creative
Services, will be established to manage the external projects. Implementation
will begin in January, 1980.

DISTRIBUTION
KVIE:

The primary means of distribution for CCET programming during the

next five years will continue to be KVIE, Channel 6.

Cable: Cable will play an increasingly important role in expanding the
potential audience for the traditional KVIE programming and for the new
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cable-only service, KVIE-2, as described in earlier paragraphs.
Satellite/Microwave: By June, MO KVIE will be connected by microwave

via KQED to the Western Union satellite' uplink in San Francisco. Through
this system KVIE can distribute programming to all public television stations
in the state or the nation, or any combination of stations in the country.
This system will facilitate the development of statewide legislative and
governmental affairs programming, and production services. To complete this.
System KVIE plans to install a microwave link from the Capitol to KVIE. (In
time the San Francisco uplink may be superceded by other more advantageous
uplinks.) KVIE may eventually purchase the equipment necessary to convert
the current receive-only satellite terminal into a receive/transmit terminal
(uplink).
Microwave/IIFS:

Through a system of microwave transmission and what

is called. "Instructional Television Fixed Service" transmission KVIE . will tie
into a growing network of institutions of higher education in the Bay Area
and throughout northern California. This will allow KVIE to participate in

broadcast and closed-circuit adult and K-12 education projects. One of the new
PBS program services will include adult education materials useful in this
context- Activity in this area will be conducted on a cost-recovery basis.
KVIE will be connected to this system by January, 1981.
Video Library: The proliferation of video recording and playback sys-

tems will gain even greater momentum during the next five years. Within the
parameters of its mission and purpose, KVIE will establish a video library
to distribute programs in any video format that is marketable on a costeffective basis. This will include the sale and rental of programs on videotape in several formats, and may include videodiscs or any other form of

electronic video display' system.

Film Will not be included in the video

library. Further, the library will not attempt to Compete with established
video libraries now in existence. PrograMs for sale or rent will consist of
programs produced or acquired by KVIE for broadcast or cable distribution,
programs for closed-circuit distribution via the higher education network,
and other programs not otherwise readily available to schools, homes and
businesses in central and northern California- The library could become the
video archive of the, state.

Because of space and equipment limitations,

the library will not begin operation until KVIE moves into expanded quarters..
Prior to that time, KVIE will hire the necessary staff to develop and implement plans for the library.
MARKET PENETRATION

Viewershia: Promotion will be crucial for KVIE during the next five
years. Building a large and loyal audience for KVIE programming is an
essential element in the overall plan. We must increase our audience size ,
to remain faithful to our mission and purpose and we must bring enough people
- to our programs to provide a broad membership base to help finance the plans
outlined in earlier paragraphs. Our weekly audience now includes 204,000
homes. By June, 1984 we expect to double that figure.

Community Services: Successful marketing and promotion of statewide
programming, the videotape library, KVIE-2, and other services will require
a. substantially expanded budget and staff.

The promotion effort will require a great deal •of volunteer help from
Friends of Six and other individuals. Except for development activities,
promotion is the one area where volunteers are most needed and can make the
greatest contribution.
5

ADMINISTRATION
In a period of rapid growth within an organization, it is essential to
maintain control of all resources and apply those resources in the most
effective way . to accomplish the established goals.
The Administration Division will develop and maintain systems of adequate Controls to deal with rapidly changing fiscal patterns to keep abreast
of all federal and state-mandated accounting controls, and to increase the

level Of sophistication of financial management.
A computer system will be used beginning in March, 1980 to provide for
the necessary data and word processing needs of KVIE. This includes membership, auction, management information systems, programming, promotion,
volunteer services, underwritina and other functions.
Administrationwill play a key role in the move to. expanded quarters,
handling all contracts and purchasing functions to assure the most productive
use of assets.

The need for an increased emphasis on personnel administration will be
vital during-the five years as KVIE expands and re-organizes its staff to
meet the established goals and objectives. Special attention will be placed
on the recruitment, training and retention of talented professionals.

FUNDING & DEVELOPMENT -

Expanded - Quarters: A major capital fund drive will b launched in 1980
to generate between 3 and 4. million dollars in cash, materials, services arid
other assets. The amount needed will be determined when the Board approves
a plan for the expanded home for KVIE. The capital fund drive will require
a major commitment of staff and resources for an extended period , of time.
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Annual Budget . :

Many of the new activities planned for the next five.

years will be financially self-supporting. Statewide governmental affairs
land legislative programming will be supported by a combination of funding
from the state and California public television stations as well as other
users of the capital production service. KVIE may need to budget some local
production funds during 1980 and 1981 to help launch the statewide programming effort.
The video library, participation in ITV programming and the higher
education network in northern California, national production and cable production will all operate on a self-supporting or net income generating basis.
External production services will be self-supporting. Gross income will
quadruple from $75,000 budgeted in fiscal year 1980 to $450,000 in fiscal
year 1984.
The additional cost of adding a new cable program service will be relatively small in comparison to operating Channel 6. While some additional
staff and equipment will be required, and some program production and
acquisition costs will be incurred, the total cost will be a fraction of the
cost of broadcasting the current schedule. Shared staff and equipment, multiple use of programs, and other shared fixed costs will make the operation
of KV1E-2 cost efficient. Also, mahy regulations dealing with non-commercial
broadcasting do not apply to the cable service so new sources and methods
that are in keeping with Board policies could be explored.
Excluding all the self-supporting activities, KVIE will still need to
increase the annual budget from 1.6 million to 3.6 million during the next
five years if the other goals are to be accomplished and assuming inflation
will continue to rise at an average annual rate of 10%. We currently have a
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staff of 48. Tho activities planned will require a staff of 103 by 1984.
While the increase in staff size is considerable, it doesn't begin to approach
our.commercial counterparts in Sacramento, at least one of which has a staff
of 260. Major income will come from the following sources:

Budgeted
FY 1_980 —

•

•

Average Annual
Rate of
Increase

FY 1984

34 19,000

4.1%

409,930

State of California

7,500

13.8%

12,000

External Production

73,500

57.5%

450,000

ITV (Including Post-secondary)

47,000

34.0%

150,000

Membership

686,000

23.8%

1,617,400

Auction

245,000

12.0%

385,500

Corporate Underwriting

75,000

47.5%

354,000

Grants & other revenue

64,230

42.0%

26O,00

$1,547,230

24.0%

Corporation for Public Broadcasting

3,638,830

General operating support from the state is not expected to increase very
much. Our Community Service Grant from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting will actually decrease during the next two years, and then rise slowly in
future years.
By organizing our efforts in external production we are confident we can
triple this year's income by FY 1984, (This year's income will be twice the
amount budgeted.)
Although the instructional television income has decreased over the past
few years the future looks better; particularly when post-secondary ITV income
is included.
Funding from the private sector can reasonably be expected to increase .

6t the rate projected. The Sacramento Valley is now enjoying the most rapid
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business and industrial expansion of any area in California and that trend is
expected to continue for at least the next ten years. Population in the
3 - county standard metropolitan statistical Area, which represents KVIE's
core coverage-area, will grow from 971,460 for fiscal-year 1979 to 1,079,423
in fiscal year 1984. Real income is expected to increase in spite of inflation. With the help of the Friends of Six organization and other volunteers
assisting station staff KVIE can accomplish the goals related to private
sector support.
Naturally, in order to increase private sector support from the present
one million to the projected 2.35 million, it will be necessary to increase the
Development Division staff. The present staff of 9, even with.considerable help
from volunteers, cannot sustain the present continued rapid growth without
a parallel growth in personnel to a projected 15.
The most pressing need is for relipf.in the Membership Department which
has had a staff level of 3 since 1977, although membership dollars will have
increased by nearly 85% from 1977 to the end of this fiscal year.
Revenue from production grants (Leo Buscaglia Old Sacramento Jazz
Festival, Michael Lorimar and others) has expanded far beyond budget projections and can now be expected to grow to $260,000 by FY 1984.
LONG RANGE PLANNING
Management, staff and the Board of Directors will engage in an on-going
process of long range planning t build a maintain a unity of direction for
CCET. The process will lead to greater specificity in defining goals and
plans for attaining the goals.
A Board/management/staff team will review and revisethe Five Year Plan
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annually. Each year management will present for Board approval a - list of
objectives for the coming fiscal year, based on the current five-year plan..
The annual budget will be built upon those objectives.
This planning process will permit MET as a whole to focus consistently
on its mission and purpose and to set and attain ambitious but realistic goals.

APPENDIX
WHY DOES KVIE'NEED AN EXPANDED AND IMPROVED BUILDING?

DOES THE PRESENT 06ILDIN0 MEET CURRENT NEEDS?

We are currently in a 25-year old blinding with 11,200 square
feet. We have a staff of 50, 9 of whom are housed in rented quarters
(1,45.0'sq. ft.) five miles away.

There are logistical, budgetary,

organizational and psychological problems caused by.having part of
the staff isolated from the rest.

The other 41 work in extremely

cramped quarters at the station. While 120 aquare feet is considered
normal office size for one person, we routinely put 2 or 3 people
in offices that size or smaller. We have no space for set construction,
no space for production, crew members, no dressing room, no spac6 for
people involved in production such as hosts, performers; etc., and
almost no space for volunteers. We have inadequate space for videotape storage, causing us to put tap_e on hallway shelves where it
'deteriorates because of environmental con.ditions

We have.no_space

(other than the one production studio) for meetings of more than
lb people.

The size of the existing building is totally inadequate

to meet current needs.

WHAT ABOUT FUTURE NEEDS?

The Five-Year Plan adopted by the kVIE Board of Directors in January,
,

1980 calls for doubling the size of the staff by the summer of 1984.
(Why we need to double the staff is also spelled out in the Five-Year
Plan.

To. put our staff size in perspective, one of the commercial

stations here has more than 260 employees, including a 75-person news
staff.)

By the year 2000, we will need a staff of at least 200.

(2)

WHAT ABOUT FUTURE NEEDS? CONTINUED

Also, to remain viable in a new era of telecommunications, the
Five-Year Plan calls for increased local production, and expanded
program distribution capacity via cable, a videotape and videodisc
library, and microwave and satellite interconnection with other
stations and non-broadcast networks in California.
• space for these activities does not now exist.

The. physical

If there is to be a

growth in revenue to support these activities, KVIE will need an
expanded Development division.

The size of the current building

is totally inadequate to meet future_needs.

COULD WE FIX UP THE OLD BUILDING?

More than 6 years ago, the Board of Directors of KVIE recognized that the building was inadequate to meet the station's needs
at that time. A capital expansion committee began exploring ways
to expand, renovate or replace the existing building.
Since that time, the Board and management have been reluctant
to invest money in maintaining or improving the old building. Nearly
one-fifth of the building has no heat or air-conditioning and very
limited electrical capacity. We can't get a permit to add electrical
wiring without totally rewiring

the whole station to bring our

25-year-old electrical system up to code. The present electrical
capacity is inadequate to handle the demands of our production
and operations equipment. We must be careful not to have too many
pieces.of equipment operating at once.

(3)

COULD WE FIX UP THE OLD BUILDING? CONTINUED •
We have two restrooms for the entire staff, volunteers and
guests. The Occupational Safety & Health Administration says we
can't add staff until we add restrooms. We can't get a permit
for new restroom facilities and other plumbing without adding a
new septic tank and drain field.
The roof and guttering have been in need of major repair for
several years.

In the meantime, water damage inside the walls and

elsewhere has rotted the studs and sill plates.

In one room,.(dubbed

the "mushroom room" since mushrooms were actually growing there) the
wood is so rotten one can poke a finger all the way through a stud
and not meet any resistance.
The internal space has been partitioned and re-partioned so
many times during the Jest quarter of a century that efficient use
of existing space is not possible.

Once again, a building permit

cannot be obtained to properly restructure the space because the
building is below code in many respects. For instance, we have no
sprinkler system in case of fire. To install one would cost thousands
of dollars no one wants to invest in such a delapidated old building.
Building security is a 'serious problem. Low windows, multiple
doors and particle board walls offer inadequate protection for valuable
electronic equipment .and other portable merchandise.
Although some interim improvements have been made in the heating
and air .-conditioning systems, temperature control is not satisfactory
causing -some areas to be too hot while at exactly the same time,
others are too cold.
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COULD WE FIX UP THE OLD BUILDING? CONTINUED

The combination of all of these elements creates a demoralizing
work environment not conducive to high productivity. The existing
building is in extremely poor condition. To bring the building up to
minimum standards would cost tens of thousands of dollars and still
•

.result in a totally inadequate facility for either current or future
needs.

WHAT IF WE DON'T BUILD OR MOVE INTO AN EXPANDED AND IMPROVED FACILITY?.
The current facility is literally coming down around us. We
could restore the building and continue to stay on the air.

If that

decision were made and plans for expansion were.cancelled or postponed, KVIE would lose several of its best staff people who have been
willing to work in intolerably cramped situations as long as they
thought that major improvements were forthcoming. • The quality of
employees KVIE could attract would be the same as the quality of
players a professional basketball team could attract if their home
court was the local junior high school gym.
We could continue to rent more and more office space outside the
station. However, as staff size doubles and as our requirements for
other kinds of space increase, the long-range cost -- in terms of
•
rent, transportation and
staff time -- would soon begin to equal the
cost of.long-term financing of a new building.

WHAT IF WE DON't BUILD OR MOVE INTO AN EXPANDED & IMPROVED FACILITY?
CONTINUED

If we don't expand the facility,.we will be in a poor position
to deliver a viable television service in the context of the new
telecommunication era which is already upon us. Within only five
years, viewers in our market will have a choice of 30 - 40 cable
channels, (many of -which will resemble some aspect of public
television) home box office, direct satellite - to - home to program
delivery, and home videocassette and videodisc systems. To survive
in that milieu we must provide a strong local program service and
we must ourselves begin to use some of those other delivery systems.
We cannot. do that without a greatly expanded physical plant. For
instance, a strong local program service requires a large number
of people -- producers, directors, writers, camera operators,
engineers, -- and, those people need a place to work.
Without a strong local program service and use of alternative
delivery systems our audience will dwindle as cable, cassettes, discs
and other media capture a larger share of the viewing audience. As
our audience dwindles, membership revenue dwindles and our attractiveness to corporate underwriters wanes. Since we currently.depend
on the viewing public and the business community for

more

than

•
70% of our annual operating revenue, any reduction in these
sources

would hurt us badly.
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In fact, as governmeot funding from federal, state and local
sources levels off or even subsides, we must place increased
emphasis on private sector funding.
It is not an exaggeration to say that without greatly
expanded and improved facilities KVIE could cease to exist
within seven to ten years.

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
.CALIFORNIA

. May 29, 1980

To:

City Council, City of Sacramento
. Board of Supervisors, County ofSacramento

From:

• Subject:

William R. Freeman
Assistant County Executive
CABLE TELEVISION ISSUES
City Council Agenda - May 29, 1980
Board of Supervisors Agenda - June 3, 1980

INTRODUCTION
Cable Television is a complex subject and all of its ramifications have
yet to be identified and understood. It would be virtually impossible to
study all the questions inherent ift a decision to award a franchise. The
.problem then becomes how much study is necessary before action can be
taken. In this regard, it is appropriate to reiterate that the community
did address this issue over a period of approximately three years in the
early 1970's. The matter has also been under consideration this second
time since May 1979.
Cable Television is also somewhat of a misnomer. In the early 1940's,
when it was first introduced, it was a cable that simply carried teleVision
signals from a master antenna to home television sets. The television
aspect is still the economic base which attracts the significant investments .
of capital necessary to construct a cable system. Special television programming, for which subscribers are willing: to pay extra, makes cable in an
area like Sacramento with good off-air reception attrattive to investors.
The entertainment aspect of cable is somewhat self regulated in the market
place since subscribers do have alternative means of reception such as
direct satellite signal reception as well as their regular antennas.
The second type of usage of the cable: is in the general area of data
transmission. This type of usage is competitive with telephone lines which
have some of the same capabilities. These types of uses do provide the
potential for additional income in future years for the cable owner. As
these uses develop, the probability is that, like the telephone company,
this aspect of the cable operation will come under the regulatory jurisdiction of either the Public Utilities Commission or the Federal Communications
Commission.
MAJOR ISSUES
The third usage of cable is, in broad terms, a community communication
network. Community access and usage then becomes the dominant public
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interest issue. Potential franchisees will provide significant capability
for community usage. However, it must be stressed that the cost will be
reflected in the rates charged subscribers. In short we may receive what
we want, but we will pay for it and therefore we need to be concerned about
how we will utilize it.
• _Based on these considerations, the direction in which we are now moving is
as follows:
1. The four Cities and the County have joined together in a process
-with the ultimate goal of having a single community-wide cable. system.
The primary advantages to this approach are:. community access and usage is
simplified; lower rates should be achieved through economies of scale;
franchise regulation is simplified; and potential problems of annexations
are eliminated. The major disadvantage cited is that only large corpora
tions have the capital to compete and the potential is that high corporate
Costs or system losses in other areas could be charged against the local .
system.
,

2. While the Request for Proposals has only minimum standards
in terms of channels and community access, experience in other locales
indicates that the proposals will be submitted with substantial capabiity
for community usage. This will include numbers of channels as well
as production facilities and likely some ongoing support effort by the
franchisee.
3. A Joint Powers Authority would be created to administer the
franchise as well as manage the community usage aspect of the cable '
to provide the necessary financial support. The maximum franchise fee
of five percent'would be collected and used for administration and community access.
Inherent in this approach are some specific issues which have been raised:

-

1. Exclusivity. The practical implication of a single franchise is
that it is in effect an exclusive franchise. However, from a legal .
standpoint the franchise will be non-exclusive in order to provide the
opportunity for the award of another franchise, if some time in the future
that is in the best interest of the community. It is not likely to happen.
but the option is available.
2. Multi-franchise Areas. This is the separate issue from whether
or not the franchise is exclusive or nonexclusive. Rather than a single
system, the community could be divided up into two or more franchise
areas with a single franchise awarded in each of the areas to different
operators. This approach was in effect 'rejected when the four Cities and
the County agreed to proceed on a single community-wide system.
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3. Franchise Fee. . A franchise fee of three percent could be established with any revenue not necessary for administration going back into
the general fund of each jurisdiction. This has not been proposed for two
reasons: first, the amount of revenue would not be that significant; and
two, Such a method of raising additional money could be considered contrary
to the spirit Of Proposition 13. By using the franchise fee for system
adminstration and community access, a fee of five percent is possible.
A major problem in the competition for the final awaf-d of a franchise is
that the cable companies will attempt to .develop local support for their
-proposal. A usual approach is to attract local investors. Although
there is no prohibition on this, the Request for Proposals does ask
for a full disclosure of ownership and the means of acquiring it. In this
way, decision makers can know whetheror not someone who contacts them has
a financial interest in a particular company. Another possibleapproach is
to offer a specific community group some special consideration (such as a .
dedicated channel) so their proposal would be more attractive to that
particular group. To counteract this the proposed ordinance will contain a
provision that all community access channels will be under the control of
the Joint Powers Authority and that no one group will have a totally dedicated channel.
THE REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
The approach used for the Request for Proposals is to set minimum Stan- dards and allow the operators to propose a system based on their knowledge and operating experience. The judgment made is that this will
ultimately produce better proposals than to have a system designed by an
outside; consultant which would leave no room for innovation by the operators. In addition, the franchise will be contractual in nature which means
the proposal should be a clear offer from the operator as opposed to a •
.unilateral requirement.
Public input to date has generally been that the minimum requirements may
be too low. Experience in other jurisdictions indicate that the proposals
. will far exceed any minimum standard S that are placed in the Request for

Proposals. Competition for the franchise will produce the l-atest and best
state of the art proposals.
A specific question that has been raised relates to the employment practices of prospective franchisees in relation to minorities. The Request
for Proposals does not require any specific policies but Form M does
request a statement of the company's policies in this area. Any such
statements become a part of the Proposal which is binding on the company.
in the event a franchise should be awarded to them. The statement by the
individual operators will have to be evaluated and considered in conjunction
with all the other elements contained in the proposals.
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REGULATORY ORDINANCE
The purpose of the ordinance will be to establish, to the extent possible,
all the regulations under which franchisee will.operate. Each jurisdiction
would adopt their own ordinance which would be identical with all other
ordinances. The Joint Powers Authority then would administer the individual
ordinances on behalf of the member jurisdictions. The discussion draft.
of the ordinance provided-by CTIC will undoubtedly undergo considerable
revision. This process may identify issues in addition to those listed
below. However, comments received to date on the initial discussion draft
have dealt with the following issues or concerns:
•
1., Rate Regulation.. Current State Jaw provides for the election by
an operator to exempt the cable company from rate regulation.by the local
jurisdiction. The Request for Proposals asked the operators to indicate if
they will exercise this option. - .Those waiving this right will be asked to
make such waiver an irrevocable offer. Rate regulation: provisions will be
included in the proposed ordinance but the Operators must be provided the
opportunity to exercise their rights under State law. The statement by the
operators is one more factor that will have to be considered in the overall
. evaluation.
Owners and installers of master antenna systems have indicated a need
for bulk rates to protect their investments in master antenna systems.
Several operators have indicated that bulk rating is feasible but it should
be left to negotiations between the operator and the master antenna owner.
During the public hearings on issues, the Board of Supervisors also indicated the need to protect the right of tenants. Language will be developed
in an attempt to balance the rights of the property owners, the tenants,
and the franchisee.
Prohibited Activities by Operator. - Comments from two unions and
2.
a group of business persons have suggesfa. that a.cable operator be prohibited from: selling goods; selling servicing or leasing items such as radios,
television sets, or hi-fidelity units; and contracting to furnish labor or
materials. Responses from several potential operators have indicated no
serious probleMs with these concerns-with the exception of converters
which are an integral part of the cable system.

One problem which will require further work is a Concern by alarm companies
that the cable operator not have an unfair advantage through ownership of
the cable to create a price differential for services which would drive the
independent alarm companies out of business. This problem is being addressed ' •
and language will be included in the proposed ordinance.

3. Finance Guarantees. The discussion draft includes provision for
-performance bonding on construction and a letter of credit for operational
penalties. The amounts included appear to be somewhat low and suggested
modifications will be included in the proposed draft.
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4. Proof of Performance. A subscriber with poor quality reception
has the potential of being toldby the cable company that it is the set
that is at fault and the TV repairman saying that it is the cable at fault.
Language will be developed for the proposed ordinance so that this type of
,situation can be resolved to the benefit of the subscriber.
5. System Purchase. A standard provision in ordinances is that the
'local jurisdiction has the right to buy the system from the operator. The
discussion draft of the ordinance indicates that the purchase price will be
book value. At least one operator has indicated . that unless this is
established at market value as opposed to book value, the submission of
proposals may be liMited or possibly nonexistent. This particular issue
will take further staff study before any recommendations can be made.
CONCLUSIONS
The magnitude of the long-range implications of a cable system can be
overwhelming, and will be the subject of ongoing discussion, study, legislation, and changing regulations. It is impossible to draft an ordinance
and a Request for Proposals that will totally address the circumstances
that will arise during the fifteen year life of the franchise.
On the other hand, under our current, joint approach, the . Council needs to
determine that they can approve the Request for Proposals and adopt an
ordinance by July 15, 1980. Without such assurances in the current initial
stage, it is extremely doubtful that a single community-wide system will be
a reality. Those operator's not selected for the single system very likely
will press for award of a separate franchise by the City of Sacramento.
Any doubts concerning the final Request foe Proposals and final ordinance
will intensify the pressure to break apart later. Any delay in the release
of final Request for Proposals beyond the first week in June jeopardizes
the current timetable established by the Board df Supervisors.
Respectfully submitted,
Zoge
WILLIAM R. FREEMAN
Assistant County Executive
WRF:emw
cc: City Councils, Cities of Folsm, Isleton, Galt
City Managers, Cities of Sacramento, Folsom, Galt
City Clerk, City of Isleton
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COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
Inter-Department Correspondence
Ma_y 29, 1980

Chairperson and Mothers
Board of Supervisors
County of Sacramento
Mayor and Members
City Council
City of Sacramento
L. B. ELAM
County Counsel
Subject :

CABLE TELEVISION FRANCHISE - REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
Board of Supervisors Agenda - June 3, 1980
City Council Agenda May 29, 1980

The enclosed Request for Proposals for a community-wide cable
television franchise is being presented for review by your respective
governing boards during the meetings indicated. Approval during
those meetings or at meetings soon to follow is requested in order
to meet a time schedule approved by the Board of Supervisors on
April 8, 1980, which called for planning, soliciting proposals,
evaluating proposals, and, ultimately, either issuing a franchise or
rejecting all proposals within the six-month period ending in
December, 1980,
A brief history ofthe transactions which have
occurred to date follows as an introduction to the discussion of
the contents of the enclosed Request for Proposals.
On February 19, 1980, the City Council adopted Resolution
No. 80-095, which designated the Board of Supervisors as the
body to conduct necessary studies and prepare a plan for a communitywide cable television system. The Resolution provided for the
Board to develop a recommended ordinance, request for proposals,
franchise documents, document for formation of a joint powers
authority, and process for award of a franchise to'a single operator
through 'mirror" documents.
On April 8, 1980, the Board of Supervisors employed Cable
Television Information Center as a consultant to provide technical
advice and assistance with respect to the process, including the
preparation of a request for proposals, regulatory franchise ordi'nances, etc. Also, on April 8, 1980, the Board adopted a schedule
for planning and processing of franchise documents which included
• the following elements:
(1) Review and approval of final documents on
May 20, 1980;
(2) Issuance of a Request for Proposals on
•
May 21, 1980;
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Receipt of proposals on August 15
(3)
as a deadline for submission;

May 29, 1980

- 1980,

Completion by the consultant of evaluation
(4)
of proposals by November 4, 1980;
Final evaluation by the Board of Supervisors
(5)
of proposals on November 18, 1980, together with a
recommendation by the Board to participating Cities
concerning selection of the franchisee.
During mid-May, 1980, the County received from the consultant
a draft request for proposals and a draft regulatory ordinance.
These documents were 'provided to City staff soon after their receipt.
The documents provided by the consultant are extremely helpful
in formulating a basic framework for planning, solicitation of
proposals, and evaluation of proposals with respect to a communitywide system. The documents also identify a series of important
issues which need to be resolved in the planning, solicitation and
evaluation stages, together with proposed solutions.
There are, however, a number of issues which the documents
do not completely address. In addition, there are critical policy
issues, particularly within the contents of the regulatory ordinance„
which require determination by the governing bodies before final
drafting can occur. The request for proposals submitted by the
consultant does not completely resolve issues and questions which
must be addressed pertaining to the mechanism for multi-agency review
and independent approval of the franchise award, how an environmental
analysis and preparation of environmental documents should be
integrated into the award process, and other issues.
In order to meet the August 15, 1980, deadline for submission .
of proposals and provide a reasonable period for the preparation
thereof, it will be necessary to issue a formal request for proposals
before the regulatory ordinances are finally drafted, enacted and
in place.
The Request for Proposals enclosed herewith has been redrafted

by this Office, and designed to accommodate the time schedule adopted
by the Board of Supervisors in a manner which is consistent with
both the delay in enacting regulatory ordinances and the requirements
of the Environmental Quality Act. A discussion of the provisions of
the enclosure follows • , particularly in relation to additions which
have been made to the draft prepared by the consultant.
The enclosed Request for Proposals specifically recites
1.
that regulatory ordinances have not been enacted. It further
states that those ordinances will be enacted as urgency measures
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not later than July 14, 1980, and provided to prospective applicants
on July 15, 1980. Terms have also been included which make the
provisions of the regulatory ordinances controlling over any conflicting proviions in the Request for Proposals. Conflict is not
expected, because the regulatory ordinances will deal primarily
with topics which are different in nature from those covered in the
Request for Proposals, .
. It should be noted that enactment of an urgency ordinance by
the Board of Supervisors requires a four-fifths vote. Failure of
the ordinance to receive four votes would defeat the process.
Should the City of Sacramento or the County of Sacramento
fail to enact regulatory ordinances by July 14, 1980, the enclosed
Request for Proposals would provide that the request is null and
void and not to elicit a response from interested applicants. Should
any of the Cities of Galt, Isleton or Folsom fail, by July 14, 1980,
to enact regulatory ordinances, the incorporated areas of those
Cities would be excluded from the franchise area. In effect, the
process would exclude those Cities from participation..
2,
The environmental analysis may commence 'after the Request
for Proposals is issued. However, it will focus primarily upon
the proposals which are received. Therefore, the analysis will
occur principally during the two to three-month period following
August 15, 1980,
During the same two to three-month period following
3.
August 15, 1980, the consultant will be reviewing the proposals.
After preparation and delivery of the consultant's
4.
report concerning the proposals, a joint meeting of the City Councils
and Board of Supervisors will be held. At that time, there will be
a public hearing upon the environmental document, an opportunity for
applicants to make presentations, and the receipt of comments from
the public upon the various proposals.
After the close of that hearing, the Board of Supervisors
5.
Will decide whether a franchise should be issued. Such discretion
must be reserved pending completion of the environmental analysis
and approval of the environmental document as adequate and complete.
6, 1 If the Board of Supervisors decides that the project
should proceed, it will both tentatively select the applicant to
whom the franchise should be awarded, and make any amendments in
the Request for Proposals and the County's regulatory ordinance
which are required by approval of the environmental 'document. A
ten-day period will be allowed for all applicants to make any
amendments to their applications required by any amendments made
by the Board of Supervisors resulting from the approval of the
environmental document,

Within forty days after the Board of Supervisors makes
7,
tentatiye selection of the franchisee, each participating City
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must enact an ordinance which issues the franchise to a named
applicant. If either of the Cities of Folsom, Isleton or Galt
fail to take such action within the time required, their incorporated
areas are to be excluded from the 'franchise. If the City of Sacramento fails to take such action within the time required, all bids
are deemed rejected, and no franchise can be issued pursuant to the
Request for Proposals.
Each ordinance enacted by a City granting the franchise,
including the City of Sacramento, would be conditioned upon adoption
by the Board of Supervisors of a similar ordinance granting the
franchise to the same party.
Within fifty days after tentative selection by the Board
8.
of Supervisors of the applicant to whom the franchise should be
awarded, the Board of Supervisors must finally decide in behalf
of the County to whom it should be awarded. Action would be taken
to award the franchise through enactment by the Board of Supervisors
of an issuing ordinance. If the Board of Supervisors fails to take
'action within the required time, all proposals would be deemed
rejected, and no franchise could be issued . pursuant to the Request
for Proposals. The Board of Supervisors would be prohibited from
finally issuing a franchise to a party other than the one named by
the City of Sacramento in its ordinance issuing the franchise. If
the Board of Supervisors should finally issue a franchise to the
same applicant as has been finally named by the City, any contrary
designation by the Cities of Galt, Folsom or Isleton would be
nullities, and the franchise area would exclude their incorporated
territories.
Aside from the ones listed above, there are no time lines
9.
identified for the selection process. Depending upon the circumstances, it might be possible for all participating agencies to
act to award the franchise during the joint meeting of the governing
bodies.* On the one hand, selection of the franchisee could occur
as 'early as November or December, 1980. On the other hand, depending
upon the circumstances, final selection could be delayed as late
as February, ?Larch or April, 1981.
The Request for Proposals would specifically inform
10.
applicants that no final decision has been mad 9 to issue a franchiseS.
It would further indicate that broad policy considerations are
involved in that determination, and negate any suggestion that any

This would theoretically be possible if the environmental
document, as approved, does not require amendment of either the
Request for Proposals or the various regulatory ordinances. If
such amendment were required, an opportunity on the part of applicants to similarly amend would be required, and the selection process
would necessarily be delayed.

May 29, 1980
.
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agency - should be liable for damages or costs incurred by prospective
applicant, or applicants should the process end in failure to issue
any franchise whatsoever.
Mr. Freeman, the Assistant County Executive; has prepared
an accompanying -memorandum which 'discusses the' 'primaryissues
involved In theenclosed Request 'for Proposals,

- L 1 3 . ELAM
County Counsel
LBE; ph

RESOLUTION NO. 80.Adopted by the Sacramento City Council on date of

A RESOLUTION APPROVING REQUEST
FOR PROPOSALS FOR COMMUNITYWIDE CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEM
• . -WHEREAS, on April 19, 1980, this Council adopted Resolution
No.80-095, designating the Board of Supervisors of the County of
•,Sacramento as the body to conduct necessary studies and prepare a
'plan for a community-wide cable television system, and requested
the Board to take other actions in connection therewith;
-NW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED:
•
1.

That this Council hereby finds that issuance of a franchise

for a single community-wide cable television system would be in the
_public interest for the following reasons:
'Design of a system to serve the population demands'
of the City of Sacramento and County of Sacramento would
involve economies of scale which better enable the
franchisee to offer superior program packages, greater
financial strength and experienced management:
b.

Vast residential areas within the City of Sacra-

mento and County of Sacramento are immediately adjacent
to each other, A single community-wide system will allow
for the most effective utilization of resources in serving
the •entire area by allowing expensive improvements to serve •
economic geographical units regardless of jurisdictional

boundaries, and will provide for more effective and efficient
.service.

. c.

The County and City each jointly agree that a

paramount objective of a cable television system within
the Sacramento community should be the establishment of
community access channels, studio and production facilities
for the purpose of locally planned and broadcast programs
of social, educational, cultural, governmental and other
interests. The community organizations and interests who
would participate in such a system are members of the
collective Sacramento community and not associated particularly
with either the City or the County as independent agencies.
Creation of a single cable television system which is
administered through a unified authority will more-adequately
lead to the accomplishment of a local institutional network
whiCh is both sufficient in capital investment to adequately
fulfill local community needs, and supported by a sufficient
service base to underwrite the cost thereof at an economic
rate 'to subscriber's, and will eliminate potential and wasteful
duplication of facilities and investment with.resulting
increased costs which would otherwise arise should each agency
proceed independently,

d.

A single community-wide system will permit unified

administrative regulation of repair and service, line extension,
rate structures, and discrimination in a manner which best
promotes the public interest.

2.

The City Council hereby approves and adopts that document

-entitled "THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO AND THE CITIES OF
FOLSOM, ISLETON AND GALT, CALIFORNIA, Joint Request for Proposals
to Construct and Operate .a Cable Television System", dated June 1,
1980, a copy of which is. attached hereto.-

ATTEST:

City Clerk

RESOLUTION NO
Adopted by The Sacramento City Council on dote of

. February 19, 1980
RESOLUTION DESIGNATING THE BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS OF SACRAMENTO COUNTY TO
CONDUCT NECESSARY STUDIES AND PREPARE
A PLAN FOR A COMMUNITY WIDE
CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEM
WHEREAS, the award of a cable television franchise is of
signigicant public importance; and
WHEREAS, a comprehensive, study with maximum citizen input is
essential; and
WHEREAS, a single community-wide system appears most desirable;
and
WHEREAS, this Council has previously indicated a desire for the
County of Sacramento to be the lead agency in developing a communitywide plan;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED: That the Sacramento County
Board of Supervisors be designated as the body to conduct the necessary
studies and prepare a plan for a community-wide cable television
system. The specific role of the Board of Supervisors is to:
1. develop a recommended ordinance to be adopted by each
jurisdiction regulating award and administration of a cable television franchise;
2. develop a request for proposal from cable operators for the
construction and operation of a community-wide cable television system;
3. develop a franchise document for award of a franchise by
each jurisdiction;
4. recommend a single operator to be awarded mirror franchises
for installation and operation of a single system within the boundaries
of all the jurisdictions; and,
5. recommend upon the formation of a joint powers authority to
administer cable franchises awarded by each jurisdiction.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That such designation is not intended
to delegate authority for the actual award of a franchise. This
Council retains the right to accept or reject the recommendations of
the Board of Supervisors.

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

TEE CITY AND COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO AND THE
CITIES OF FdLSOM, ISLETON AND GALT, CALIFORNIA

Joint Request for Proposals to
Construct and Operate a Cable Television System

INSTRUCTIONS TO APPLICANTS
and
OFFICIAL APPLICATION FORMS

Date

JUNE L 1920

INSTRUCTIONS TO APPLICANTS
The governing bodies of the Cities of Sacramento, Folsom, Isleton and Galt
and of the County of Sacramento (hereinafter "County") have each declared their
intention to solicit proposals for the construction and operation of a single
cable television system to jointly serve the five communities. While the Cities
and County retain their respective legal and legislative prerogatives as
independent political jurisdictions, each has agreed to accept only those
proposals which offer to provide a unified cable television system and service
to the cities and county. Furthermore, each jurisdiction has declared its
intention to act independently, but in concert, for the purpose of awarding
city and county franchises to serve the greater Sacramento area. Only proposals
offering to provide a single area-wide cable system will be considered and
evaluated.
This document contains information and instructions relating to the
preparation and filing of proposals; conditions and provisions regarding the '
construction, design, operation, and maintenance of the cable television system;
and the procedure to be used in evaluating applicants' proposals. Appended are
forms which must be completed by all applicants.
Applicants should carefully read the following instructions, since they
contain various data and specifications which must be used in the preparationof proposals.
This document including its appendices, is referred to herein collectively
as the "Request for Proposals".
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Franchise
The Franchise will be non-exclusive, and will be for a term of 15
years. It is tentatively planned that the franchise area will cover the
entire incorporated and unincorporated area of the County. However, if
either of the Cities of Folsom, Isleton, or Galt fails to enact a regulatory
franchise ordinance, fails to issue a franchise, or selects a different
applicant to whom the franchise will be awarded than is selected by the
County, the incorporated area of any such City shall be deemed to be excluded
from the area covered by the franchise awarded, and all proposals shall be
deemed rejected insofar as they apply to such incorporated area.
Filing of Proposals - Non Refundable Deposit
copies of each applicant's proposal, together with all
accompanying enclosures, shall be submitted in sealed envelopes with the
caption:
"Cable Television Proposal"

addressed to:
Office of the County Executive
700 H Street
Room 7650
Sacramento, California 95814
Proposals may be filed in person or by mail but must be received at
this office no later than 5:00 p.m., August 15, 1980. The County reserves the
right to extend the deadline.
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Each proposal shall be accompanied by a filing fee in the amount
of $7,500 in the form of a certified check made payable to County. All such
fees shall be retained by County for the purpose of defraying the costs
incurred by County in planning and conducting this proceeding. No filing fee
snail be subject to refund, whether the proposal which it accompanies is
rejected, accepted, or all proposals are rejected.

The costs incurred by

the County to be defrayed by such filing fees include, but are not limited
'to, the salaries and fringe benefits of County personnel who have expended

time in planning, coordinating, administering, legally reviewing, legally
drafting, legally advising, conducting the environmental anaylsis and
preparing the environmental documents in association with this proceeding;
the fees and expenses which become owing to Cable Television Information
Center (hereinafter "CTIC") who has been retained to provide consultation
service and advice in association with this proceeding; and advertising and
other miscellaneous direct and indirect costs. In the event a franchise is
awarded pursuant to this Request for Proposals, the applicant receiving the
franchise shall pay by certified check made payable to County, submitted with
its acceptance of the franchise, a supplementary fee to defray expenses which
have not been fully compensated by the filing fees in an amount which shall
not exceed $50,000. The actual amount to be paid shall be equal to the amount set forth in a written demand provided to the franchisee at the time
of or after enactment by the County of its ordinance issuing the :franchise.
Form of Proposals - Registration
please Note: All proposals must be on the official
forms attached hereto:
Each prospective applicant for the franchise shall register in writing with
the County and shall obtain a copy of this Request for Proposals from the
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County. The purpose of registration is to provide a means of identifying all
prospective applicants so that information and documentation may be submitted
during the proposal solicitation period uniformly to all interested parties.
The registration shall be filed with and the Request for Proposals shall be
obtained from the office of Mr. William Freeman, Office of the County Executive,
700 H Street, Room 7650, Sacramento, California 95814.

The registration

shall consist of a written notice signed by an authorized representative of
the prospective applicant which states that the prospective applicant is
considering the possibility of presenting a proposal, and contains the name
of the prospective applicant, the mailing address of the prospective applicant,
the telephone number of the prospective applicant, and the name of an
authorized representative who may be contacted in connection with this
proceeding. All documents distributed during the solicitation period will
be mailed to the address indicated in the notice.
The application forms have been designed to elicit perttnent data that
will be used in evaluating the proposals. Instructions for each form are
included in the form. Space has been provided for specific and succinct
answers to all questions and requests for data. Applicants should use only
the pages on the official application forms (or copies of these pages if,
for example, more room is needed to list equipment or provide manufacturer's
specifications). Alternative proposal forms will not be considered. Any
attempt to merely use the official forms as an "index",to voluminous narrative
may disqualify an applicant from consideration. The official forms have
been designed to facilitate an objective comparison of proposals. Evasive,
imprecise or incomplete responses can only serve to the disadvantage of
the applicant.
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Alternative proposals for services within a single application which,
in effect, constitute a separate application will not be considered. If an
applicant desires to submit more than one application, each application must
be on a separate set of forms and accompanied by a separate $7,500 filing fee.

Regulatory Ordinance
Neither the Cities nor the County has enacted ordinances regulating the
Cable TV systeM franchise as of the date of issuance of this Request for
Proposals.: Each agency intends to enact such an ordinance as an urgency
measure not later. than July 14, 1980. The ordinances will include, but not be
limited to, provisions which will regulate the operation of any franchise which
may be issued pursuant to this Request for Proposals, provide for the issuance
of future franchises and regulation thereof, and delegate to a Joint Powers
Authority consisting of representatives of the participating agencies administrative authority and responsibility in connection with a franchise issued
pursuant to this Request for Proposals.
Not later than July 15, 1980, copies_of all regulatory franchise
ordinances will be mailed to all prospective applicants who have registered.
Any 'prospective applicant who does not receive a copy may obtain one from
the office where registrations are to be filed.
Tn the event either the City of Sacramento or the County should fail to
enact,

an urgency measure, a regulatory franchise ordinance by July 14, 1980,

this Request for Proposals shall be deemed void effective July 15, 1980. In
the event either of theCities of Folsom, Isleton or Galt fails to enact, as
an urgency measure, a regulatory franchise ordinance by July 14, 1980, the
incorporated area 'of any such City shall be deemed to be excluded from this
Request for Proposals* and the franchise area identified herein.
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Contract Documents
The contract documents constituting a part of the franchise shall
consist of the following:
This Request for Proposals;
The regulatory franchise ordinances to be enacted, as they may be
amended from time to time;
The proposal . subMitted by the applicant to whom the franchise
is awarded, together with any amendments thereof which are
authorized pursuant O. this Request for Proposals;
The ordinances awarding the franchise;
• The written acceptance thereof by the applicant to whom the franchise
is awarded,

Clarification of Contract Documents
In the event of a conflict between the provisions of this Request for
Proposals and the provisions of the regulatory franchise ordinances, the
Provisions of the regulatory franchise ordinances shall prevail and control.
In the event of a conflict between the provisions of the proposal by the
applicant to whom the franchise is awarded and the provisions of either this
Request for Proposals or of the regulatory ordinances, the provisions of
this Request for Proposals or of the regulatory ordinances, as the case
may be, shall prevail and control.
In the event that an applicant has questions as to any terms, conditions,
or provisions of the contract documents or the meaning or interpretation
thereof the applicant may request information or clarification by submitting
such request in writing to:
Mr. William R. Freeman
Office of the County Executive
700 H Street
Room 7650
Sacramento, California 95814
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Requests for information must be submitted no later than fourteen
(14) days prior to the deadline for filing applications. Responses to such
requests will be made in writing as promptly as possible. All requests and
the responses shall be sent to all prospective applicants who have registered.
No interpretation shall be deemed binding or effective unless it is reduced
to writing and signed by Mr. Freeman. No other interpretation by any other
person, whether oral or in written form, shall be binding ..
An applicant, by submitting its application_, shall have evidenced
the fact that it agrees that it has no unanswered questions with respect to
:these specifications, and shall have no basis for withdrawal or modification
•

of its proposal on the basis of misunderstanding.

Amendments to Proposals

Substantive amendments to proposals will not be considered except to
acknowledge Involuntary changes such as a change in ownership due to death.
Correction of inadvertent errors submitted prior to the filing deadline will
be considered. Correction of errors submitted after the filing date may be
considered at the discretion of the county or its consultant, only if the
applicant submits with its correction sufficient information to prove that
the error was inadvertent. Clarifying information or data may be requested
' by the county or the consultant if, in the judgment of either, such clarification is needed in order to make a fair and accurate analysis of a proposal.

Procedure for Proposal Evaluation and Franchise Award

The following procedure shall govern the evaluation of proposals
and award of franchise or rejection of all proposals.
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An environmental analysis . will be conducted by the
Environmental Section of County, as a lead agency. The
environmental analysis will include this Request for Proposals,
the regulatory franchise ordinances, and the proposals submitted by applicants.
After the deadline for filing proposals, the proposals .
received will be analyzed by CTIC.
If it is determined that an Environmental Impact Report
is required, the Board of Supervisors of County may conduct

a

hearing upon the draft Environmental Impact Report.
CTIC will present a report to the County which evaluates

the proposals. The report will be distributed to the Cities
and the applicants.
A joint meeting of the City Councils of the Cities and
the Board of Supervisors of the County will be held. At that
time, the Board of Supervisors will conduct a public hearing
upon any environmental document which has been prepared, for
the purpose of receiving any presentations desired to be made
by the applicants, and for the purpose of receiving comments
from .the public upon the applications. The hearings may be
continued from time to time by the Board.
After the close of the public hearin9s, the Board of
Supervisors will decide whether the environmental document
is adequate and complete. If it decides that the document is
not adequate and complete, further proceedings will be conducted
with respect to the environmental issues before any action is
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taken concerning award of the franchise. If the Board determines
that the environmental document is adequate and complete, it
will decide whether a franchise is to be issued pursuant to this
request for proposals. A decision not to issue a franchise shall
be deemed to constitute a rejection, in behalf of the County and
each of the Cities, of all proposals by applicants.
If the Board of Supervisors decides to issue a
franchise, it will tentatively select, in behalf of the
County, the applicant to whom the franchise is to be awarded.
The Board shall also at that time enact any amendments or make
any other changes or other modifications in this Request for
Proposals and the County's regulatory franchise ordinance made
necessary or advisable by approval of the environmental document.
Each applicant shall file with the County Executive
of County not later than ten days following the date of any
amendments which have been made by the Board of Supervisors
in this Request for Proposals or the County's regulatory franchise
ordinance, any amendments, changes or other modifications of
its proposal which it deems necessitated by any amendments,
changes or other modification which the Board of Supervisors
has made in this Request for Proposals or the County's regulatory franchise ordinance, together with a written explanatory
statement identifying why the changes are being made. Within
such ten day period, any applicant may also withdraw its
application from consideration.
Not later than 40 days following the date of tentative
selection by the Board of Supervisors of the applicant to whom
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the franchise will be awarded, each city shall incorporate
into its regulatory franchise ordinance such applicable
amendments, changes and other modifications, if any, as have
been adopted by the Board of Supervisors with respect to the
County's regulatory franchise ordinance, and shall independently
decide to whom the franchise shall be awarded by enacting an
ordinance which conditionally grants the franchise. The condition of the ordinances granting the franchise shall be that there
be a future enactment by the Board of Supervisors in behalf of
the County of a similar ordinance awarding the franchise to the
same applicant as is identified in the City's ordinance. If either
of the Cities of Folsom, Galt, or Isleton fails,within the time
required, to enact an ordinance granting the franchise, such
failure shall be deemed to constitute a rejection of all proposals
as they apply to the unincorporated area of any such City which
so fails to act, and any franchise issued pursuant to this Request
" for Proposals shall be deemed to have excluded from the franchise
area the incorporated.area of each •such City which so fails to
act. If the City of Sacramento fails to act within the time
required to enact an ordinance granting a franchise, all
proposals, including the one made by the applicant tentatively
selected by the Board of Supervisors of County, shall be deemed
to be rejected, and no franchise shall be issued pursuant to
this Request for Proposals.
Not later than 50 days following the date of tentative
selection by the Board of Supervisors of the applicant to whom
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the franchise will be awarded, the Board of Supervisors
must decide to whom the franchise shall be awarded by
enacting an ordinance granting the franchise to a named
applicant in behalf of the County. The applicant to whom
the franchise is granted may or may not be the one who was
tentatively selected, and the tentative selection shall not be
deemed binding. The Board of Supervisors shall not be authorized
to enact an ordinance granting the franchise to an applicant
different from the one selected by the City of Sacramento in its
ordinance granting the franchise. If the Board of Supervisors
fails, within the time 'required, to enact an ordinance granting
the franchise, all applicatiOns. shalllie deemed denied, no.
franchise shall be issued pursuant to this Request for Proposals,
and any ordinances granting the franchise by the Cities of
Sacramento, Folsom, Galt or Isleton shall be null and void.
If the Board of Supervisors enacts an ordinance granting the
franchise to a different applicant than has been named by either
the City of - Folsom, theltity of Galt or the City of Isleton, the
franchise awarded to the applicant named by the Board of Supervisors
shall be deemed to have been rejected by any such city which has
named a different applicant, and the franchise 'awarded by the
Board of Supervisors shall be deemed to have excluded from the
franchise area the incorporated area of 'any such city. The
ordinance granting the franchise by any such city shall be null
and void.
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Not later than ten days following the date on which the
ordinance adopted by the Board of Supervisors granting the franchise
in behalf of the County.becomes effective, the applicant to whom
the franchise has been granted shall file a written acceptance'
thereof with the County Executive of the County. The written
acceptance shall be deemed to apply to all ordinances by Cities
granting the franchise which have tecome effective. No applicant
shall file an acceptance of a City ordinance granting the franchise,
and any such individual acceptance shall be deemed null and void.
The Board of Supervisors reserves the right to reject all
proposals at any time between the date the proposals are received
and the date on which the Board of Supervisors enacts the ordinance
granting the franchise in behalf of the County. Any such
rejection shall be deemed to have been made in behalf of the County
and each of the four Cities. The Board of Supervisors, in behalf

of the County and each of the four Cities also reserves the right
to waive any irregularity or defect in proposals submitted.
Rejection of Proposals
It is understood that a determination as to whether a franchise should
be issued cannot be made until completion of the environmental analysis and
approval of the environmental documents. For that reason, because issuance of
4 franchise is a legislative act, which involves broad policy consideration, and

for other reasons, neither the County nor any of the four Cities, has
decided that a franchise will be issued. Such a decision will not be
made in favor of issuance of a franchise until the date on which each agency

takes final action with respect to the matter. Neither the County, any
Joint Powers Authority created as a result of this Request for Proposals,
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any of the four Cities, nor any of their officers agents or employees shall
be deemed to be liable for costs or expenses incurred or other damages
suffered by any prospective applicant or applicants as a result of a failure
to either enact regulatory franchise ordinances, the exclusion of one or
more Cities from the franchise area, or the rejection of all proposals and
failure to issue any franchise whatsoever, whether such rejection is express
. or results from another act or omission as prescribed by this Request for
Proposals.
Use of Uniform Data Supplied

In order to permit logical comparison of applicants, all applicants
will be required to utilize certain unifomdata supplied in these forms.
This information is appended to these instructions.

-

A114ro , lorma statements must be based on the uniform data supplied.

These data include street mi•e's, dwelling units, population growth and
inflation factors.
NOTE;

All applicants should incorporate an inflaction factor
of 10 percent annually. And all applicants must use
the_uniform figure for cable miles of 85 percent of
total street miles to be wired.

DESIRED SERVICES AND PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS.

The Cities and County are establishing few service requirements so
that all applicants have maximum freedom to develop their own innovative

proposals.
All items being offered by applicants are considered to be -freely and
Yoluntayily offered and will be included in the franchise and become subject
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to the enforcement provisions stated therein. The successful applicant
should agree to support any waiver required by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) for any voluntary offer of services or technical standards

that may exceed FCC

requirements.

. Franchise Fee
There will be a franchise fee of 5 percent per year on all gross annual
receipts. In order to eliminate this fee from becoming a bid item, there
will be no consideration of any fee that is different than 5 percent, or
any prepayment of fees or lump-sum cash Contributions, other than those
specified in these instructions.

All revenues derived from the 5 percent

franchise fee will be utilized for either regulatory oversight of the cable
system or cable/communications related purposes.
During the term of any franchise granted pursuant to this Request
for Proposals, the right is reserved to charge a franchise fee which is
greater than 5 percent per year on all gross annual receipts, if there should
be a change or changes in law which permit a higher fee. The right will not
be exercised except after advance notice to the franchisee and a public
hearing conducted for the purpose of receiving comments from the
If a fee higher than 5 percent should be charged, that portion of the
revenue derived from the fee which represents the difference between 5
percent on all gross annual receipts and the fee charged may be used, for any
purpose deemed appropriate.
Initial Service Area and Line Extension Policy
The grantee will be required initially,

within -three (3) years of the

franchise award, to make cable service available to those area defined as
the initial service area. In addition, applicants may propose initial
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construction in areas beyond the initial service area and exceeding the
following line extension standard_

Applicants are required to .clearly

delineate the initial service area being proposed on detailed maps of the
cities and county.
The cities and county have established the following Minimum live extension
requirements for the entire franchise area. The grantee will be required to
extend cable TV service to:
. areas which are within the line extension standard
stated in the ordinance--40 dwelling units per
street mile, contiguous to existing cable plant.
residents are otherwise in the service area who
are willing to share the costs of system extension
above normal costs incurred.
Applicants may propose other line extension policies which exceed the minimum
requirements.

System Design and Institutional Services
The Cities and County seek a modern, efficient, and cost-effective system,.
which will provide high-quality, state-of-the-art technology, deliver a
variety of communications services, and provide the flexibility needed to
adjust to new developments. The Cities and County are interested in receiving
proposals for a system with the initial capacity of delivering at least
35 channels to subscribers and two-way capability. The cities and county are
particularly interested in proposals which will provide an institutional
communications capability within the Cities and County. Applicants are also
encouraged to propose high standards of technical performance which may
• exceed current FCC requirements and to propose plans for interconnection on a
regional basis with other cable systems in the Sacramento area.
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Services and System Design
Applicants are encouraged to propose, at minimum:

•
•

•

-

one public access channel;
one local government access channel;
one educational access channel;
one leased access channel;
video production equipment available for access use;
initially activated, bi-directional design and
proposed uses bi-directional for the system;
access channels dedicated to other identified users;
nonautomated local origination programming;
national and international news services;
financial and stock market information;
sports channels;
weather service;
FM/stereo programming
children's programming;
movie channels;
pay cable channels;
public access facilities and portable equipment;
interactive services;
free or discounted service to public buildings; and
security services (fire/burglar alarm).

The cities and county, after assessing their own potential uses of the cable
system, are also interested in proposals which can accommodate the following
types of services or cable system utilization areawide:
upstream transmission capability for public service
programs, coverage of public meetings and events
and training seminars;
• closed-circuit bi-directional capability for areawide shared training for police, fire and other
public service agencies;
• availability, at reasonable rates of leased data
and video channels to accommodate use of the cable
system by parties other than the system operation;
. planned cooperation with television station KVIE
and other media groups in the greater Sacradento
area to utilize local existing facilities and talent
to its fullest extent and foster increased local
media effort;
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• cooperative efforts with area-wide edUcational_
authorities in order to maximize use of the system
• for educational purposes;
• availability of advanced news and informational
services via teletest or similar types of services;
and
• designation of community viewing centers in public
libraries or community centers at no cost for installation or monthly service charges for access
• and public service channels
• upstream transmission capability for public service
programs, coverage of public meetings and events
and training seminars;
• closed-circuit bi-directional capability for areawide shared training for police, fire and other
• public service agencies;
. availability, at reasonable rates of leased data
and video channels to accommodate use of the cable
system by parties other than the system operation;
• planned cooperation with television station OH
and other media groups in the greater Sacramento
area to utilize local existing facilities and talent
to its fullest extent and foster increased local
media effort;
• cooperative efforts with area-wide educational
authorities in order to maximize use of the system
for educational purposes;
, availability for advanced news and informational
services via teletest or similar types of services;
and
• designation of community viewing centers in public
libraries or community centers at no cost for installation or monthly service charges for access
and public service channels.
Institutional Capacity
All applicants proposing institutional networks should contact government
and community groups and evaluate their needs and desires. Based upon the
information received

from

these groups, applicants should incorporate these
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potential uses into an efficient and cost-effective system design. The Cities
and County are interested in a flexible system which can best accommodate
the present and future needs of institutional users without_economically
burdening the average subscriber.
In surveying needs and potential utilization of an institutional network,
the following are suggested potential users:
Medical. Public and private hospitals; public and private ambulance
locations (most public ambulance services are located in fire stations); private
doctors; and nursing homes.
•

Religious. Individual church locations;'denominational offices; church

operated homes for the elderly; religious schools; and church operated
facilities for social programs.
. Educational: Public and private schools and district administrative
offices. (Libraries may interact with education facilities, but are included
under governmental institutions)
Governmental. All levels of government in the community including
federal, state, county, cities, and districts; including all types of
facilities.

_

c2TTLTIV

Service Organizations. Community groups which provide

various services to the community as evidenced by funding from public
donations or governmental contracts.

A

non-exclusive up-to-date list by name, description, and address

will be furnished with the Request for Proposals covering many of these
institutional locations. Flexibility in any plan is important to provide for
additional sites as they are created or become known.
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All services offered in excess of any minimum requirements must be
guaranteed and within the financial capability of the system as demonstrated
in the financial pro forma statements.

Legal Qualifications
.Evidence must be presented assuring theCounty that the applicant
complies with the FCC's applicable rules and regulations regarding ownership
and control of regulated franchises and businesses.

Media Cross . -Ownership Position Statement
In order to facilitate a full and intelligent discussion of any questions
concerning cross-ownership of 'various communications media, in the Sacramento
area and in other areas of the country, each applicant is requested to submit
a position statement on media cross-ownership. This statement is not
to exceed 10 pages in length.

Financial Plan
Pro Forma
An important feature of the application is an adequate demonstration of
financial capability to perform in accordance with the ordinance and this
application.

Failure to provide the detailed Oro forma requested may be

interpreted as evidence that an application is not properly qualified to
receive a grant of the franchise.
The pro forma data submitted should include plans and terms for debt and
equity participation, terms of local ownership participation (if any),
financial goals as well as financial projections and assumptions.

Complete

detail is required pertaining to equity participation of local owners and
the equity of lenders, now and envisioned for the future. All understand-
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ings for equity participation are to be provided in detail, whether written
or oral; and if equity is provided by the company in exchange for services,
the extent and nature of the services are to be detailed.
Tiered service, structures, if offered, must be factored into the revenue
projections. Adequate documentation'of the applicant's assumptions and
processes must be provided so that a fair analysis can be made of the projections. Highly optimistic projections will be scrutinized carefully.

For

purposes of the financial pro forma, Year one begins on the date the franchise
is awarded.
Implementation
Applfcants should present evidence of financial resources that assures the
company's ability to complete the entire initial service area within the
construction period specified in the application.
Rate Schedule and Regulation
The rates initially proposed by the applicant must be substantiated in
the pro forma statements by use of realistic levels of penetration.
Projected rate increases should be indicated in the pro forma projections.
Applicants must assure the cities and county that the initial rates proposed
are realistically calculated to meet the applicant's financial goals as
indicated by a guarantee that rates will not be increased for a specified
period of time (see Form I.).

The regulatory franchise ordinances will contain provision for rate
regulation to the extent permitted by law. Section 53066.1 of the California
Government Code contains provisions authorizing cable-television systems to
exempt themselves from rate regulation and to elect to avail themselves of
rate increases, subject to the terms and conditions set forth therein. The
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cities and county desire to know in advance of issuance of any franchise
whether the franchisee will reserve the right to elect to avail itself of the
exemptions from rate regulation and election permitting rate increases
authorized by Section 53066.1 or any other exemption or limitations upon rate
regulations which may be established by an amendment to Section 53066.1 or
any other law enacted subsequent to issuance of any franchise hereunder.
The cities and county also desire that any determination made during the
selection process by the franchisee not to elect such exemptions or rate
increases, be binding and irrevocable during the term of any franchise
which may be issued pursuant to this Request for Proposals.

Therefore, each applicant shall, by.filling out Form

L-4

, decide

whether it elects not to avail itself of any exemptions from rate regulation
or right to elect rate increases or other limitations upon rate regulation
established by Government Code, Section 53066.1, or any amendment of said
Section or other law which may be enacted during the term of any franchise
issued pursuant to this Request for Proposals.

If a franchise is issued to

an applicant who has elected not to avail itself of such exemptions or rights
in the manner above described, the applicant shall not during the term of the
franchise elect or take any other type of action to exempt itself from rate
regulation or elect any rate increase or other limitations upon rate regulation authorized by Section 53066.1 of the Government Code or any amendment to
said Section or other law enacted during the term of the franchise, any
action so taken shall be deemed null and void, and neither Section 53066.1 of
the Government Code nor any amendment thereof or other law enacted during the
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term of the franchise which prohibits or otherwise limits the rate regulatory
authority conferred by the regulatory franchise ordinances to be enacted and
requires consent, election or approval of a cable television system or
franchise thereof as a condition of operation of such prohibition or limitation, shall be applicable to the franchise.
The decision by an applicant not to divest itself of the right to elect
applicability of exemption from or other limitations upon rate regulation
established by'Section 53066.1 of the Government Code or any amendment thereof
or other law enacted during the term of the franchise, shall not disqualify
the proposal by the applicant from consideration or otherwise negate the right
to award a franchise to such an applicant.

Ordinance Regulation
Land use zoning building and construction, grading and noise ordinances,
and all other regulatory ordinances of the County and the Cities shall be
applicable to the operations under and improvements installed pursuant to any
franchise issued hereunder to the same extent and in the same manner as they
would apply to a private party engaging in the same operations and installing
the same improvements without a franchise.

Environmental Review
An environmental analysis will be conducted pursuant to this Request
for Proposals, and the analysis, preparation and consideration of environmental
documents i integrated by this Request for Proposals into the process for
awarding or declining to award the franchise.
In order to reduce and limit the magnitude of time required to complete
the environmental analysis and preparation of environmental documents, all
applicants are requested, by separate attachment to their proposals (forms are
not included),to provide the following information:

* Main T.V. Office/Studio Complex
Planned location (specific or general)
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Drawings/specifications in 3-dimensions for typical site
design including structure(s), parking requirements
and landscaping
Description of the external appearance of any structures
Planned number of employees and visitors
Planned operating hours
Anticipated noise, if any, measured in decibels at (a) the
noise source, (b) a 100-foot radius from the noise
sour(e, and(c) a 200-foot radius from the noise source
Headend.(Hub) Stations
Approximate number of stations which would be required
Planned locations (specific or general)
Detailed construction drawings/specifications in 3-diminsion
for typical site design, including any antenna(s) and
tower(s)
Description of the external appearance of any structures
Planned number of employees, if any
Anticipated noise (humming, buzzing, etc.) measured in decibels
at (a) the noise source, (b) a 100-foot radius from the
. noise source with no wind, and (c) a 200-foot radius
from the noise source with no wind
Cable Distribution Lines
Detailed construction drawing(s)/specification(s) for typical
poles
Graphically illustrated sections of that cable distribution
system which would be installed overhead and which would
be installed underground, and indication of the lengths
of these sections to the approximate nearest tenth of a
mile
Identification of areas in which existing utility poles would
be used, and areas in which new poles would have to be
installed, estimated number of new poles which would
be required, and the approximate distances between poles
For any underground cable sections which would be installed
outside public street rights-of-way, indicate the
locations and lengths to the approximate nearest tenth of
a mile
The width and depth of any underground trenching
* Miscellaneous
Graphic description of the entire distribution system
Expected number of dwelling units to be served by the system
- Description of any planned safety/security provisions
Estimated planned daily energy usage of the system, including
information concerning peaks and fldctuations in energy consumption
Identification of any freeways, railroads or waterways (including creeks) to be crossed by the cable distribution
system, and locations of crossing.
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Any applicant who is unable to provide all of the above information
shall specifically identify that information which is not included, and the
reasons why. Failure to supply all information could result in a staged
environmental review process which extends beyond the grant of the franchise,
with consequent unilateral right on the part of the Cities and County to
impose additional conditions after the franchise has been issued.

Demonstrated Experience in Operating_a.Cable Television System
Information will be solicited from the jurisdiction in which applicants
operate cable television systems. This information will be used by the
Cities and County to determine applicants' performance in those communities
in which a franchise is held. The Cities and County will consider evidence
of timely construction and satisfactory delivery of services as promised,
as well as management background that gives evidence of excellent construction
practices, ability to meet schedules, good planning and marketing practices,
a history of sitfsfied customers, and good community relations.

EVALUATION CRITERIA AND PRIORITIES

The Cities and County will award franchises to the applicant who can
demonstrate the best overall capability and willingness to provide cable
communications service to the greater Sacramento area, All of the information
requested herein will contribute to the evaluation of applicants and the subsequent selection process.
The criteria upon which applicants will be judged, include, but are
not limtted to, the following, not necessarily in the order listed:
• construction and line extension plan;
• technical standards;
• origination cablecasting [automated services,
special interest programming);

I II
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Form N

MISCELLANEOUS

Please briefly summarize any elements of the proposal which have not
been adequately covered in other parts of the application forms.
Anticipated future developments may be discussed, but should clearly be
identified as such. Please limit responses to approximately 5 pages.
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Simply stated, table fever has reached epidemic proportions. Across the
country officials in large and small cities are being besieged with requests
by constituents and cable system operators to bring cable service into the
-

community.
Much of this renewed interest is found in the metropolitan areas in and
around major cities where--until recently--cable was not regarded as viable
due to good over-the-air television reception. Now, via satellite, cable
operators are able to economically receive and distribute to subscribers an
ever-growing array of additional sports, religious, children's, minority,
foreign language and social service programming--most of it unavailable from
other sources. Pay cable services, the offering of one or more channels of
recent, uncut films and specials for an additional monthly charge have proven
especially popular to subscribers and profitable for cable operators. Moreover, the further development of the "two-way" capability of cable systems
permitting home security monitoring, polling, data retrieval and other interactive services are expected to only increase the demand for cable.

Competition
The.rosey future for the cable industry has sparked tremendous competition for the remaining cable franchises. Such competitive

interest means
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both short-term problems and long-term benefits to cities now facing the cable
issue for the first time. There is much at stake and it makes little sense

to rush into .a decision about awarding a cable franchise no matter how much
pressure is brought to bear by aggressive cable operators and a demanding
public.
In past years, it was far too common for an interested cable company to
make a pitch before an uninformed •ity council and--within a few weeks--walk
away with an exclusive 20-year franchise. Typically, such franchise ordinances contained little protection for consumers and only vague commitments
for cable service. In far too many instances, suet' systems were never built
because the company did not have the rather substantial resources needed to
build the system or choose to "warehouse" the franchise and use its available
funds to build other more lucrative markets. Sometimes the franchise right
granted by the city was sold at a healthy profit before construction was even
begun. In other instances, the system built.proved tä be a "Pinto" rather
than the "Lincoln" the city was led to expect.
Even today, some franchises are awarded for basic 12-channel, minimal
service systems (with vague promises for more channels in the future when
"economically feasible") without competition and without a comprehensi;re
franchise that affords the city protection in the event the selected operator
fails to deliver as promised. These same cities, by taking their time, using competition and in some cases franchising jointly with neighboring municipalities in order to offer competing companies a large subscriber base,
may well have franchised systems providing 40 or more channels of programming
with substantial commitments for extra services and support of local programming efforts by the public, educators and the city government itself on spe-

cially reserved access channels: •
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A Competitive Franchising Process
Ideally, a competitive franchising process consists Of three phases:
policy development, proposal solicitation and evaluation/selection. Typically, it takes about nine to twelve months to complete this process. A
longer period is usually unnecessary but anything less invites mistakes that
the community will live with for years, even decades to come. It simply does
not make sense to rush to a quick decision on cable.
In the initial policy development stage, the city needs to.update its
understanding of cable and the services it can reasonably expect as well as
assess the needs of the community and how cable might serve those needs.
Many cities establish broadly representative citizens advisory committees
for this purpose. Whether such a committee is established, citizens, school,
college and university officials and city staff should have ample opportunity for imput at this stage.
Further, the city should determine its regulatory policies on cable at
this stage. Such important questions as whether to regulate the rates; the
amount of the annual franchise fee based on a percentage of the gross revenues of the system (typically 3 to 5 percent); the term of the franchise (usually 15 years); minimum requirements for access channels and local program
production facilities; . and the establishment 'of a minimum line extension requirement to ensure that service will be available throughout as much of the
city as economically feasible should be addressed at this time in order to
let the companies know under what conditions they must operate prior to submitting an application.

4
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The Ordinance
These decisions are then incorporated into a draft ordinance. Some
cities adopt this ordinance (commonly referred to as a regulatory ordinance)
at this stage and a second, usually brief, franchise ordinance actually
granting the franchise rights to a particular company is adopted at the end
of the selection process. Most cities, however, combine the regulatory and
franchise granting functions into one ordinance that is adopted at the end
of the process.
The advantage of two separate ordinances is that the city can in the
future, within reasonable limits, modify its regulatory policies (contained
in the regulatory ordinance) without approval by the cable company. A single
franchise ordinance--which is essentially a contract between the company and
the city--can be changed only by approval of both parties.
The single ordinance approach is simpler, and, because nothing is for—
mally adopted until after the cable company has been selected, facilitates
minor modifications prior to the award of the franchise to match the selected
company and its specific offerings.
Regardless of which approach is preferred by your city attorney, the
regulatory ordinance or combined franchise ordinance should also include
adequate enforcement provisions to protect the city in the event that the
selected company fails to live up to all promises made. These provisions
should include a construction bond requirement, specific penalties for violation of the franchise and insurance. requirements.

It should also require

city approval of changes in ownership or control of the system, describe
procedures for future modification of the franchise (including subscriber
rate increases) and termination in the event of a major breech of the
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franchise. Technical performance standards, subscriber complaint procedures
and the right of individual privacy should also be addressed.
The franchise ordinance or combined ordinance should additionally describe the actual technical design features and services offered by the company either by specific language or a general provision incorporating the
selected company's proposal by reference. Failure to do so may leave your
city with little recourse in the event the company fails to live up to its
initial promises.
A comprehensive ordinance need not mean a burdensome ordinance on the
-company. Indeed, the ideal is for the city to have little involvement in'
the day-to-day operation of the system once the city has carefully selected
an operator. However, a failure to address potential problems and misunderstandings and the means to resolve them now may, as many cities have found,
result in dissatisfied citizens and ongoing regulatory problems for years to
come.

The Request for Proposals (RFP)
The policy development stage is concluded with the drafting and adoption
of a Request for Proposals.' The RFP should describe the city's regulatory
policies, minimum service requirements and the application deadline. It
should also specify the form and content of any application submitted. This
is particularly important. Understandably, applicants tend to be as vague
as possible in order to give themselves more latitude in operating the system
in the, future. It is in the city's best interest for applicants to be very

a

specific in order to provide a better basis for the ev luation and compari".
-son of the applications and, equally', to provide a more complete basis for
•

•
••.

•:
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-comparing the future performance to the initial promises made by the selected
company. Ideally, the RFP should provide detailed forms requiring succinct
information on:
o

full ownership disclosure of the company and parent corporation;

o

verification of adequate funds;

o

pro forma projections of expected capital costs, revenues and
operating expenses;
technical design, layout and channel capacity;

o

construction and maintenance practices;

o

technical performance standards;

o

programming to be provided including broadcast TV and radio stations, satellite programming, automated and nonautomated programming provided locally by the operator;

o

access channel production facilities, budgets and staff available to assist access channel users;

o

proposed rates; and
• a list of the applicant's other cable systems it now owns as
well as systems it has .sold in the past.

Recovering the Cost of Franchising

For all but the smallest cities, it is reasonable to expect that all of
• .

the city's franchising costs will be recovered from the applicants. A nonrefundable application fee is usually specified in the RFP--typically $500
to $5,000 depending on the size of the city. Some major cities have required
as much as $10,000. Further the RFP Should provide that the selected company
will reimburse to the city all additional costs not covered by the applica— •
tion fee up to a reasonable upper limit.
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Proposal Solicitation
1

A notice of the availability of the city's REP should be announcedim

a local paper and at least one national trade publication such as Cablevision
or TVC--both
published in Denver. Companies should be given a minimum of
—
two and preferably three months to prepare and submit applications. A shorter
period places unnecessary pressure on applicants.

Evaluation of Applications
- Today, it is not uncommon for a city to receive five--and in some instances—ten or more franchise applications. Moreover, the quality of the
applicants' offerings have improved considerably due to competition as well
as improvements in technology, programming and, most important, an expected
profitable future for the cable industry..
More applicants usually mean a better choice but also makes the decisionmaking process more complex. Financial and technical expertise can be particularly helpful. Each application should first be reviewed, for internal consistency and feasibility. Has the applicant clearly demonstrated it has the
financial resources to build the system as proposed and operate it until it
becomes profitable--as much as five or more years? Are the projected revenue,
expenses and rates realistic to ensure good performance and a reasonable return to the System owners? Is the technical design sufficient to permit the
delivery of all services proposed initially as well as provide flexibility

and surplus capacity to permit adding additional programming and services as
they become feasible in the future? An applicant offering mote services than
is technically and economically feasible is just as bad as one offering little.
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A side-by-side comparison of the financial, technical and service as-

pects of the proposals should then be made. A well structured RIP will make
this task. ,considerably easier. Ignore vague promises for services qualified
by such phrases as, "when there is sufficient public demand," "may" or "when
economically feasible." Such promisesare difficult if not impossible to
enforce and a particular applicant should not be favored simply because it
offered the longest laundry list Of "possible" future services that all applicants could equally provide.
Decisiontakers should also evaluate the performance record of the applicants in serving other commUnities. Some applicants will offer to fund field
trips to one more of their existing - systems. These trips are usually of little value. Most cable operators have one or more "flag ship" systems that
they want to show off. You are most interested in their overall track record,
not whether they did a particularly good job in a few cities. The best approach is to directly contact city officials in the communities the applicants
now serve and have served in the past. Ask whether the company has lived up
to and exceeded all promises made, whether there have been extensive subscriber
complaints and moreover has the company resolved such complaints fairly and
expeditiously. Also ask how cooperative the company has been in working with
city officials in resolving problems and seeking rate increases. This will
give you a much better sense of how a particular company will perform in your
city if awarded the franchise than a field visit to one of its systems.

The Public Hearing
Before a final decision is made, a public hearing should be held permitting the applicants to make presentations and answer questions by elected
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officials. Citizens should also be given an opportunity to comment on the
applicants and their proposals. In recent years, these company presentations
have evolved into very elaborate multiple-media shows often with extensive
equipment displays. The hearing should be well structured with applicants
'given a set time limit--usually a half-hour plus a question and answer period for each presentation.

The Political Side
Due to strong competition, the franchising process can become very poll-.
tical. Applicants typically spend a great deal of money not only on preparing proposals and public hearing demonstrations but also on hiring influential local attorneys and lobbyists, "Rent-a-citizen" and more recently "rentan-institution" has become a common practice whereby local groups and influential individuals are sold or sometimes given partial ownership in the proposed system in exchange for lobbying assistance and support. Applicants
may argue that local owners will make their system more responsive to the
community. Yet, the local owners usually hold only a minority interest and
are likely to have little real influence on the operation of the system.
Also, the cost of any ownership given at less than full value will inevitably
be recovered from subscribers sooner or later.
It is unlikely that politics can be removed from the process completely
but it can and should be minimized as much as possible by being aware of the
problem and sticking to an orderly, open franchising procedure. Some city
councils have adopted policies restricting contact between applicants and
council members to open forums or requiring full disclosure of any private

.

L

.
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contacts with applicants: The ideal is to focus on the track record of the
applicants and their specific commitments to serve the city, not on who has
the hest lobbyist.

Elections
In some cases, state requirements or your city's own charter will require
voter approval of any franchise awarded. Elections have proven to be a problem.
for cities because of the complexity of the cable issue and because the applicants, particularly the less qualified ones, tend to focus their media campaigns on simplistic aspects of their proposals such as a particular program
offering or "we're offering the lowest rates" rather than the overall merits
of their proposals. If at all possible, a franchise election should be avoided.
If it cannot, it is preferable to select one company for voter approval. If
all applicants must be placed on the ballot, the city should offer its strong
recommendation to the voters on the one or 'more applicants it finds would
best serve the city.

Joint Franchising
Many smaller cities have found it beneficial to join together with other

contiguous local governments in the selection process. By joining

together

either through a joint powers arrangement or a simple agreement to issue a

common Request for Proposals, the total area becomes more attractive and economies of scale often permit applicants to provide a greater amount of service. However, joint franchising only works well if all participating cities
agree from the beginning to reach a common decision. A split decision may
mean that none of the companies will be able to provide' the system and services as promised.
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RFP, and evaluating applicants.

If you elect to bring in a consultant, he

or she should be hired as you begin the process. But just as care should be
applied in Selecting an operator, a consultant should be carefully chosen as
.

well.
A consultant should have a proven track record in providing aisistance
to other cities. Also, some cable consultants to cities also work for cable
companies. You should investigate any potential conflict of interest because
a consultant under consideration may have also worked for a potential applicant for your franchise. A good consultant can save wasted time and help
the city learn from and avoid the mistakes made by other cities in the past.

Take Your Time
• No single article can touch on all problems a city may face in the franchising process. But the steps recommended here have been successfully used
by hundreds of other cities in bringing in 'quality cable service: Above all,
as stated at the beginning, take your time! The decision made today will be
one your city will live with for many years.
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If you elect to bring in a consultant, he

or she should be hired as you begin the process. But just as care should be
applied In Selecting an operator, a consultant should be carefully chosen as
well.
A consultant should have a proven track record in providing adsistance
to other cities. Also, some cable consultants to cities also work for cable
companies. You should investigate any potential conflict of interest because
a consultant under consideration may have also worked for a potential appli-

cant for your franchise. A good consultant can save wasted time and help
the city learn from and avoid the mistakes made by other cities in the past.

Take Your Time
No single article can touch on all problems a city may face in the franchising process. But the steps recommended here have been successfully used
by hundreds of other cities in bringing . in:quality cable service. Above all,
as stated at the beginning, take your time! The decision made today will be
one your city will live with for many years.
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THE CABLE TELEVISION INFORMATION CENTER

The Cable Television Information Center is a tonprofit, membershipsupplemented organization established in 1972 to serve as an objective
source of information and assistance to cities involved in cable television franchising and regulation.. CTIC offers a wide range of advisory
ierVices to cities at cost. Membership is available exclusively to local
governments and includes a new monthly newsletter ST.1.._
C_SAbrts2
For information on membership and services contact:

The Cable Television Information Center
2100 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
202/872-8888

